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In the Village of Yochani in the land of Judah there lived a man for many days. On account of this, he was
called Yochanan the Villager.
This man had worked the land since his youth, and he was wholesome, straight and God-fearing. Each day in
the morning, he rose from his bed before the sun began to shine and put on his garment. He went out to the field
and prayed a short prayer, that the Lord should send blessings on all the works of his hands so that he should be
able to support himself and those of his house. After this he returned home and ate the breakfast that was prepared
for him by his wife and companion, then he returned to the field to work and stand guard. Thus he did all the days
of the summer.
During the winter he wove open wicker baskets\fn{ Genesis 40:16} from reeds or poplar in preparation for the
days of the Holiday of the First Fruits. All the poor pilgrims (the rich would bring gifts of gold or silver in place
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of first fruits) bringing offerings in honor of the Lord God, bought baskets from him to present their first fruits
before the Lord.
Neither did his wife sit in idleness, but she prepared all the needs of the house for herself and for her husband
and children; also the flocks and herds were under her hand. In the long nights of the winter she spun and wove
the fleece from the sheep, and she sold it at such a high price that the man was greatly enriched.
This man had also four sons, Naranel the first born, Y’honatan the second, Oved the third, and Atzel the
fourth.\fn{The names mean, respectively: Natanel—Given to (or by) God; Y’honatan—God has given; Oved—Worker; Atzel—Lazy }
When they were little children they went to their father in the fields or to the servants with the flocks, but as they
grew they became divided in their opinions and thoughts, each one by himself. Their father constantly reproached
them about their undertakings because they hated work and loved idleness, but they always answered that they
were yet young boys and they needed more time to become accustomed to work.
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The sun shone with all her splendor and glory on perfect Zion. She cast her majestic rays also on the towns and
villages that surrounded her, as if she were saying,
“From Zion and from all her beauty the Lord will also appear to you, and with her blessings He also blesses
you.”
In the village of Yochani the day was different from all other days. All the workers from the fields and the
flocks came and gathered at Yochani’s house, and a few from the surrounding towns came to his house also. An
elderly priest came from Jerusalem to say the blessing over the bread and take his portion of the shearings of the
sheep.
That day was a holiday for Yochanan because he sheared his flock and set aside the terumah\fn{A special tithe for
the Temple} of his fields. Rachel, the wife of Yochanan, stood by the pots to prepare the meal for the guests. The
priest arrived, and all those sitting rose from their places and received the elderly priest with honor, and he blessed
them all and sat at the head.
And it happened that after they ate and after they drank, every one of them returned to his place. Yochanan
went to see off the priest and to cause him to pass through his fields that he should bless them. There he saw his
sons arrayed, the four of them, under one of the trees. and he went slowly after them and hid under a different tree
from whence he could hear all of their words.
*
“Listen now, my brothers,” said Natanel the first born to the rest of the brothers, “Did you know that in the
time since our Father took us to Jerusalem for the Festival of Matzot, I decided to become a Rabbi and head of the
Rabbinical Court in Jerusalem? At first I longed to be High Priest when I saw all of the honor bestowed on the
High Priest from all of Israel, like a god he was thought in their eyes. But when one of the young men of
Jerusalem told me that the High Priest can only be one who is a descendent of the priests, and as our father is
from the tribe of Shimon, I therefore decided to become a Rabbi and the head of a Yeshiva.
“Then I saw the two great Rabbis, Hillel and Shamai, one the Nasi and the other the head of the Rabbinical
Court. and how their students sat before them in terror and fear, wrestling in the dust at their feet,\fn{ Pirke Avoth
I:4} it almost took away my breath. More than this, I saw people come to Hillel that he should judge them because
they have a quarrel and suit, then Hillel said
“‘God of my people! Why do you quarrel with each other, are you the children of Cain that you wish to murder
your brothers? Are you not the children of Avraham, Yitzchak and Ya’akov who lived in peace even with those
who hated them? When there was a quarrel between the shepherds of the flocks of Avraham and the shepherds of
the flocks of Lot, Avraham told his nephew to choose for himself a place to dwell as was goodly in his eyes, while
he would remain in his place in order that there be peace.’ The plaintiffs, on hearing the sweet language of the
exalted man, addressed each other in peace.
“I stood then next to my father and watched him without pause, and he said, ‘Perchance thy face is a
lamp,’\fn{Psalms 90:8; the verse continues: “in the light of which secrets are exposed” } and he passed two fingers over my
right cheek.
“‘And what do you say my son? Do you think it better to be a Rabbi like me or a tiller of the soil like your
father?’
“My cheeks reddened like scarlet and fear and trembling seized me on seeing the importance of the answer. I
was like a stupid brute then and I couldn’t respond with a single word. When I return for the yearly Festival of the
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Harvest in Jerusalem, I will go to the house of study and fall before his feet and I will plead with him that he teach
me Torah in order that I become a Rabbi like him.”
“Why don’t you want to learn Torah in the house of study of Shammai?” Y’honatan asked him when he
concluded. “Is he not also a great Rabbi?”
“The young men of Jerusalem told me,” said Natanel, “that the students of Hillel outnumber the students of
Shammai, because Hillel is extremely humble and receives every man in joy. Shammai is very prickly, and if a
man doesn’t impress him in speaking to him, he will drive him away with rebukes. I am very dismayed by
rebukes, and on account of this I will be a Rabbi like Hillel and not Shammai.”
“It is different with me,” said Y’honatan. “When I walked in the beautiful and splendid streets of Jerusalem, I
saw from afar a great gathering of many people. I asked of them, ‘What is this?’ and the people told me that in a
little while Herod the king, in all his beauty and splendors would show himself to us.
“Then I saw in the distance people dressed in expensive clothing with coats of mail\fn{ I Samuel 13:5} on them
and golden swords girded at their hips. Some of them rode on horses and some of them went on foot and all of
them ran from every direction and shouted,
“‘Clear the way for our lord king. He will soon show himself to us, because he is on his way to the Temple to
go before the Lord in the festival gathering of the people.’
“Each man jostled his neighbor to see this fine view. Many of the upper class of Jerusalem ran before him and
spread blue and purple cloth on the road from the palace to the house of the Lord, in order that the soles of his feet
not tread on the ground, but on the blue and purple cloth. In their passing they cried, ‘Long live the King, Long
live the King!’ and the earth split at their voices.
“The king acknowledged them all with a beaming visage and went on. All of the generals dressed in armor and
swords accompanied him on all sides, and they are in the king’s pres ence always. He spoke with them, bestowing
honor on them, and all of the people were jealous of them and also honored them.
“Therefore I decided to become a general and intimate of the king. Next time I am brought to Jerusalem I will
go to one of these generals and beseech him that he take me into his service. So I have decided,” said Y’honatan.
“And I hope that in the near future I will be a great general like those generals I saw in Jerusalem.”
“Verily you are correct in the choices you have made,” said Oved. “Natanel, he will be a Rabbi like Hillel, and
Y’honatan will be a great general and intimate of King Herod. But with me it will be different. Behold, when our
father brought the tithe and terumah to Jerusalem, the priests received him with love and honor. When my father
said, ‘What am I that I am so valued and honored by you,’ they said to him,
“‘Who is deserving of honor more than you? Did nor David, the King of Israel, say, “He will that you will eat
and rejoice and it will be good with you.”\fn{ Psalms 128:2} How could we nor honor a man who has won himself
two worlds by his toil.’
“Therefore I will be a worker of the land like my father and I will eat by means of my toil and I will also win
myself two worlds.”
Then the two older brothers rose and hugged their third brother and they said,
“Be happy, our brother, in your lot, because he who works his land will eat his fill.” And he said to them,
“Also you my brothers be happy in your lots, rise and be successful, and the Lord God will be with you.”
They embraced again, each man his brother, and they swore to live in harmony, even in the time that their
status should separate them one from another.
*
In their great happiness they forgot that they had another brother, the youngest of them all, that hadn’t told
them what he desired to choose for the days of his existence. Natanel the first born spoke to his youngest brother
Atzel and said,
“Pray tell us your mind, Atzel, what will be with you?”
“With me there won’t be a thing,” answered Atzel. “Behold, my father is a very rich man, so why should I stint
myself any pleasure. Shall I be a rabbi? Would I not be required to sit day and night without giving sleep to my
eyes or rest to my eyelids for long days, and then only maybe would I succeed in becoming a rabbi, because not
all students are ordained. If I aspired to become a great general like Y’honatan said, then I would have to serve in
the army and go down to war, then maybe the hand of an enemy will reach me and his sword will take me before I
become a general. Or, should I become a servant of the earth like my father, is this good? Do not the consuming
dryness by day and the frost by night\fn{ Genesis 31:40} rob the sleep from his eyes? Sometimes, when he hears
tortured cries of the shepherds with the flocks of sheep and cattle, he strings his bow and runs into the midst of the
flocks to shoot at the wolves or the lions, taking his life in his hands.
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“Therefore, my soul also finds this repugnant. Behold, my bread is given\fn{ Isaiah 33:16} for every day that I
may do as I have done until now, leaping from mountain to mountain, hill to hill. I will play with the shepherds
and the flocks and I will be free always, and I will go wherever the wind bears me.”
The brothers began to argue with him and rebuke him on his path, because he was up to no good and his end
would be bitter.
But he had set himself apart, and who could bring him back?
*
Their father remained hidden under a leafy tree the whole time the brothers were talking, and he saw all and
heard all of their words. When they finished speaking he returned to his place and didn’t tell them that he had
heard, but on his youngest son he looked now with penetrating eyes. And he chose for himself the
part\fn{Deuteronomy 33:21} of voiding the bad intention of his son that he not be lost for eternity.
But who can stop the flood of desire in the hearts of youths when they follow their own ideas, whether good or
bad?
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The Festival of Succoth arrived and all of Israel gathered to come and see the presence of the Lord God, to
celebrate the Festival of Succoth. and to hear the king himself as he read the Torah before the assembly. Yochanan the villager and his four sons also went up to Jerusalem. Natanel went to the house of study of Hillel the Nasi
and said,
“Please my lord, my teacher, my rabbi, our teacher of Torah, I am the son of Yochanan the villager, but the
deeds of my father are not right for me and I will never be a farmer. Only a rabbi like you shall I be, and in your
path I will go if you do not reject me from your presence and teach me Torah.”
“Good, my son, good is the thing you have chosen,” said Hillel. “The Lord blesses Zion that from her will
come out Torah and you will go up, and up, and up and become great in Torah and posses a name like the names
of the great ones in the land.” And from that day on Natanel was a student of Hillel the Nasi.
And his second brother Y’honatan was taken to serve in the army.
Oved and Atzel, the remaining sons, returned with their father to the village Yochani. Oved began to work the
land of his father, and the Lord blessed all the labor of his hands and he succeeded in all he did, but Atzel
remained idle all his days.
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Many days passed, and Yochanan grew old. And he came to the end of his days and summoned his sons, Natanel came with fifty students who heard their lessons from his mouth because so great was Natanel in the Torah of
the Lord. When he came to his lather he fell on his neck and kissed him. And Natanel’s students spoke to Yochanan saying,
“Happy are you Yochanan that you merited this, you sowed in charity and reaped in kindness.”
Next approached Y’honatan. His neck and breast were spread with gold medals that he received from Herod
the king for his heroism and mightiness of spirit. A thousand men came with him to honor him and to honor his
father, because he was a general of a thousand. He fell on his father’s neck and kissed him and took out a letter
from his pocket. As his men stood by to hear the words of the letter, he read:
Behold, I send you your son that he cheer your spirit in these, your final days, as you have
asked of me. But do not delay in returning him to me because I need him very urgently.
Herod,
King of Judah
The old man embraced and kissed his sons, weeping from great happiness, and afterwards Oved and Atzel also
came and stood by their father. And Yochanan said to his sons:
“Hearken me now my children. Behold the day of my death has come, now listen to me as I proclaim my
words.
“All the time you dwelled with me I took care of you and you were not lacking a thing. But I also chastened
you when I saw that you were straying a little from the straight path, and you in your good nature lent your ears to
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my admonishments and you went in the correct path.
“When you took counsel under the tree and each one spoke about his desires, what you chose to be, I heard all
your words and determinations and I didn’t seek to restrain you. I knew that it’s nor in the power of man to stop
the flood of desire in the hearts of boisterous youth, more so when I saw that everybody chose for himself a good
path, except Atzel the youngest.
“Behold, I return in thanks to the Lord. You have settled in the right path, and behold, you have become men
before my eyes.
“But what can I do with Atzel who will continue to give himself to his wicked tendencies and his evil ways? If
he continues doing as he has done, in his end he will be cut off.
“One last piece of advice occurs to me. I will divide my estate in five parts and every one will take his part,
and to Natanel there will be double as is written in the Law of Moses, because he is the first born. But the portion
of Atzel will be under the hand of one of you and you will appoint a trustworthy man who will work Atzel’s fields
faithfully. And each and every month he will give Atzel all that he requires for himself and his household, and the
remainder will be brought under the hand of the guardian to be kept in trust.
“In this manner he will be able to exist as any man lives and not turn to evil or crime. But, if you give him his
portion, then he and his inheritance will be lost forever, as if I had not charged you.” And they all answered,
“As your words we will do, our father, your command is holy to us.”
And afterwards he blessed each one with his blessing. Also his son Atzel he blessed and commanded to go in
the path of good and to hearken the voices of his older brethren. He fin ished charging his sons and he drew his
feet up on the bed\fn{Genesis 49:33} and died an old man.
For seven days his sons mourned him and they buried him on his estate. Then each one of his sons returned to
their work.
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Many days passed after the death of Yochanan and nothing new occurred. Natanel earned a name as good as
the greatest names in the land. From the entire land of Israel many people came streaming to hear lessons from his
mouth, and his name was very esteemed. Y’honatan rose from height to height because he showed Herod his
fierce courage and the king raised Y’honatan high. Oved worked his land and was a man of worth.
Atzel went in crookedness and apostasy, and every month when he received from the trustee his legal portion,
he would lose it in some bad matter. His wife and children were left lacking everything and then it was incumbent
on Oved to be a support for Atzel and his family. He was worthless and a drunkard, always going to his brother
and quarreling with him that he should give him his part of the land from their father. Then he would no longer be
under Oved’s hand and he alone would manage his portion and not a stranger.
But Oved didn’t regard his words with favor, because his father had commanded him before his death not to
give the inheritance into Atzel’s hands.
*
One time Atzel came to Jerusalem when Herod was out riding with his servants, and the beautiful Miriami
rode on his right on a pure white she-ass. All of Israel, from the least to the greatest, went around them shouting
and cheering because king Herod had proclaimed throughout the land of Judah that he would return the crown of
the High Priest to Aristobolus, the brother of the Queen. He would serve in the Sanctuary in place of Hyrcanus his
father, in order to cheer the hearts of the people mourning for the honor of the Hasmoneans, who had almost
expired from our midst. Herod sent him from the palace of the king to the Holy Temple to restore him to the
appointed office, because these were the days between the full moon and the tithing. The Queen rode to the right
of the King and Aristobolus, the brother of the Queen, sat to the left of the king. The sons of the king, Alexander
and Aristobolus, rode to the right of the Queen. Y’honatan rode to the right of the children of the King to guard
them because they were then seven and eight years old.
Atzel saw his brother Y’honatan from a distance and broke through to him. He grasped him by the back of his
neck and cried aloud,
“Bitter son,\fn{Proverbs 17:25} why do you transgress the commands of our dead father! Here you sit on the
heights of the world and do not give your waiting brother his inheritance. You stole my land from me, the inheritance that our Father left for me, and I am dying from hunger and a lack of everything.”
All the people gazed at the two brothers in wonder and the sons of the king stared at Y’honatan in contempt
and cried in a regal voice,
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“Is it true. Y’honatan? Could you have done even one of these things to your brother? Will you be a retainer of
our father the King and will you ride beside us? Will it be so?”
One of the servants of the king approached Atzel to remove him by force from his brother, but Herod gave him
a sign to desist. The Queen looked at the King in supplication, as if she feared lest he command that Atzel or
Y’honatan be slain because they delayed him in the street.
Y’honatan was stunned to the point where he could not get a word out of his mouth in his awareness that this
thing had occurred before Herod the King. But Herod, on seeing his fear, said cheerfully,
“Shame on you, a leader and a mighty man of valor. In the field of combat you stood your ground and weren’t
cowering in the rear, nor did you retreat. Now you are dismayed before your brother and aren’t able to remove
him from your sight.
(“Release me and I will fulfill your desire,” said Y’honatan to his brother bitterly, and he put him aside and
stood before the king.)
“It is true, my Lord King,” replied Y’honatan to the king in answer and fearful respect, “that when I stand on
the field of combat, my thought is to fall or to triumph. But here my courage vanishes, for fear of the splendor and
royalty of my King is always upon me. The command of my dead father is strong on me. My regrets are
kindled\fn{Hosea 11:8} towards my lost and unfortunate brother who has acted perversely since his youth and fell
in love with idleness, but if I now transgress the command of my dead father and return to him his inheritance,
then it will be lost forever.”
The words of Y’honaran found favor in the eyes of the king and he said,
“Verily your father commanded before his death not to give Atzel his inheritance, but to feed him with his
allowance of bread in order that his hand not raise to do evil. However. I will keep the words of the wisest king of
all men, ‘Remove dross from silver when setting out to smelt a vessel.’\fn{ Proverbs 25:4} Therefore, you will give
him his inheritance and he will do with it as is good in his eyes. If he improves his ways, it will benefit him, and if
he sins, he will be sent away for his crimes.”
The words came from the mouth of the king, and a couple of his servants took Atzel and brought him to the
village of Yochanan and gave him his inherited fields and the flocks that his father left him before his death. The
king and his nobles continued on and came before Temple Mount where they all dismounted from their horses and
went on to the house of the Lord. Many priests stood there to receive the king and the new High Priest, son of
Hasmoneans, to whom were given all the properties and advantages that wise men attribute to the High Priest:
grace and beauty, richness and honor, wisdom, might and breeding. The wise men raised a cheer to greet the King
and the High Priest Aristobolus. The High Priest remained in the Holy Temple to dwell there until after Yom
Kippur, in accordance with the law, and Herod the King with all his nobles returned to their palaces.
Atzel, when be came to the inheritance of his father, saw first to expulsion of all the servants and the overseer
that his brother appointed. He took new servants to work his fields and he went about idle as had always been his
habit. When his servants saw that their lord wouldn’t watch his inheritance, but he stretched out his hand with
mockers,\fn{Hosea 7:5} they also withdrew their hands and didn’t keep it as was fitting.
Oved saw this from a distance and his heart pained him. He sometimes went to the fields of his brother and
shouted heatedly at his servants, on seeing that the fields of Atzel were grown over with thorns and covered with
nettles\fn{Proverbs 24:31} and that his flocks were scattered on the mountains without shepherds. But the servants
Atxel always answered him that he was not their master, and that he couldn’t command them. Then he returned in
low spirits to his labor and to his brother he said,
“Thy badness will chastise thee.”\fn{Jeremiah 2:19}
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Not many days passed and the times changed in Jerusalem. Those who feared the Lard praised Herod with
their mouths and honored him with their lips while whetting their eyes against him. Their hearts were distanced
from him when he wrathfully pursued the family of his wife, the Hasmoneans. The servants of Herod, knowing
that he was very fearful of insurrections, ingratiated themselves and brought him evil defamations. He listened to
their lies, and began to interrogate and search out every man to see if he was faithful to his king.
Many times he disguised himself and went to drinking houses and was able to speak with poor people about
the burdens of the king and his conduct. If he found a man speaking wickedly, then he sent his servants to seize
him and torment him cruelly,\fn{ Jeremiah 30:14} that he would inform on the rest of the rebels. So he did many
days. One time he heard one of the rabble say to the rest of his companions that were with him in the drinking
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house,
“Go open the door because Atzel the son of Yochanan the Villager is coming here.”
Atzel arrived and Herod recognized immediately that he was the brother of Y’honatan who had stopped him in
the street while escorting the High Priest to Temple, and he bent his ear to hear their conversation. He heard that
Atzel was a rebel against the king, because he spoke revolt against Herod and his family. He cursed the king on
account of his promoting his brother and raising him high, and on account of his instructing to return to him the
fields that had been under the hand of his brother.
His fields were now entirely spoiled and he was ashamed to seek refuge with his brothers because he had n’t
heeded their advice. Therefore, he had no other choice but to weave together the mobs to rebel against their king
or to form a marauding band outside the kingdom. They struck palms with him that he would go at their head and
they would follow him.
Herod went on his way and commanded his servants to be on guard, and they seized Atzel and his men as they
went into ambush in order to fall on travelers in the forest of Lebanon. They brought them before the king and the
Sanhedrin, and the king spoke before them.
“A man was in Abel,\fn{Jeremiah 30:14} Sheba son of Bichri, and he raised his hand against King David, and no
man dwelled in his house until he was put to death. This man, Atzel, was the son of an honorable man and a
brother of honorable brothers, but he has gone in apostasy from his youth until now, following his heart. He didn’t
listen to the voices of his parents, nor to his teachers did he lend an ear. Behold, he was wholly evil amongst the
community and finally he lifted his hand against King Herod, not him alone, but he incited and pushed many
others with him. If a king renounces his honor it is not renounced.\fn{ An adaptation of a saying in the Babylonian Talmud,
in the tractate Kiddushin 32a: “If a father renounces the honor due him, then it is renounced, but of a rabbi renounces his honor, then it is
not permitted”—i.e., the king can’t let him off the hook } He determined\fn{ Psalms 83:6} to he a marauder outside the

kingdom, and faithful witnesses will be found in this matter.”
After the interrogation and investigation. the Sanhedrin found the man liable to the death penalty in this matter.
But before they determined their judgment, it was seen that one of the Sanhedrin rose from his place. And he said,
“Make your judgment without me because I am the brother of this man.”
The listeners gazed at him in astonishment and he went out. As he passed before Atzel his brother recognized
him, and he cried.
“Save me now, my brother, from bitter death!”
“A brother cannot redeem a man, nor pay his ransom to God,”\fn{ Psalms 49:7} said Natanel and went out.
A momentary uproar rose in the court, then the still silence returned. The sentence was fixed that the next day
he would receive his punishment, he with the rest of his cohorts on his estate in the Village of Yochani. The
servants of Herod took the prisoner and returned him to the jail pending the next day.
Y’honatan, his brother, exited from before the Sanhedrin with the rest of the generals. In low spirits, he met his
brother Natanel in the corridor, and he said,
“What do you say, my brother, about the and of our brother?”
“His end was destined from his beginning,” answered Natanel in tears.
“But what is our guilt that we saw with our own eyes the sorrows of our brother, yet didn’t raise our hands to
save him?” asked Y’honatan.
“God will surely chastise us that we didn’t continue to reproach him on his ways.”
Behold, so end all bitter sons that don’t listen to their parents and teachers and hate the learning and the labor
that sustains their masters in honor, and who love idleness. On account of idleness they go from stumble to
stumble until they are thrown down forever,\fn{ Jeremiah 23:12} and they will be an everlasting abhorrence,\fn{ Daniel 12:2} to themselves and their entire family.
Not so for children who pay attention and are diligent in their studies and quick in their work. They become
worthy and ascend from height to height, and every place they come they will earn respect and multiply honor on
their houses. They will cause the hearts of their parents to rejoice and bestow honor to their children after them.
B
In the beginning of the reign\fn{1855-1881} of Alexander the Second in Russia, in the year 1855, I was born
in the town of Zager. My father was learned in Torah\fn{The 63 tractates of the canonical Hebrew Bible} and
wise, and he studied Talmud\fn{The rabbinical commentaries on the Torah} day and night. My mother also knew
Hebrew, and every Saturday afternoon she studied the Parsha of the week,\fn{The weekly portion of the Torah to
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be read and studied by pious Jews} including the commentaries of Rashi\fn{Shlomo Yitzchaki (1040-1105) a
great rabbi of Troyes} and Ibn Ezra.\fn{Ab-raham Ben Meir Ibn Ezra (1089-1167) a great rabbi of Navarre}
For those of you who didn’t know, my young readers, in past times parents taught their sons Torah and
Talmud, but not their daughters. A daughter was only taught to read from the prayer book and to write letters in
Yiddish. The daughters were busy all day with housework, and the parents thought it superfluous to teach their
daughters Torah.
How did it come about that they taught me Torah and Talmud?
These are the events I desire to relate to you.
It happened in my childhood, when I was five and a half years old, that my mother said to me,
“Sarah Faige, go to Miriam with the little house (Miriam poon’im shtiebeleh) and tell her to come to our house
to help me prepare the meal, because we have guests coming. But if you find her in prayer, take care not to
interrupt her—wait until she finishes her prayers then tell her my message.”
I hurried to do my mother’s bidding. I passed through the shuk\fn{The outdoor market} which was full of
wagons in which the farmers from the nearby villages sat and sold chickens, eggs, lentils, and all sorts of grain
and vegetables, and I crossed the street with the Beit Kinneset\fn{Synagogue} and arrived at the bath house.
Not far from the bath house stood a small and poor house, whose teetering walls were supported with wood
posts, and whose straw roof was rotten and had many breaches. In this house lived Miriam, who earned her bread
by helping women to bake and clean and to do all sorts of housework.
I opened the door and found Miriam standing and praying. Her head was wrapped in a wide, multi-colored
kerchief. The kerchief was tied on both sides of her head, and therefore her head looked as big as a bucket.
I stood to the side without disturbing her prayers and listened closely to every word coming out of her mouth. She
was reciting the Shacharit\fn{The morning prayers} prayer, and after the prayers she said in Yiddish,
“May blessings and success fall on my little head (kepeleh), Amen, Selah.”\fn{A word occurring frequently at
the end of a verse in Psalms and Habakkuk, perhaps as a musical direction}
When I heard her last words I wanted to laugh out loud, but I was afraid that she would tell my father that I
laughed, so I restrained myself. But as I walked home together with Miriam, strange thoughts and ideas began to
trouble my heart.
Miriam, I thought to myself, is a simple woman, and she recites her prayers as she was taught by memorization, without understanding the meaning of the words. When she was a little girl, her mother taught her to recite,
“May blessings and success fall on my little head,” and on these words she is returning even today, without com prehension. A prayer like that is T’filah Shav\fn{A prayer that cannot be fulfilled} and I don’t want to turn out like
her. When I get home I will ask my father to teach me to read from the Siddur,\fn{The Jewish prayer book
containing the set order of prayers} in order that I will know how to pray properly. When I got home I said to my
mother,
“Give me something to eat, mother, because I’m hungry.”
“Good,” said my mother, “but first say the blessing.”
“I don’t want to say the blessing,” I answered in tears.
“What’s this my ears are hearing?” my mother said anxiously. “You don’t want to say the blessing?”
“No,” I answered. “I want to pray from the Siddur, not from memory like Miriam.” And so I told her what I’d
heard and my mother laughed good heartedly and said,
“In a little while your father will return from the Beit Midrash,\fn{House of study} and I’ll ask him to buy you
an Aleph-Bet and to teach you to read. Now say the blessing and eat.”
*
I obeyed my mother, said the blessing and ate, then I went out to my girlfriends to play a game. While I was
playing with my friends outside, I saw my father leave the Beit Midrash. I abandoned the game and ran to greet
him with a “Good Morning,” took his tallit\fn{The shawl with ritually knotted fringe at each of four corners
traditionally worn by Jewish men and boys, especially at morning prayer} and teffilin\fn{The small leather box
containing Hebrew texts on vellum, worn by Jewish men at morning prayer as a reminder to keep the law} from
his hand and said to him,
“Daddy, buy me an Aleph-Bet and teach me to read Hebrew.”
“It’s not yet time to teach you reading,” he answered calmly. “Wait another year or two and then you’ll begin
to learn.” When I heard his words, I broke into sobs and ran to my mother and said to her,
“Mommy, Daddy won’t buy me an Aleph-Bet!
My mother approached my father and told him what I had related to her about Miriam “of the small house.”
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My father laughed freely, stroked the hair on my head and comforted me that in the evening, on returning from
the Beit Midrash, he would bring me the Aleph-Bet that I so desired.
For the rest of the day I was very excited, and I told all of my friends that today I would start to learn. I felt in
my heart that I was being elevated above them all, because they would grow up simple and I would be learned.
With the setting of the sun, I sat on the porch in front of our house and waited impatiently for my father to come.
Suddenly, I saw my father in the distance. Like an arrow from a bow I sped off running to greet him and
extracted from his hand the Aleph-Bet. Then I happily returned home at a run, to deliver the good news to my
mother that my father had brought me an Aleph-Bet.
About this time, our guests arrived, and these were my Uncle Reb Yediya and his son Aryleh. This young man
was an Ilui,\fn{A young Torah and Talmudic prodigy} remarkable in his many aptitudes, especially in his memory
and his erudition in Talmud. If a person wanted to test him, he could take a closed Gemora and position his finger
on a certain spot on the cover and say,
“What are the words that are printed in this place on page thirty-one?”
The youth would stand and tell him the words written there without having to think very hard and without any
mistakes.
When I saw these important guests, I didn’t have the courage to talk to my father concerning the Aleph-Bet, but
I heard my father in the course of his conversation with the guests tell them what had happened to me and what I
requested from him. The guests laughed kindly and told him that I was justified.
The next day, after I ate breakfast, my father sat me on his knees, spread the chart of the Aleph-Bet on the table
and began to teaching me the first two letters, repeating them a second time and a third time.
This wasn’t to my liking, and I asked him to read for me the names of all of the letters, till tav. My father did
as I asked, and I concentrated well on each letter, and the names remained engraved in my memory. When my
father finished reading, I repeated before him the names of all the letters forward and backward, without errors.
My father was amazed to hear the names of all the letters come out of my mouth, and he read me also the
names of the nikudot.\fn{The vowels} I learned these also and began to join the letters with the nikudot, “Ah,
Bah, Gah, Dah …”
“I have to go to work,” my father told me. “Go and play with the girls and when I return for lunch I’ll continue
teaching you.”
My father left and I went out and sat on the small bench on the porch, and I began reviewing the Aleph-Bet
diligently, until I knew it by heart. I entered the house and asked my mother to give me a Siddur, and by myself,
without help, I began to slowly read the first prayer, “Ma Tov-ooh.”
I read it one time, two times, a third and a fourth, until I knew how to read this prayer fluently. From time to
time, one of my friends came over to ask me to play with her, but I answered proudly,
“It’s not the time for play now, but the time to learn from the Siddur.”
When my father came home for lunch, I opened up the Siddur and read before him the prayer Ma Tov-ooh
fluently and well. He was astonished and hugged and kissed me, and he wanted to go out and tell our neighbors
about this wonder. Just then, the door opened and my uncle came in, so my father called me and instructed me to
read from the Siddur.
“She learned this in a half-day, from morning till now,” my father said.
“I’m sorry that she’s a girl,” my uncle answered. “If she was a boy, she probably would have been a Gaon\fn
{An honorific term for an outstanding intellectual and Talmudic scholar} in Israel.”
“A girl can’t become a Gaon?” I asked innocently.
My uncle and father burst out laughing, and I was ashamed and humiliated. I hid in the corner and didn’t want
to sit down at the table to eat.
*
After a couple weeks, my father delivered me to the Cheder,\fn{The traditional one room religious school for
boys} and I sat there with the boys and studied together with them, even though they were several years older
than me.
Every half year I passed from one form to the next, until I had acquired knowledge of Tanach and Talmud.
When I finished there I began to read every Hebrew book I could get my hands on.
When I reached 25 years old, I wrote a Hebrew novel, and this was the first of my books to be printed, Love of
the Righteous.\fn{Published in 1880}
C
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Around 1863 or 1864 news was heard in the city of Dvinsk, news that occupied the whole community; young
and old.
A convert from the land of Germany who had converted to Judaism there was coming to Dvinsk. Many people
talked about him, and each told of his origins differently. One said that he was the son of the German king,
another said he was the son of the king’s teacher.
One day, my father returned full of joy and told us that he saw the convert in the house of Reb Israel Horowitz
that day, where he had spoken with him. My mother, and even though we were little girls, also my sister and I,
cupped our ears to hear the words of my father. We greedily swallowed everything he said about the convert’s
appearance, wisdom, good heart and gentility, and how he had learned Hebrew and Chumash\fn{The five books
of Moses (Genesis-Deuteronomy)} in Germany.
How great was our desire to see him and speak with him, but how could we possibly hope for a joy like this, to
see the righteous convert and speak with him? He was always at Freidlander’s house or Horowitz’s house, these
being the greatest and richest in the city.
Then came the day that two young men dressed in splendid clothing arrived at our house. One of the young
men approached our father and said,
“Reb Yosef. Here I have brought you an honest student and it will benefit him if you study Talmud and Bible
with him for an hour or two every day.” The second young man approached to greet my father, and my father
hugged him in his arms and kissed him twice saying,
“Come in, blessed is the Lord, sit on my right, and like a seal on my heart I shall place you always.” The first
young man who was a member of the Friedlander family left, and my father called to my mother saying,
“Shaina, come here and let me present you to Reb Yitzchak, the righteous convert from Germany.” My mother
respectfully asked after his health, and we stood far back, afraid to approach him. But on the second day the man
said to my father,
“Sir Teacher, I must get to know all the members of your household, even the little ones, because you are all
dear to me, very precious.”
*
From that day I became accustomed to him and talked with him. After his studying, he would sit with us a long
while and talk with us, telling us about the customs in his land, and anything he could do to give us pleasure he
didn’t hold back. Every day he was more and more dear and honored in our eyes, in our seeing the goodness of
his heart, his wisdom, and his modesty, because he wasn’t prideful even with the smallest of the small.
He studied Bible and Talmud. He started the Bible from the beginning and the Talmud with tractate Baba
Metzia from the first chapter, “Two are Holding.”
I also remember the time when he finished a chapter he was learning and understood it properly. He rose from
his place and kissed my father saying,
“Sir Teacher, if only you could feel now the emotions in my heart, then you could comprehend that there is no
word in my vocabulary to thank you for this precious learning. A treasure of great value is hidden in the Talmud,
nothing in it is worthless. Yes, yes, this valuable learning had been lacking in me. Now I feel that it fills up my
soul inside.” My mother sometimes said to my father,
“What I really want is to hear about his history from his own mouth. But to ask him to tell it isn’t proper,
because maybe there is something hidden in his story, and since he is an honest man, he couldn’t fabricate and
answer our request while remaining tranquil in his heart. It’s not urgent, we will wait until he tells us of his own
volition.”
*
After a month passed, he rented an apartment in the house of Masha Mamin in the courtyard where we lived,
in order to be near us always, and he was very happy. He was very beloved by us and we ful filled with alacrity
anything he asked of us.
My brother Beryl Menkin, who is now a Rabbi in Cardiff,\fn{Wales} was then a two year old boy, and didn’t
leave him alone for a moment. When he saw Reb Yitzchak take out a pinch of tobacco to smoke he would say
with exaggerated love,
“Reb Yitzchak, do you want a wooden match?” When Reb Yitzchak nodded his head, my brother ran quickly
to bring it to him. His childish happiness was a joy beyond compare when Reb Yitzchak took the wooden match
from his little hand, thanked him, and patted him on the cheek.
One time, Reb Yitzchak left our house, but immediately afterwards the door opened again and he returned
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quickly with a face as white as death. My parents were very shaken, and he was unable to speak, just pointed with
his finger at the door. My mother went out and saw that there was a piece of pork tied next to the door of our
house.
She asked around and sought after what had occurred, and some youths told her that the Christian maiden who
lived in our courtyard had done this thing. My mother asked her
“Why?” She answered,
“Why did this one make us abominable by becoming a Jew? I would slay him right now if only I were able.”
He couldn’t eat bread all that day because he was depressed. He was a complete Tzaddik,\fn{Righteous one}
none were like him.
One time when my mother sent me to bring him tea in the morning, he was standing in his room praying. He
wore tefillin with a big tallit over his head and back, and the siddur in his hand was wet from his tears. When I
saw this I was frightened. I set the tea on his table and went quickly out of the room. When I told my father he
was amazed and commanded us not to interrupt Yitzchak again during his prayers.
One day he arrived at our house earlier than he usually came and was very happy and light-hearted. His joy
was apparent on his face, and my father asked him,
“Reb Yitzchak, you have news today. Would that you always be so happy.”
“Yes, yes, my dear friend. On account of this I came early today. Please know, my dear friend, that today
makes two years since I was granted my heart’s desire and my name was called in Israel, Yitzchak ben
Avraham, \fn{Male converts to Judaism take the surname “son of Abraham,” female converts “daughter of
Sarah”} and this day was the happiest of all the days of my life.
“It’s a wonder to me that for almost eight months I have been in your house, regarded as a beloved son in your
eyes, and beyond doubt your souls have desired to hear about my history from my own mouth. Despite this you
have never asked me once, and you surely knew that I wouldn’t withhold from you any desire, even the most
difficult thing. Strangers weary me with their questions, but you, my dears, don’t make any request of me.
“Here I am on this happy day to tell you of my origins, from my childhood up through the present, and give
praise and thanks to the Lord for bringing me to this day.
“Here I am studying Bible and Talmud and understanding what I learn, and I have learned very much during
this period.” He sat down next to my father and we all sat around him to listen to his words, and here they are:
*
My father was the palace administrator (Kammarharar) for King Wilhelm in Germany, but due to illness he
was given leave and returned to his estate in Landsberg, not far from Berlin. His name is Erlich. My father is
Lutheran and my mother is Catholic.
In my childhood I was a heretic, without belief in the faith of my father, and my mother was always complaining that she didn’t know what would become of me. I had no desire to go to church, and when I occa sionally
attended on her orders, I didn’t pay any attention to the words of the priest. In my studies in school, in religion
class, I asked so many questions that the teacher became short-tempered and angry, and shouted loudly,
“Stupid boy, what do you want? Listen and don’t ask. If you multiply your questions you won’t learn a thing.”
But I was stubborn.
“If you won’t describe for me with sound logic this passage that goes against common sense, comprehension
and reason, I won’t learn it.”
So he set me on my knees in the corner and all of the students laughed at me. But I didn’t mind his disciplining
me. This happened many times until the priest wearied of bearing my stubborn rebelliousness. He came to my
mother’s house and complained in her ears that I was a complete atheist and a non-believer in everything. So my
mother took me from the school, and on the advice of my sister who was married to the administrator of the
Staten District, I was put in a Catholic seminary to be made into a priest, despite my anger and fury.
My mother’s instructions lay heavy on me because I was a prisoner of this obedient band, who were all men of
God. My father didn’t interfere with my education and sometimes he laughed inside when he saw the anger of my
mother. When I went to my new school to hear these new, or old lessons, I started doing the same as before, surrounding them with questions and objections that they couldn’t bear. At my mother’s instructions they began to
pressure me with words and punishments. Once when I went to my father to complain about the harshness of my
teachers, he said laughing,
“Why do you inform them what you are thinking in your heart?”
I wanted to act according to my father’s advice, to be at peace with them and not tell them my hearts thoughts,
but I wasn’t able, because my spirit compelled me. So I was at war, war with my mother and war with my soul’s
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feelings, and a whole year I suffered pains in the body and pains in my soul until I couldn’t bear it and fled the
place never to return.
*
I was thirteen years old then, and my father sent me to a school in Berlin. There I studied three years until I
completed the course, and when I finished, my father took me into his business to supervise his accounts since he
knew that I had mastered accounting.
Good times arrived for me, days of freedom and days of delight. Every day I worked a couple hours at my
desk, because I had to figure many accounts, like the produce of my father’s fields. His houses and the village
brought him an income of forty thousand silver coins per year, and all the accounts were under my control. My
father was satisfied, and I loved him and honored him like an angel on high who had thrust away all of my
sorrows, because when I came under my father’s patronage my mother ceased quarreling with me.
But despite this, she dealt badly with my father and I on account of his letting me be free-spirited. I loved the
hunt, and whenever I had free time I went to hunt animals and birds. When I lay in bed at night I read books, not
novels, but books full of serious matters and delights. While I was in school in Berlin I bought myself a world
almanac in the German language and this I valued more than gold. In my free time I didn’t put it down until I had
it almost memorized, also the Bible I read and reread many times, and other books reproduced in German. I read
these books every night until I fell asleep. Often I was occupied with strange thoughts, thoughts that mystified me
how and in what manner they stole into my brain. But as they came, so did they went,\fn{The text has: go}
making room for others.
A day of holiday arrived for us and I had the day off from work. My mother and younger brother came to my
room and asked me to travel with them to the great cathedral in Berlin. I knew they would go to the Catholic
church, and I was consumed with hatred for the priests for all the needless suffering they had caused me during
the year I studied with them. I put them off with a lie and promised to go after them on my horse. They believed
me, because they knew how much I loved to ride, and they set off.
Once they had left the courtyard, I saddled my horse, slung my gun over my shoulder, and whistled to my
faithful dog who came to my side. My horse was a beautiful stallion that swallowed the miles at a gallop. I
mounted him and rode, not to the church and not to Berlin, but to the forest to hunt. I covered the forest to its
length and breadth without shooting a thing because I wasn’t out for a hunt. My spirit had brought me here, my
spirit bore me and lifted me on imaginary wings, upward and outward without end.
I hadn’t eaten, except for breakfast bread, but I didn’t feel hungry, thirsty or tired, nor did I sense that my horse
began to move slower. I just wanted to soar to the heights and ask what is good for a man, how can he find peace
for his soul and his feelings?
Can it be possible that he find satisfaction in mere food, drink and fine clothes?
Will these cheer the soul that seeks things more pleasant and noble?
I didn’t notice that my horse stood leaning against a tree as I flew and soared, and all the days of my youth
passed before me: my mother’s rules, my teacher’s rules, my questions, their answers and punishments, and my
bitterness and stubborn rebellion. I weighed it all on the scale in my mind and found that I was still far from my
goal, a great distance, and God knows if I could obtain it. Yes, I thought, only God who examines our hearts will
pardon me and help me, as you will hear in the course of my story. I plumbed the depths of my thoughts and
didn’t know my soul.
Then behold! The dog began to bark loudly, and pulled strongly at the corner of my cloak until I roused from
my meditative state.
I opened my eyes and it was dark all around. I looked up at the thickening and black ening skies, and a great
wind came up and made the trees groan. The branches shuddered and moved violently, like the arteries of my
heart, and they bent down their tips from above my head to touch my ears, as if to say to me in noisy voices,
“Fool! Don’t you see that it’s dark all around you and soon lightning and thunder will fill the forest. Get
moving fast, don’t stand there. Save your life!”
These words, or thoughts, urged me on and put hope in my heart, and the darkness and storm in the forest
brought me clarity of thought. I mounted my horse, and even though he was hungry and tired, he still went at a
gallop as if I had charmed him with Arabic words. I stroked his mane and off he went, and my dog came after us.
I knew that it was yet very far to my father’s house, and I wouldn’t arrive before the rain overtook me, so I turned
my horse up the path that went to the house of the lessee.
He held a large portion of my father’s land by lease, he was a learned and upright Jew, who was also rich and
goodhearted. But before I could reach his house, the rain poured down with lightning and awful thunderclaps
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sounding their voice and showing their great destructiveness. I took pleasure in this terrible vision and didn’t
know why. My horse rose to the task, but when I saw that I was close to the lessee’s house, I dismounted and
grasped his reins and led the two of us, slowly and with dignity, despite the heavy rain coming down.
My dog ran ahead, apparently he ran to notify the lessee’s household that I was on the way, because in anoth er
minute, the lessee and his servant were out to greet me. The servant took my soaking jacket and my horse and
gave me a different jacket in exchange, and the lessee put his arm around me and hurried me into the house. There
I sat down to rest and my host asked if I had trekked long in the rain.
*
“The lightning and the rain have so engaged me,” I answered, “that I didn’t feel the rain. I imagined that on the
day the Torah was given to Israel there wasn’t lightning like this. So why this lightning now? Isn’t the Torah
already given?”
“Not to everyone, my honored Sir,” answered the lessee with a gaze that penetrated to my heart.
These wise words rocked my cherished thoughts, as if a new spirit had entered inside me, and the idea that was
hidden in his words transformed me into a different man. I had plumbed the depths of my thoughts and ended up
in my heart, and now I had to figure out a course of action from all of this.
The mistress of the house came in and set food before me and sweetly requested me to eat. Then I remembered
I hadn’t eaten all day. I gazed around the room we were sitting in and behold, it was full of splendor and beauty
more beyond that of regular days, and I asked energetically,
“Tell me please my friend, do you also have a holiday?”
“Yes sir,” the lessee answered me, “In a little while the Sabbath will arrive in beauty and glory and we Jews
must greet it in rejoicing and splendor. The Sabbath is the best present that was hidden in the vault of the Lord of
the World that he graciously gave us, so we must acknowledge that goodness.”
Every word he spoke and every syllable that came from his lips were like balm to my soul, because he spoke
wisely. This good man stood at my right to serve me and didn’t lift his eyes from me. Apparently he understood
my thoughts, and he said:
“My dear young man. If only you wished to honor me and to stay here and eat supper with us this evening,
then I would know I have found favor in your eyes. Please don’t refuse. I will send the Lady, your mother, a
messenger to inform her that you are here with us this evening.”
“I accept the invitation with all my heart and soul,” I answered him. “With joy I contemplate sitting in the
company of such upright people as yourselves. But don’t inform my mother of any of this, she will think that I’m
in Berlin.”
The room that I sat in was full of light and cheer. A silver candelabra with seven stalks sparkled on the great
table which was covered with an fine tablecloth. Candles on the walls cast light from every side. The master of the
house went to another room to pray, and when he returned we all sat down to the table. I sat to the right of my
host, and as we sat at the table he elucidated for me the value of the Sabbath and other precious things that I
should know. Every question I asked he answered me sensibly and knowledgeably, and I felt I was in a different
world.
The evening left a good impression on my heart and from that day on my love for and trust in this man grew,
until I made him my secret advisor. Every Friday night I went to this dear Jew and celebrated their Sabbath in
their family circle. I told him of every precious and secret thing I had and consulted with him, because I felt in my
soul that this man was very near to me.
*
One day I sat at my desk to work, but I had lost a vital ledger. I started to search for it and to rummage through
all of the letters and bills that were in the writing drawer, but it wasn’t there. I searched the top drawers and the
bottom drawers and it wasn’t there.
I opened one drawer that had another drawer inside, and within that drawer I found a small leather sack,
wrapped up and tucked away. I opened it and discovered letters in old, faded script, and although the writing
wasn’t smudged, I still couldn’t read it. I took the sack and hid it in my pocket, closed the bottom drawer and
continued to search for the ledger. Then my father came in and said to me,
“I forgot to tell you that I found this vital ledger under the desk yesterday and put it in my pocket. Now wake
up and be more careful in what you’re doing, because if it hadn’t been found we might have been greatly
damaged.”
I took the ledger from my father's hand and bowed my head to show that he was justified, but I wasn't able to
answer him a word, as the desire burned within me to know what was in these new found let ters. My workday
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passed, I closed up the desk, put on my overcoat, saddled my horse and galloped off to my friend and companion,
to see if he could find the basis of the words in the letter. I arrived at his house and he greeted me joyfully.
“I have an urgent matter for you my friend,” I said to him, so he escorted me to his special room and closed the
door behind him. I related to him a summary of what had happened, and showed him what I had found.
“It’s Hebrew writing,” he cried, and read thirstily in great astonishment.
He began reading through every letter one after another, and he lost his voice from amazement, and shock was
plain on his face. He read every letter from beginning to end and then said to me with a radiant face.
“My dear friend, your father and your grandfather were Jews. His father gave up his religion under compulsion
during the great destruction that took place in Germany. In order to save himself from death, he accepted the
Lutheran faith with his wife and children, amongst whom your father was numbered, then ten years old. His
genealogy is written in the letter, along with which family in Israel he is from, his name and in what city the con version took place.”
He read all the letters to me from start to finish, translating to German. When he finished reading, I cried
ecstatically,
“What a find I have made! Now I draw close to my goal. The Lord has helped me. To the rock from whence I
was cleaved I shall return. The Lord is the God of my fathers and will also be my God, and Israel is my people.
It’s already a year that I’ve walked about carrying inside the thought of becoming a Jew, and now I will be so,
whatever may come.” This man, even though he had understood my thoughts from before, still became very
worked up and asked me,
“My friend, maybe this is just a mirage to allay some other problem, and after a while you will regain your
composure? A step so grave and exalted isn’t made in one night. Haven’t you read about many of the events that
happened to our unfortunate people who have been found for most of their history in bitter exile; the servitude,
the hardships, the robbery and murder we suffered from many cruel savages.
“Now it’s been ten years since the ruler of this land freed and liberated us. ‘The Jew is also a human being,’
they said, ‘all of them, from the least to the greatest. Emancipation and equality will be given to him like all men.’
The cries of the masses still ring in my ears from ’48: ‘Liberty. Fraternity. Equality. There's no difference between
the Jews and the Germans! Open the ghetto gates!’
“Now things are good for us. Now positive and compassionate words are heard. If only it will remain so.
“But my dear friend, will these enlightened days be extended? Will they continue? Time will tell. This isn’t the
first time such a false light has appeared to us. Didn’t Spain give us freedom and liberty almost beyond measure,
and with what did we leave there? That is known to all. You are the son of a great and honored man, a world fall
of honor and prestige awaits you. Will you abandon all of this to join a wretched people and be tortured when they
are tortured? Not so. Not so, my friend.”
“No, No,” I cried, “I will not do otherwise. My grandfather sold his faith for his life and I will return to the
Lord and buy it back for me and my descendants forever. I will return again to my people. May God test me so,
and more also. Please don’t speak to me any more about this issue.”
*
From that day forth he thought of me as a Jew. I divested myself of many things that are allowed to all peoples
but forbidden to Israel. The dear man remained my secret advisor, and every time I came to his house he taught
me Torah. He translated many books for me that had not yet been translated, and he strove to obtain for me those
that were translated. His primary advice was that I fulfill my obligation to the army of my own free will, because I
was eighteen, and doubtless I would lose much time later in changing my condition.
I served for a whole year in the cavalry and I attained the rank of a junior officer and I also received a medal
for my skill (and he showed us his insignia and medal). When I fulfilled my service I returned to my father’s
house, and there I began to employ my skill to speed me to my goal.
I wrote a letter of request to the king himself and I attached the Hebrew letters inside it. A year went past and I
was summoned to the great council, and there was asked different questions. In the end, they intended to send me
to a mental asylum, but many helpful people stood by me and I wasn’t sent there. They called in doctors who
examined me and decided unanimously that I was healthy and whole, and then they began to consider the matter
seriously.
After their consultations were finished, they said that if my father will agree to the thing, they will give me my
wish. But if he didn’t agree, I would be forbidden from it by law, sentenced to five years of hard labor, and
stripped of my standing and rights.
When the time arrived for my father to stand before the seat of Justice, he was very upset because he was a
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man of faith and peace. He had never done another man wrong or been involved in anything that was against the
laws of the land, and he asked me,
“What is this about?” So I answered,
“Don’t be frightened, father. I haven’t stolen or robbed, I am only returning to the God of my ancestors and of
my people. Your grandfather was a Jew and I am returning there.”
Two tear drops rolled down his cheeks from his eyes, but they weren’t tears of hate and condemnation, but
tears of despair because we would be separated forever and his love for me was a true love. He didn’t say another
thing, just sat at his desk as I accounted for him all the matters of his estate.
I went over all the accounts and notes, and nothing was lacking. He placed a pouch on the table with about two
thousand silver coins and wrote on it these few words,
“You have served me faithfully for three years, here are your wages.”
But I didn’t touch a bit of it and I went out of his house never to return. I didn’t take anything with me from
my father’s house, except for the name Erlich. He traveled to Berlin and I traveled to Breslau.
*
I lived in the house of the Rabbi of Breslau and waited for the verdict, if I would be impris oned or free. Even
in Berlin I had beloved friends who kept me informed of all the happenings there. I received a letter from one of
my friends in which he wrote,
“Your honorable father, on arriving at the courthouse, was asked by the chief justice if he agreed with your
plan to convert to Judaism, and he answered ‘Yes’.”
He did this because he loved me and didn’t want to hurt me, and he knew that without his approval I would
have had laid on me an awful sentence that would bring even more shame on his family than a son who converts
to Judaism. So he signed his name that he agreed to the wishes of his son.
I was luminous and happy, but I waited another six months before they returned my letter with permission to
become a Jew. All this time I lived in the house of the Rebbe who taught me to read Hebrew and also taught me
Torah.
I was careful in fully performing all of the Mitzvot according to the faith of Israel, only on Sabbath before
sunset I lit myself a cigarette to smoke. One time the Rabbi saw what I was doing and it wasn’t right in his eyes.
He said to me kindly and calmly,
“I hope when you accept the full yoke of the kingdom of heaven you won’t do this thing again. If you had only
waited another hour you would have observed the Shabbat properly.” Then I answered him,
“Rebbe, don’t think that I can’t restrain myself from smoking, God forbid, that isn’t it. Didn’t our Sages of
Blessed Memory record, ‘A non-Jew who observes the Sabbath is punished by death’ because is written in the
Torah, ‘The Sabbath is a sign between me and between the children of Israel.’? How could I sin in my soul and
transgress the words of the Torah!”
The Rabbi cried from joy and strong emotions and blessed me and from then on I was the apple of his eye. He
arranged many entertainments on my behalf to amuse me until I received the written approval, to the delight of
my hearts and the hearts of those who loved me.
*
Then the rabbi and the leading lights of the city began to make preparation for my admission into the impossible.
Rabbis and rich men came from many cities to share in my happiness. On the morning of that day all the
invited guests came to the house of the rabbi and a Torah scroll was brought, and the rabbi read from the scroll the
parsha Lech-Lecha “and Abraham was ninety-nine years old, etc.” When everything was prepared, the rabbi
approached me and said,
“My son, maybe we should bind your hands and feet, so you won’t cause some accident?” So I answered,
“God forbid. Is it possible I couldn’t make this sacrifice to the Lord when if he sought my life I would give it
to him with all of my heart?”
And they did with me as I requested and I was named Yitzchak ben Avraham, and here I am today two years in
the Jewish world. They ate and drank and rejoiced all day and all night long then returned to their homes, and I
lay in the house of the rabbi.
For two days I didn't feel any great pain, but the third day I became sick with fever, and heat spread through
my body. From day to day my condition worsened and the doctor said that I was dangerously ill. All of the people
of the city were stunned and didn’t know what to do. The rabbi of Breslau, in whose house I was staying,
remained there day and night without moving from my bed until the Lord helped me.
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Finally the doctor said the danger had passed, but the sickness ruled over me for more than six months before I
returned to full health. Then all the Jews in the city and surroundings celebrated in great happiness.
After all of this, I said that I must go to Russia and see my brethren there because I heard they were very
observant and learned in Torah, and I wanted to learn Torah and know her path. There in Breslau lived a rich busi nessman from the city of Warsaw and he invited me to travel with him to Warsaw.\fn{What is now central Poland
(including Warsaw) was at this time part of Russia, a situation which obtained between 1815-1915} The man was
rich and a Hassid. I traveled with him, and I was welcomed by almost all the Hassidim in Warsaw when we
arrived.
There was happiness and rejoicing in the rich man’s house, and every day there was a feast like a king’s feast
in his home. I thought that all of the Jews must be very happy, yet the image appeared to me unbidden of a poor
Jewish peddler who had sometimes come to our house to buy old items. How he bowed his tall stature to all the
servants and maids who made him little presents of worthless things. So, I thought,
“It’s true then, the Jews of Poland are rich, because I haven’t seen any poor or destitute in all these days I’ve
passed with you in feasting and celebration.” One time, the rich man said to me,
“Reb Yitzchak, this week we will travel to see the Rebbe of Radin, and there you will see a great man beyond
compare.”
That same day I was invited to see the Rabbi of Warsaw, and he was very disparaging and astonished at how
and why I’d chosen my dwelling with the Hassidim. I said to him,
“Piety is the meaning of ‘Hassid’, and I seek the God-fearing.” He answered,
“As do I.”
Three days later we all went to see the Rebbe of Radin; I, the rich man in whose home I was staying, and many
other Hassidim. We arrived, and they renewed their habitual feasting and drinking. Week after week passed,
month replaced month, and I went constantly to the Rebbe’s house. Every day different people and new guests
arrived, but the old guests didn’t leave or move from their places, and they filled the city. The houses and stables,
the barn lofts and basements were all filled with different people from different cities until there was no place left.
Every day I ate my noon meal at the Rebbe’s table, my breakfast in another man’s house and my supper in a
different man’s house, but on Shabbat I ate all three meals at the Rebbe’s table.
At first I couldn’t eat without a knife and fork, but the Hassidim laughed at me and jeered me saying,
“A Hassid you will be called? As long as you need a spoon, a knife and a fork to eat you aren’t fit to be called a
Hassid! Watch us and do like us.”
I went along with them and I was made a Hassid like them in the full meaning of the word. Only one thing was
hard for me. When I sat at the Rebbe’s table and listened to his words of Torah, I wanted very much to understand,
but I didn’t understand a thing. Once I complained to the rich Hassid about my lack of comprehension, since I
couldn’t understand any of his Torah lesson. He answered me laughingly,
“Slow one, this isn’t necessary. Why should you understand? Was I not born a Hassid, and have I not studied
since the time I was weaned from my mother’s breast? Not a year has passed that I haven’t been here twice and
visited with the Rebbe, and every time I have heard much Torah, and despite all of this I don’t understand but a
fraction of a small part. And you wish to understand? It is only the hidden Torah he explains to us. The angels,
only they may understand, not us.”
Eight months I lived there and I didn’t know what I was doing. I drank with them, I ate with them in their
manner, from the hand to the mouth. I danced with them, I sang their songs, I listened to their stories. The little I
had learned in Germany I knew, but nothing more. I prayed with them and they put on me another tefillin, and
when they heard me praying and reading from the siddur they laughed at me and said,
“No, that’s how the Germans say it, but now you are a Hassidic Jew.”
And I thought this was correct, and I started to read like them.
On Simchat Torah, I drank way too much with them and was sick, and my life had made food loathsome to
me. I lay on my bed senseless, and when the wine had gone out of me, I began to think and worry about my end.
“Can it be true,” I asked myself, “that this is how the Jews of the exile live? Can they spend all their days in
drunken joy? If so, why don’t the Jews of Germany do the same? Isn’t the dear man who lives on my father’s
estate wise and learned beyond compare? He is rich also, so why doesn’t he do these things? Besides, he told me
that the majority of Jews of Russia and Poland are greatly learned. If this is what they do and this is how they live,
when will I learn?”
So when I returned to my senses and went into their company I asked them,
“My dear shepherds, I want to ask you what will come of me. It wasn’t to drink that I converted, but to learn
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Torah and know the Lord, because ignorance isn’t piety.”
“Idiot,” one of them answered me, “we don’t need to learn. Doesn’t the Rebbe learn our portion for us? What
can we learn and what would we know if we studied? Isn’t the Torah full of secrets, hints, and hidden things, so
we could never understand it.”
“Not so,” I answered them. “Doesn’t it say in the Torah itself that it is not in the heavens?”
They laughed at me, but their answers had pushed me far away from them. The next day I took a parting blessing from the Rebbe and from the rich man with whom I had made the pilgrimage, and one man who wasn’t a
Hassid advised me to travel to Dvinsk, and so I did.
*
“I came here, and I didn’t err in my destination. Now I know that the Lord has placed me on the true path.
“Lo, I spent ten months in the company of the Hassidim, I didn’t learn anything from them except for how to
drink. Now I have been here about eight months and I have learned all of tractate Baba Metzia and have started
Baba Batra, and in the Bible I have studied the early and late commentators. I’d never prayed to advance so far in
learning in such a short time.
“I am so happy in my teacher and in my Rebbe. I know that you have dedicated your strength and your time on
my behalf. Truly you have done the work of the Lord, and for all of my days my soul will be tied to your soul and
the souls of your family. And what you did for me, honorable lady,” he turned to my mother, “during all the days
without end that I lay confined in bed, you defied description. Like a tender mother to her only son you watched
over me for a month, you didn’t rest or remain still, nor spare your own health until I returned to myself.
“So this is the story of my origins,” he concluded happily, “and now I’m going to Horowitz’s house because
those honorable people have prepared a family gathering in my honor this evening, and dedicated it to their
guests.”
*
Behold this was a great dear man who left all the pleasures of the world behind him and came to be absorbed
into an oppressed people, to be tormented and suffer with them as part of their part.
Twenty-two years ago I met his wife in Vilna, a dear and upright woman with a little daughter. She told me that
they’d lived in the city of her birth in Russia in peace for a few years, but then the riots and the pogroms came
there and they were happy to have managed to flee amidst the upheavals and come to Vilna. She and the girl
remained in Vilna while he traveled to Riga to get work, and more I didn’t hear of him.
I’m sad for you, dear man, you were without a doubt driven from there also, because you are a Jew.
He, Reb Yitzchak the righteous Tzaddik ben Avraham our father, who cast off a world full of all good and
brought upon himself sorrows and troubles, and was happy with his lot because he was a Jew.
Behold, this is the power and spirit of Israel.
A grandfather who was sunken and concealed was restored to greater majesty and brought out of the deep
abyss.
The Prince will raise the lost and the dispossessed and set them in the highest place.
128.101 Cause And Effect\fn{by Andrejs Upits (1877-1970)} Skriveri, near-central Latvia (M) 14
It happened on a Wednesday, in the second week of May, round about eleven in the morning.
Mrs. Lankevica, the wife of the watchmaker, was walking past the building of the Home Loans and Foreign
Credits Bank on her way back from the Daugava market. She carried a shopping basket on her arm. There were
some eggs in it as well as other purchases. Mr. Lankevica was very fond of little pies stuffed with sweetened eggs.
As a matter of fact, Mrs. Lankevica’s basket was not the kind that should be carried suspended on an arm. It
had already tipped over twice and since Mrs. Lankevica was carrying her umbrella in the other hand all she could
do was push the basket into place by pressing it to the wall and shoving it up with her knee.
The basket tipped over for the third time when, having gone past the bank’s main entrance, Mrs. Lankevica
came abreast of the last of its windows. Mrs. Lankevica stopped. She tried to straighten it up again by holding it
close to the wall and pushing it up with her knee. It seemed that everything was going to end well. All she had to
do now was give the basket a good push by thrusting her knee higher, but this was something she could not do
because suddenly she saw an elderly gentleman and two young men coming down the street. And the basket
keeled over even more sharply, the lid flew open and an egg—one egg—rolled on to the pavement. With a cry
Mrs. Lankevica threw down her umbrella, but it was too late to save the egg. It broke with a crisp crack.
Ada Liepina, the accountant’s junior assistant, was in the back room of the bank. She had just completed a
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page of entries. Before starting on the next, she decided to go to the window and have a look into the street. A
lieutenant she knew usually walked past the bank at that hour and he always smiled at her. It’s true that her fiance,
Krustins Bracs, the accountant’s senior assistant, sat in the next room and the door between was open. But what
business was it of his? Surely it was not forbidden for her to even look at other men now? She stood by the
window and waited.
Just then Mrs. Lankevica happened to be walking past the bank and coming to an abrupt stop before the
window. Ada had often had to carry a basket like that herself and she therefore fully appreciated Mrs. Lankevica’s
predicament and began to worry too. And when Mrs. Lankevica dropped her umbrella and cried, Ada Liepina
cried too—partly instinctively and partly in sympathy. Her cry was thin and shrill, a snake bite sort of cry, given
to women alone.
And at that precise moment Krustins Bracs, the Home Loans and Foreign Credits Bank accountants senior
assistant dipped his pen into the ink bottle to finish off a splendidly executed page of figures. In its own way it
was his examination paper. The accountant had resigned his position to join some government department or other
and Krustins Bracs had a good chance of taking his place. The post had practically been promised him—the
director of the bank was only expected to give him a formal test today.
He dipped his pen into the ink, raised it and holding it over the page considered how best to draw a line with
the metal ruler placed across the page. And just as he was bringing his pen down, someone screamed in the next
room. The unexpectedness of it made Krustins Bracs start suddenly and jerk instinctively forward.. The jolt
caused a black drop of ink to fall on the closely written page, while his left hand pushed the metal ruler which slid
over the drop and smeared it into a blot, shaped like a bird, all over the page.
And a blot, exactly similar to the one that, wavered before his eyes, spread over Krustins Bracs’ soul. He felt as
though someone had poured ink all over him. He stared, dumbfounded at the ruined page with wide eyes. His
hands—the pen in the one, and the ruler in the other—shook badly. His ears gradually reddened. All this happened
in a fraction of a second—actually a mere twinkling.
And suddenly Ada Liepina laughed in the other room. Krustins Bracs jumped up. He hurled his ruler into the
corner. He wanted to fling his pen there too, but remembered just in time that he might break the nib that way, so
instead he jabbed it viciously into his bristly pen holder. He shouted in a voice not his own:
“Ada! Have you gone out of your mind?”
Laughing, Ada Liepina walked into the room. And her laughter enraged Krustins Bracs still further.
“Have you gone crazy or stupid?”
This no longer sounded funny. In particular, the tone in which it was said admitted no possibility of a joke. Ada
Liepina pursed her lips.
“How dare you talk to me like that? And in that tone of voice, too? It’s you who have gone stupid.” Then
Krustins Bracs pointed tragically to his ruined work.
“How can you go on fooling? You should see what’s happened.”
Whether Ada Liepina realized that she was a party to the accident or not, remains unknown. But that was not
what really mattered at all. The important thing was that Krustins Bracs had spoken to her in that tone of voice
and glared at her as if he were about to snap at her. And their wedding was to be on St. Martin’s Day too! So that’s
what he was really like—very well then! She flushed, moved farther away from him, threw her head up proudly
and drew herself up erect.
“I’d be obliged if you wouldn’t speak to me in that tone of voice … that tone of voice. Who do you take me for
anyway? How dare you, you savage, you!”
In point of fact she had not meant to say anything of the kind. But once started, the words simply rolled off her
tongue. She raised her voice with every word and it sounded more and more spiteful. Then her lower lip began to
twitch and a rage so turbulent gurgled in her breast that she thought she would burst with it. Ada Liepina turned
sharply on her heel and ran out of the room, banging the door.
Krustins Braos sank into his chair. Things could not have taken a worse turn than they did. Damn that girl!
Why did she have to screech? He found an eraser and started rubbing out the blot, knowing perfectly well that it
was against the rules and no good would come of it anyway. And before he had managed to erase even the
damned bird’s beak, in walked the three directors to inspect his work. There it was, his work! There’s the
accountant’s job for you, Krustins Bracs! The directors shrugged and walked out.
Krustins Bracs held his tears back with an effort. The crazy girl had ruined his life. He was brimming over
with wrath the way a puff-ball brims with dust. But she did not reappear and he had no one to vent his rage on.
After an hour or so he could not bear it any longer. He jumped up, flung the connecting door open and, poking his
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head into the other room, cried:
“Stupid goose!” He then went back and fell into his chair again beside his ruined work.
To Krustins Bracs it seemed that this was the end of his whole life—as it would appear to any clerk whose
ambitious dream had just slipped out of reach. How could he even think of taming a wife when his salary would
not cover the cost of renting a larger flat or bringing up their children decently? And then what sort of wife would
a scatterbrain like Ada make? She wanted to make a fool of him, twist him round her little finger, entice him into
her web. He poked his head through the door again:
“Go to hell!”
This sudden display of coarseness and the outburst of unseemly language was really quite unusual for him. He,
who could not make his way through a crowd of fishwives without begging their pardon, was suddenly swearing
like a thorough-going ruffian. But when he finally regained his composure it was too late. The door was thrown
open. There stood Ada in a coat, hastily thrown over her shoulders, and a hat put on just anyhow. She pulled a ring
off her finger and hurled it at him the way one hurls a brick or a five-pound cannon-ball. The ring hit hard against
Krustins Bracs’ chest, rebounded and rolled into a corner with a clatter.
“There, take it. I don’t want it any longer.”
It was the engagement ring given her by Krustins Bracs. The ring itself was intact but the stone had fallen out
and he searched for it in vain. When he rose from his knees at last, Ada Liepina was no longer in the room. She
had gone.
Ada Liepina walked home. To be exact she did not walk but ran. She rushed along like a frenzied fury, her
paper-case stuck under her arm. Her hat had slipped off to the back of her head and a stubborn lock of hair
escaped on to her forehead. Tears welled up in her eyes and heir lower lip quivered. And every now and again
those quivering lips cried out:
“There! I hope it chokes you! I don’t want it!”
She would gladly scratch out. the eyes of anyone who dared suggest that she regretted the occurrence at all.
Why should she need a chap like Krustins Bracs? Didn’t she have enough friends without him? And much better
ones, too! Why, for example, does the lieutenant walk past her windows every single day? Every single day, mark
you! And why does he say hello to her? And didn’t Martinsmidts, the director, dance a fox-trot with her at the ball
at the Ladies’ Benevolent Society? Of course, the lieutenant was the better looking, but then the director was the
wealthier. Could not she pick anyone she chose for a husband?
Ada broke into a crowd of people standing on the pavement, gazing at cinema advertisements posted on the
wall. She elbowed her way through to her front door. Infuriated still further by rude remarks made to her by the
lovers of cinema advertisements, she jerked the door open and slammed it after her with a thunderous bang. She
flew into the lobby and in three strides reached the second door—a glass one that swung both ways. She pushed it
in with both her hands and flung it against the wall with a crash.
Mrs. Libesmana, the wife of the landlord, came out of her apartment on the first floor just then. She was
expecting shortly and this was her daily little outing for a breath of fresh air. She bent down, trying to straighten
the hem of her skirt, but this was quite a difficult thing for her to do. Suddenly the front door was thrown open
and someone rushed at her like a whirlwind. Mrs. Ubesmana was scared out of her wits.
“Oh! God bless my soul!”
She bent over backwards as far as she had just been bending forward. Her umbrella fell out of her fingers, and
so did her scaled silver “pompadour” purse. Her gold watch, worn on a chain round her neck, slipped out of her
dress and swung over her stomach. A deathly pallor spread over Mrs. Libesmana’s spotty face. She thought that
robbers had attacked the house, that Riga was on fire—a hundred surmises, each one ghastlier than the other,
flashed through her mind like sparks.
It was dreadful, but what happened next was more dreadful still. Something soft thudded against one ear, while
a harsh voice screamed something horribly in the other.
What? Screaming at her? At her, the wife of the owner of this house, a wholesale merchant? Could it have been
that office girl, that adventuress from the fifth floor?
Gasping and fainting Mrs. Libesmana sank on the floor in front of her door, unable to rise and press the bell
button. Then Mrs. Libesmana started drumming her fists on the floor and calling:
“Anna … Anna-a!”
*
Anna pulled the door open and picked Mrs. Libesmana up in her powerful arms. She had come running
straight from the kitchen, her sleeves were rolled up and her arms covered with flour up to the elbows.
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“Madam, what’s happened? Madam!”
She led her mistress along the corridor, supporting her heavily sagging body with difficulty. She, for one, knew
her mistress well enough and attached no particular significance to her sudden fit of temper. Her mind was on the
pikes which were this very moment frying in the kitchen, and it annoyed her that her mistress clung to her like a
leech. Anna dragged Mrs. Libesmana straight into the dining-room and sat her down in a chair.
“Now then, sit here a minute. Everything will be all right. Everything will be fine.”
And Anna ran to the kitchen. Just as she had thought: the pikes were beginning to burn. Resentfully, she turned
them over with a knife. Just as she had thought … the smell of burnt fat and bluish smoke assailed her nostrils.
What will the master say now? There was no pleasing him as it was.
The mistress was moaning loudly in the dining room. When Anna came back to her she found her utterly
exhausted, her face blotched and drenched in sweat, her eyes staring in horror.
“What is it? Good God, what is it?”
But the mistress only moaned and fumbled senselessly with her hands. She burst out crying and her tears ran
down her nose and her lips. Suddenly a shudder ran through her and she screamed as if she had been stung.
Anna was really frightened now. The matter was serious, evidently. Convulsions, hysterics and the like …
She undid her mistress’ dress for her and began consoling her as best she could and asking her questions. She
thrust bottles of eau-de-Cologne and smelling salts under her nose in turns, but all to no avail. Her mistress only
shuddered, writhed and shed great tears. But now she began sliding down from her chair. Anna carried her to her
bedroom and somehow managed to put her to bed. Then her mistress started tossing on the bed and shrieking
wildly from time to time.
Yes, things were bad. Anna guessed what was wrong with her mistress but did not know what she should do.
She dashed into the kitchen and switched off the gas. The pikes had now started burning on the other side too. But
Anna thought of them no longer. She ran to the study and picked up the telephone. She turned the telephone
handle the way one turns a coffee mill.
“Mr. Libesmana … Yes? This is Anna … Anna, yes. Come home quickly. The mistress has fallen ill … Ill, I
said. Come quickly … she’s terribly ill … What? In half an hour? No! Right now! I don’t know what’s wrong
with her. It seems to me—well, you know yourself … Coming? All right, but hurry. Please, hurry.”
But it was no simple matter for Mr. Libesmana to tear himself away and hurry home. He had been sitting in
conference with Messrs. Rotfinka and Priedes for two days now, together with them working out how high the
price of sugar should be raised. The ruble went down every day, and therefore sugar prices should go up. The
largest stocks of sugar were concentrated in the hands of these three men and whatever price they established
would be the price. But, nevertheless, the matter was rather complicated. You could not take into consideration
present-day demands alone—prospects for the near future had also to be discussed and weighed up. Mr. Rotfinka,
being the youngest and the most impetuous of the three, proposed to raise the retail and resale price from 22 to 28
rubles. But Mr. Priedes considered it advisable to raise the price by 2 rubles per pound only; Mr. Libesmana
hesitated between three or four rubles. Agreement had not been reached the day before and there was hardly any
likelihood that it would be reached that day either. The problem was too involved.
In the meantime, smaller retail merchants were holding back their stocks in anticipation of changes. An
announcement had already appeared in that day’s newspaper that sugar was almost impossible to obtain. A
complete crisis was expected on the morrow.
And at that precise moment Mr. Libesmana was summoned home. Feeling terribly excited, he put down the
telephone and rushed to the table at which Messrs. Rotfinka and Priedes were arguing, interrupting each other and
gesticulating.
“You must excuse me, gentlemen, but I’ve got to go home for a while.”
No one paid the slightest attention to his words. Mr. Priedes, just then, was straining across the table, trying to
grab Mr. Rotfinka by a button of his coat.
“I beg your pardon, but your calculation is wrong. I concede that at the present moment an increase of six
rubles per pound is more than two rubles. But we are not folding up our business as from today, are we? We must
take into consideration the solvency of our buyers. And, moreover, we’ve got reliable information that the
Czechoslovak syndicate is going to drop its prices in the very near future. And since our stocks are comparatively
small …
Mr. Rotfinka grasped Mr. Priedes’ hand.
“Dear Mr. Priedes! We cannot base our calculations on the future, even the very near future. We cannot build
anything on a basis like that. The future is full of all sorts of surprises. Can you give me a guarantee that the
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customs duty on imported sugar will not be raised? Can you give me such a guarantee?” Mr. Libesmana struck the
table with his fist.
“Gentlemen! Gentlemen! I really have to leave you …” Mr. Priedes snatched up a pencil from the table and
started fumbling for a notebook in his pocket.
“Allow me … just a minute …”
“You need not bother. You can’t change my mind for me. It seems to me that if I do have a say in this matter, if
you do admit that I have an interest too …”
Mr. Libesmana turned, pulled his coat and hat off the hanger and had already got as far as the door by the time
the other two realized what was happening.
“Why, where are you off to? How can you?” Four hands seized him within the next moment.
“Excuse me … it’s my wife, you know … just for half an hour …”
The telephone was ringing madly again. Mr. Libesmana tore himself away, dashed clown the stairs and jumped
into the first cab he saw. And not until he had ridden to the next corner did he suddenly remember and pull the
cabby by the sleeve:
“How much?” The cabby merely tugged his reins for reply.
“You know yourself, sir.” For all his agitation Mr. Libesmana had not lost his practical sense yet.
“No; I wish to know how much.”
“A hundred wouldn’t be too much, would it?”
“What? A hundred? Stop the cab, I’m getting out. Fifty is all I’ll pay.” The cabby whipped his horse.
“All right, make it seventy-five.”
Mr. Libesmana was about to get out but refrained in time. The distance they had already gone would have to be
paid for anyway. And there was not another cab in sight. Neither was there a tram-car at the stop. But now they
were past the tram-car stop and the cabby turned down a wide empty street. Never mind, he’d pay. After all it was
his first-born. And perhaps it was a boy, too …
He got his money out beforehand. He almost forgot to put the new 25-ruble note back in his wallet and,
instead, smuggle in that torn, badly pasted note, the one they would not accept at the confectionery yesterday
between the other two. He crumpled up the notes in his hand and nudged the cabby in the back:
“Hurry! Hurry! My wife is dying—”
“Your wife? Oh … never mind, we’ll get there.”
The cabby made a pretence of really urging his horse on, but to Mr. Lilbesmana it seemed that the horse was
just stamping on the same spot. All his thoughts, all his being strained ahead toward his home, the house that
could be seen at the end of the street now. And if the first-born is a boy … He very much wanted to confide in the
cabby, to tell him that they were expecting a newcomer in the family. But here was the hat shop already … the
perfumery … and the furnished rooms …
They had arrived. Mr. Libesmana sprang out of the cab and dashed up the stairs.
The situation was truly grave. Klara rolled about the bed with loud moans. Mr. Libesmana lost his head. He
rang up Dr. Barons. The doctor was out. So was Dr. Skuja. He gave up telephoning. He scribbled a few words on
his visiting-card and dispatched Anna to Dr. Slivovics, while he himself ran round Klara’s bed, not knowing what
to do.
The telephone kept ringing: But of course it was Rotfinka and Priedes. The receiver trembled in his hand. His
voice grew hoarse. And just then another spasm seized Klara and her yells were such that the whole building
seemed to be filled with screams and he could not make out a word.
“Hello … Mr. Rotfinka! I must ask you to excuse me … I can’t come today … my wife, you know … Again!
Oh, my God!”
Mr. Libesmana threw the receiver down and clapped both hands over his ears to shut out Klara’s groans and
the ever-ringing telephone.
*
Mrs. Sevalda, the lawyer’s wife, had her app1e pie batter mixed and ready when it suddenly transpired that
there was not enough sugar in it. Her maid had been all over the town, but you could not even buy a pound of it.
The salesmen stood glumly behind their counters and only shrugged their shoulders. Sugar was not to be had.
She could have borrowed some from the wife of Pinkuli’s, the shopkeeper, who lived on the second floor of
the same building. But she had lent all she could spare to the wife of Tumbaks, the engineer, that very morning.
Well, since this source had failed she could try and borrow some from the Zillses who lived across the landing.
One should not, of course, become too intimate with these people, but when the worst came to the worst they
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could be made use of too. The Zilises, however, had gone away to the country to attend someone’s funeral and the
tutor who lodged with them did not take his meals at home. And he would not have any sugar anyway.
The maid also volunteered to go and ask the gatekeeper’s wife and had already thought of a suitable pretext. It
was quite a risky business asking the gatekeeper’s wife, but Mrs. Sevalda’s present position was so hopeless that
even her prestige had to be risked. They managed to get a little sugar from her—a mere cup or so, no more. These
people did not have any more. Mrs. Sevalda stood in the middle of the kitchen, wringing her hands distractedly.
“Katrina, what are we going to do about, it? What are we to do?” Katrina was standing by the kitchen table,
tasting the dough.
“To my mind, madam, it isn’t as bad as all that. After it’s been baked it will be sweeter still. And if you let it
stand for a while it will get really sweet. I think if we add some more butter—” Mrs. Sevalda cut in angrily:
“Go on, you and your butter! As if I didn’t know how much of everything should go in! After all I hold the
recipe.”
She actually did hold the recipe. Mrs. Sevalda’s apple pies were famous throughout the town. Three, four, five,
six and sometimes even more ladies would call on Mrs. Sevalda every Thursday for a cup of coffee and some
apple pie. They ate the pie; exclaimed over it and in vain tried to learn the recipe from Mrs. Sevalda. This was her
secret. Her own prestige, and to a certain extent that of her husband, the lawyer, depended on this recipe. It was
not difficult, therefore, to appreciate her state of mind as she stood in the middle of the kitchen, wringing her
hands. Katrina licked the finger which she had taken a bit of dough with and now wiped it on her apron.
“But, madam, what are we going to do now?” Mrs. Sevalda stopped wringing her hands, went up to the
window and stood staring out into the yard.
“I don’t know, Katrina dear, either. They’re invited and they’ll all come. They always do. Not one of them is
liable to forget.”
“Who’s coming today, madam?”
“Mrs. Sausvedera, Mrs. Garais and the wife of Director Apmana. Oh, if only it weren’t for Mrs. Apmana!”
“Madam, couldn’t we somehow manage to make them drink hot chocolate and eat those sugar cookies of ours?
We’ve got some left in the bag.”
“Stop talking rubbish! How many have we got left? Don’t you know how they eat? If only Mrs. Apmana
weren’t coming! She won’t eat anything but apple pie. She told me clearly enough: ‘The only reason I come to
see you, Mrs. Sevalda, is to have some of your delicious, wonderfully tasty apple pie.’”
“That one’s nose can’t stick up any higher.”
“That’s the whole point. Ever since her husband helped my husband to secure the post of legal adviser in the
department, she has adopted this attitude of looking down on us, always. She’s been ignoring me for quite some
time now, but there’s nothing I can do about it. Our welfare does depend on them a little.”
“I think, madam, we’ve got to put the pies in the oven and that’s all. Everything will be all right, you’ll see.”
Mrs. Sevalda heaved a sigh.
“Well, there’s nothing for it, we’ll just have to bake them. But, Katrina dear, you can’t imagine how worried I
feel deep down. It’s a premonition of disaster. Those cursed dealers, up to their scheming again!”
Mrs. Sausvedera and Mrs. Garais arrived promptly at five. These two did not worry Mrs. Sevalda at all. She sat
in the drawing-room with them, engaged in small talk, and all the while she listened for footsteps on the stairs.
Her heart was thumping but she was not losing hope yet. Perhaps Mrs. Apmana was not coming. Even a childless
woman could be detained by something.
Suddenly the bell rang. Mrs. Sevalda paled somewhat and rose. Her hands trembled slightly. To hide the fact
she began to repair her already perfect coiffure.
In walked the young and beautiful wife of the Director of the Ministry of Light Industry’s Tanning
Department. She smiled pleasantly (as was her way) and dazzled her hostess and the other ladies with her new
pink outfit.. The knowledge of her own superiority, however, showed in her smile and in her affability as a whole,
and this hurt the other ladies terribly.
But there was nothing to be done about it. One had to foster Mrs. Apmana’s friendship whatever the cost. Even
her mere acquaintances benefited from a reflection of Mrs. Apmana’s magnificence at first nights and in public
places: she was on friendly terms with the wives of two ministers, and whenever she entered the theater box
Audzespuduris, our famous poet, always got up from his seat. in. the seventh row and bowed to her.
Mrs. Apmana seated herself proudly and crossed her legs to give the ladies a chance to admire her new shoes,
costing 2,200 rubles, and her silk stockings at 450 a pair. She threw a condescending look at her friends’ clothes.
But this look made Mrs. Sausvedera smooth her dress down over her knees, and Mrs. Garais straighten her locket.
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Mrs. Sevalda cleared her throat and this made her blush a deeper red than ever.
The guests started asking Mrs. Apmana questions about her new outfit and everything connected with it. Mrs.
Sevalda made her excuses and went to lay the table.
Once outside the door she pressed her hand to her breast at the spot where her heart was beating with such
unusual loudness. She heaved a deep sigh. She was overwrought to a point. Her good name, her social position
and the honor of her household were at stake. Apart from that, anger surged up in her—anger at herself, at the
sugar dealers, at the world in general and that haughty Mrs. Apmana in particular.
Mrs. Sevalda was perfectly justified in being proud of her dining room. The furniture was of light oak,
designed by an artist and made to order. And as for her tea-service, why, even Mrs. Apmana did not own one like
it. Mrs. Sevalda placed an ashtray and a silver matchbox in front of Mrs. Apmana’s plate, because she invariably
lighted a cigarette after her cup of coffee or chocolate.
The guests unhurriedly took their seats round the table. Katrina came into the room carrying a silver coffeepot
containing hot chocolate, poured it out and stopped in the open kitchen door. Watching her mistress’ agitated
breathing, she too grew excited.
Mrs. Sevalda made an attempt to scoop up some chocolate with her spoon. But it trembled in her fingers and
so she dipped it into her cup again and began stirring the chocolate needlessly. It looked as if her eyes saw nothing
but the cup in front of her, though in actual fact she was watching the slightest movement of her guests’ fingers.
They were continuing the conversation started in the drawing room. Mrs. Sausvedera was debating a point
with Mrs. Garais.
“I’m sorry, dear Mrs. Garais, I’m very sorry, but I can’t agree with you. There’s nothing at all in the spring
number of the Modenwelt. The styles it gives make it really difficult to choose anything at all decent. I can
recommend Die Schone Dame to you. Buy a copy—you won’t regret it.”
She put a piece of apple-pie on her plate. Mrs. Garais followed her example. Then she picked up her fork.
“My modiste\fn{Dressmaker.} brings me all the magazines there are. But I haven’t had time to look through
them yet. She’ll only start on the dress next week.”
Mrs. Apmana barely touched the spoon with her lips. Then she broke off a tiny morsel of apple pie. Mrs.
Sevalda’s flush deepened. She threw a beseeching look at Katrina, as though seeking salvation.
“But still the Pariser Chic is the most up-to-date magazine. To tell you the truth I never even look at the
others.”
Mrs. Sausvedera and Mrs. Garais took their first bite of the apple pie simultaneously, and exchanged looks.
Mrs. Sevalda could not understand whether it was because of the pie or because of Mrs. Apmana’s hesitation. But
those two were the least of Mrs. Sevalda’s worries. She was watching Mrs. Apmana.
She took another sip of the chocolate and grimaced. She did it quite clearly too. A hot wave simply flooded
Mrs. Sevalda. So the chocolate was not sweet enough, either. Mrs. Apmana put down her cup and took a bit of
apple pie into her mouth. All else vanished from Mrs. Sevalda’s vision. She saw nothing save Mrs. Apmana’s
mouth—that frightening mouth into which had gone the bit of apple pie, a mouth that threatened the very
existence of Mrs. Sevalda.
The mouth, chewing hurriedly at first, now slackened its motions noticeably. It looked as if it were masticating
a piece of dry shoe leather rather than eating pie. Now it stopped moving altogether. Then a hand shot out and
pushed away the cup of chocolate and the plate with the piece of pie on it. A pair of stern, questioning and at the
same time mocking and spiteful eyes stared at Mrs. Sevalda.
This is the end … Mrs. Sevalda tried to fight back her tears and her anger. She had a feeling that her chair had
slipped away from her, that she was sitting on the hardwood floor, that she was gliding down into a bottomless
abyss. She wanted to jump up and scream, but she did not have the strength and her breath was caught.
And the minute Mrs. Apmana dropped her hands in her lap, Mrs. Sausvedera and Mrs. Garais stopped eating
and drinking too. But when Mrs. Apmana lifted her hand and pushed even the ashtray and matches away, they
exchanged long and meaningful looks again.
A smile full of venom curled Mrs. Apmana’g lips.
“Sugar is going up in price every day …” Mrs. Garais hastily took up her cue.
“And you can’t get it! There isn’t a shop selling it today!” Mrs. Sausvedera joined them excitedly.
“All the shopkeepers are engaged in some sort of speculation, most probably. Sugar is sure to go up by several
rubles now.”
Mrs. Apmana never took her killing glance off Mrs. Sevalda—already stunned and more dead than alive.
“We always buy our sugar in poods.\fn{Hundred-weights.} Tutter sends it straight to the house. It never happens
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that guests are invited and there is not enough sugar for the table.”
She rose. The clatter with which she drew back her chair smothered entirely the sigh, so like a groan, that
broke from Mrs. Sevalda’s breast. Mrs. Sausvedera rose too.
“Oh, dear Mrs. Apmana, are you leaving so soon?”
“Yes. It’s time for me to go. I only dropped in in passing. Can’t you see that my hair has not been made yet?
And this is the opening night of Mr. Audzespuduris’ play.”
Mrs. Sevalda rose as well. She clutched the edge of the table as a drowning man clutches at a straw.
“I beg you, stay a little longer.”
“I’m sorry—I can’t. I’ve got to call at the hairdresser’s too.”
Her high heels tapped so swiftly past Mrs. Sevalda that even the door draperies fluttered. Mrs. Sevalda rushed
after her.
“Mrs. Apmana—won’t you stay?”
But Mrs. Apmana had her jacket on already. Standing in front of the hall mirror, she pinned her hat on with a
crunch.
“Yes, yes, yes … I must go. I have other duties, too, you know. Yes, yes. Good-bye, Mrs. Sevalda.”
The door slammed shut. The mirror on the wall jumped up with a clang.
Katrina came out of the kitchen too. She sympathized with her mistress with all her heart and attempted to
console her:
“Mistress … mistress!”
But Mrs. Sevalda’s rage and suffering knew no bounds. She flew at her servant with clenched fists.
“What business is it of yours? What do you understand. anyway? You … you dirty …”
*
Mr. Apmana, the department director, was in the hall—his overcoat on, a cigar in his mouth—on his way to a
conference. Mrs. Apmana, striding in swiftly, meant to walk past him but he laughed and caught her by the sleeve.
“Now, now, pussy, what’s the hurry?” But his wife pulled her arm away and glared at him so wrathfully that he
was thrown into utter confusion.
“Leave me alone, you fool! Don’t you ‘pussy’ me! I’ve got a name!” Mr. Apmana merely shrugged—unspoilt
as he was by his wife’s courteous treatment of him.
“Now, now, now—” Mrs. Apmana stamped her foot.
“Call me by name!”
“Now, now, Ella—”
“Ella! I’m no Ella to you since you don’t even know how to stand up for your wife—since anybody who feels
like it may mock at your wife and make a laughing-stock of her!”
Having witnessed enough of his wife’s tantrums in his time, Mr. Apmana tried to turn it all into a joke.
“Has a fly bitten you? Or perhaps you’ve been hit by a tram car?”
And now Mrs. Apmana was red as a lobster.
“For all you care, your wife’s face could be slapped and you wouldn’t lift a finger. Perhaps you’ve always
cherished the secret hope that one day a tram car would run over me.”
“Ella, what are you saying? Who could have made you so angry?”
“Angry, did you say? Just angry? And you dare say a thing like that to me, straight to my face? When I’ve been
so insulted and ridiculed! I should have thought that you would realize that in insulting me they were insulting
you as well. If they dare treat me like that, it means that they spit on you as well.” Mr. Apmana buttoned up his
coat.
“No one spits on me. You’ve simply quarreled with your girl friends and that’s how all this trouble has started.
You’ve become too highly-strung lately. I’ve been noticing it for a long time now.”
“Oh, so that much you’ve noticed, have you? So you’ve started taking an interest in me lately, is that it? Very
flattering. Very flattering indeed! The only thing is that you’ve always been a fool and a fool you remain. I never
quarrel with my friends. They are not like that. But with yours! You are most indiscriminate in your choice of
friends. You don’t consider your position at all and in compromising yourself you compromise me as well.” Mr.
Apmana shrugged.
“I don’t understand a thing—not a thing.”
“Does this really call for any comment? Those Sevaldas of yours, for instance—why on earth do you insist on
supporting him and promoting him everywhere? What do you see in them? Was it you or I who wanted to go
calling on them, keeping up this friendship, inviting them to our house, eh? We pulled them out of the gutter. Now
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she has the effrontery to offer me chocolate without sugar, apple pie without sugar! Pie? What sort of a pie was it?
A tasteless kind of hash! And offering it to me! To me! If that is not an insult, I don’t know what is.”
“Don’t be silly, Ella. She probably didn’t have enough sugar, that’s all.”
“And you still dare talk about it? One might think I had neither brains nor eyes. As if I can’t see how she
envies me, how she exchanges looks with her friends over every word I utter. It has all been deliberately staged to
make a fool of me and then trumpet the news from the housetops. If you don’t take the matter up—everything is
over between us! If that Sevalda of yours is still the department’s legal adviser tomorrow—then I’m your wife no
longer! He or I—that’s my last word!”
One minute Mr. Apmana’s’ cigar was sticking in his mouth, the next it was in his hand, then back in his mouth
again. He picked up his portfolio and thrust it under his arm.
“Tomorrow, after tomorrow, and the day after, Sevalda will be where he is now. We need him and I never
discharge anyone because of a woman’s whims. You are upset, that’s all. Go and sleep it off.”
And he left.
Mrs. Apmana stamped her foot and shook her fist. But it was all in vain. Mr. Apmana was gone.
And that was supposed to be a husband! Her husband! They insult her—mock at her in the most brazen way—
offering her some sort of swill to drink for chocolate—shoe leather for cake, while he … And that was supposed
to be a husband!
At last, mustering all her will power, she took herself in hand. She settled down on the sofa and made an effort
to sort out the whirl of conflicting emotions which suddenly overwhelmed her.
She had known for some time now that she meant nothing to Apmana. Nothing at all. Other husbands were
willing to do anything in the world for their wives; while hers even begrudged her a mere two or three thousand
for a new frock or a pair of slippers. Mr. Vitolina had taken his wife on a trip to Berlin, and the things she had
brought back with her! And she? When that dinner service was on sale for sixteen thousand in that commission
store just round the corner … or when she had wanted to buy a Persian lamb coat last autumn.
No, no, he was not a real man at all. A beast in human guise. An idiot. He never lifts a finger for her, whereas
in his place anyone else would gladly fight a duel for her, go through fire or water for her sake. He treats her like a
dog. Director of a department—what was that anyway? And does anyone ever give him a glance at receptions or
balls? Sitting at a card table all night long, that cigar of his always in his mouth (his mustache simply reeks of
nicotine) and that wart under his eye—ugh!
Mrs. Apmana was about to calm down, but the more she thought, the stronger grew her wrath and disgust with
everything. Little by little she forgot all about Mrs. Sevalda and the incident connected with her. Her mind was
occupied with that despot, that tormentor, to the exclusion of everything else. He seemed more and more hateful
and unbearable to her. Her imagination worked feverish)y, searching for a means of revenge.
“Well, now she knows what to do … true, she’s not that kind. She’s always been a faithful wife. But since he
himself is pushing her to it, since he himself is forcing her …”
Mrs. Apmana’s eyes flashed angrily at first, but then they dimmed over with a mist of tenderness inspired by
those novel feelings which now engulfed her. She changed her clothes, fixed her hair and for a while simply stood
in front of her mirror. Idiot! He does not know how to appreciate a wife like her! Well, never mind, there will be
others who will.
There, hanging on the wall, was an enlarged photograph of the famous poet Audzespuduris. Whenever she
appeared in her theater box he invariably noticed her, jumped up and bowed. And there are those roses in the vase
… was it that student Mikelsons who had sent them again … Mikelsons … how beautifully he kissed her hand …
and danced the polonaise …
Mrs. Apmana moved the bouquet up closer, put both arms about it and buried her face in the flowers. She had
seen it done like that on the screen once, and it looked so lovely. Her cheeks were flushed, her eyes shining.
The bell rang. She knew who it was. Mrs. Apmana lay down on the sofa. She was a little tired, wasn’t she, and
could not get up to welcome her caller. Let the maid bring him straight in here. .
Mikelsons walked into the room in a state of even greater excitement than usual. He was dressed in a pair of
dark pin-striped trousers, a collar a la Schiller, and had a student cap clutched in his hand. Clicking his heels, he
bowed low and then froze in amazement. .
“Madam, are you ill?” Mrs. Apmana threw back her head gracefully with a tired smile.
“It’s nothing … just a little tired.” She offered him her left hand, bent slightly at the wrist for his kiss.
Mikelsons crushed his cap and stuffed it into his pocket. He sank on to a padded stool near by. One of his
knees touched the floor. His whole body curved somehow and strained forward as though he were trying to stretch
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across the Daugava and reach the opposite shore. He kissed her hand and was about to let it go. But he sensed that
the hand was not being withdrawn. Then he kissed it once again—a bit higher up. And then, daringly, in the very
hollow of the arm. And only then the arm was taken away from him.
“Mr. Mikelsons! You should not take advantage of my fatigue!”
But this was not intended at all seriously. Mikelsons understood that perfectly.
“Your fatigue, madam, inspires vigor and strength. It’s like a spring, spurting eternal life.” Mrs. Apmana
laughed, but not too loudly.
“Why aren’t you a poet!”
“But, madam, life itself is poetry—the very best of poetry. We should live our life as though it were a poem.”
Mrs. Apmana sighed wistfully.
“We should, but can we?” Mikelsons clapped himself resoundingly on the chest.
“That is the purpose of our existence in this world—to transform the lives of our beautiful ladies into poems.
That is what we are created for!”
“Oh yes! You’re all of you heroes in words. But in deeds you are slow and cowardly. Please fetch me that
cushion from that chair over there. I’m not comfortable … thanks.”
And Mikelsons began adjusting the cushion this way and that to support Mrs. Apmana’s shoulders, and just
could not make it comfortable enough. And when at long last the cushion was placed in the right position, they
saw that the chain of Mikelsons’ watch had got caught in her hair. Laughing, she helped him disentangle it.
“Naughty boy! You did it on purpose! You want to ruin my coiffure!” and slapped his fingers.
But he caught her hand and did not let it go any more. He was back on his stool again. One pin-striped knee
touched the carpet. He strained forward as though he had to reach the opposite shore of the Daugava.
Mrs. Apmana restored her coiffure to order, standing in front of the mirror. Mikelsons pulled out his cap,
smoothed it over his hand and put it on his head. Mrs. Apmana smiled at him in the mirror. He smiled back. He
was so happy and pleased that he was quite unable to stand still.
“Good-bye, my friend, good-bye! Then we shall meet at the theater tonight. Even if it’s only at a distance—it
will suffice us. It will be good anyway, won’t it?”
“You are divine! I still have that damned exam today. The last one—and Papa is sitting at Mr. Lilienfelds’
waiting. Oh, the devil take all the papas and all the exams! Will they really just go and flunk me?”
The bell rang again. Mikelsons hastened to take his leave.
*
As his son had said, old Mikelsons was at the moment really sitting in Mr. Lilienfelds, the factory-owner’s,
study.
Miklelsons—white-haired, short-winded—held on to the arms of his deep, soft chair with both hands like a
drowning man. This lengthy conversation had brought beads of perspiration to the bald spot on his head. His
narrow little eyes gazed with hope and veneration at Mr. Lilienfelds, sitting at his desk, his slim white fingers
playing with some pencils and extraordinarily thick pens on his desk.
Well, now the pens and the pencils were all in their proper places. Mr. Lilienfelds stroked his long white beard
with his left hand and straightened the silk-faced collar of his coat so that the edges of the lapels should be on the
same level. Then he tugged a corner of a red handkerchief further out of his breast pocket. Now he glanced at
Mikelsons sternly and gravely.
“Your son’s behavior is quite unbecoming for a man who is engaged to marry my daughter. First of all let us
take his gay—to say the least—mode of life. I know, I know, Mr. Mikelsons. We are neither of us puritans. We
were both young once too. But there’s a limit to everything. Neither my daughter nor I will permit ourselves to be
disgraced in the eyes of society. Our position is too high. You will allow me to say that we hold our family’s honor
above all else. Above all else!”
Mikelsons mumbled something incoherently. The hope in his eyes waned noticeably.
“All that you have said is excellent. I gladly believe your good intentions. But, unfortunately, your intentions
do not always coincide with those of your son. Anything else could have been forgiven and forgotten. But when
he dares to call my daughter an old German hag in the presence of other students, that, you will admit, is carrying
things too far.”
He raised himself up in his chair a little, but controlled himself and sat down again. Mr. Mikelsons attempted
to get up too, but he could not manage it.
“Mr. Lilienfelds … are you sure?”
“Certainly. There is no doubt about it. All this information has come to me through the most reliable channels.
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The impudence of it is so great that I shall never be able to forgive it.”
Mr. Mikelsons gulped the air convulsively. His shortness of breath smothered him like a nightmare. His head
dropped on his chest. Mr. Lilienfelds felt sorry for the poor man.
“No, I cannot. But women follow a different logic, unfortunately. I said ‘unfortunately’—and ask you to
remember that. My daughter is still willing to forgive and forget. A woman’s pity and magnanimity are infinite.”
Old Mikelsons threw a look of ineffab1e gratitude in the direction of the daughter’s room.
“But you will appreciate that we must have some sort of guarantee. We have been deceived and put off too
long now. Therefore we must lay down definite conditions: the first and foremost is that your son must graduate
from the university this year. Next: the wedding is to take place in the very near future. Third: he must enter the
factory at once and work under my supervision. If you are prepared to accept these conditions, then the matter
may yet be remedied.”
And now Mikelsons’ effort to rise was crowned with success. He stretched his trembling hand across the desk.
“Mr. Lilienfelds! We are prepared, with all our hearts! It is I who promise you that. And whatever I promise I
fulfill. My honor is as dear to me …”
This concluded the formal part of the discussion. Mr. Lilienfelds could afford to be more tractable now. With a
discreet smile he shook old Mikelsons’ proffered hands and seated him back in his chair again.
“Calm yourself, my friend. We understand one another and shall always do so. The blood of our glorious
generation flows in our veins. What would you say—I think we ought to have some coffee and liqueur to
celebrate this agreement of ours, eh? That is something we can allow ourselves, isn’t it?”
He pressed the bell. Coffee and liqueurs were strictly forbidden old Mikelsons because of his weak heart. But
could he refuse. today? Today, the happiest day of his life!
He rose easily, like a young man, and went towards the sofa. An important-looking bottle of benedictine\fn{ A
sweet, dark-brown liqueur made of brandy, sugar, and various aromatic herbs. } was already standing on a small table alongside
two recently poured steaming cups of coffee. Mikelsons was accorded the place of honor on the sofa. He was so
moved that tears welled up in his eyes.
They drank and chatted, smoked cigars and clinked glasses. Mr. Lilienfelds eyes began to glisten. Papa
Mikelsons grew redder and redder. The liqueur, cigars and coffee he had had affected his asthma; and his
breathing became ever more difficult. But he paid it no attention and did not worry. He could not act differently
today. Mr. Lilienfelds bent down and gave his friend a slap on the knee.
“And now, let’s talk of that other matter, my friend. I seem to think that we shall arrange the matter of your
workshop. Seventy thousand or a little more—we can afford that. You said something about some new machines
you wanted, didn’t you? Well, I think we can fix that too. We are connected with several foreign firms of good
standing, you know. Of course, in my personal opinion, this is not the best of times to go into toy production.
You’d do better if you switched to another branch gradually. Now if you were to start producing shoe-trees or to
enlarge your furniture output—but we shall fix everything up. Allow me—another little glass!”
Papa Mikelsons nearly burst into tears from happiness. His joy spread and swept over him like a wave, an
avalanche. He talked without a stop, laughed and tried to jump up. But this was difficult to do because his legs
were under the table.
Suddenly the maid appeared with a note. A note for Mr. Mikelsons. Bubbling with laughter, Papa Mikelsons
took it, glanced at the writing and winked at Mr. Lilienfelds. It was from his son. He moved nearer the lamp. He
thrust his red, perspiring and happy face into the note.
He started reading it—then thrust it farther away, brought it up close to his eyes again, then held it at arm’s
length. His smile froze on his red face. His breathing jammed deep down in his chest somewhere. You could .not
hear it any longer.
The fat fingers holding the note shook. Papa Mikelsons twisted it about in his hands, then made another effort
to decipher the words with unseeing eyes. The paper on which the words were scribbled looked like a piece torn
off a restaurant bill.
He turned it about and tried to read it again.
All is over. The old ape failed me again. I don’t care. I can graduate in Switzerland or Germany. And as for the old
German hag, it’s no use trying. Don’t. But anyway I am happy, boundlessly happy …

For a while Papa Mikelsons stared in front of him with dull eyes. Then the piece of paper began to jerk terribly
in his hand and rustle. Suddenly both his arms shot out spasmodically as if they were thrusting some horror away.
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The note slipped out of his fingers and flew over the lamp; fluttering and rustling along the parquet floor it
whirled in the direction of the door.
Papa Mikelsons’ whole body sagged as his arms dropped. He seemed to be twisted with cramp, his legs
stretched out underneath the table, his chest arched out. And this chest was heaving as if under pressure of a huge
spring. Mikelsons tried to take a breath. But in vain. A strange weight crushed him down with terrific force. His
head fell back, his face became the color of a fire brick and his mouth gaped open. He slumped back on the sofa
and his body went on twitching a little longer.
“Mr. Mikelsons! Mr. Mikelsons!”
Mr. Lilienfelds sprang up, the benedictine bottle pressed to his heart in his fright. When at last he ventured to
come up closer to old Mikelsons, the latter was already motionless. He neither moved nor breathed. A pink foam
stood out on his lips.
*
The opening night of our esteemed poet Audzespuduris’ play had attracted public notice. There were many
writers, artists and intellectuals in the audience. Ministers sat in the state box. Even the Finnish ambassador
honored the play with his presence.
Audzespuduris was not in his usual seat in the seventh row tonight, but in a box close to the steps leading on to
the stage. He took the audience in with a calm gaze, then rose from his seat a little and glanced upwards. One of
his acquaintances, sitting in the first row of the stalls, looked at him with a smile and nodded.
But Audzespuduris was so preoccupied that he did not see it. He took a handkerchief out and wiped his hands;
leaned back in his chair, then changed his mind, drew up his legs, placed his elbows on his knees and propped his
head up with his hand. But he had to lean too far forward then. His neck craned in an ugly sort of way and then
Audzespuduris was not quite certain that his collar was clean enough. In that case he’d better sit up straight. He
combed his hair back with his open palm, crossed his arms over his chest and sat looking ahead of him
composedly, perfectly calm.
Bumbatis, the critic, was sitting in the sixth row. He adjusted his pince-nez on his nose with both hands, moved
his elbows to straighten out his sleeves, then glanced obliquely in Audzespuduris’ direction, smirked nastily and
gave himself up to the study of his programme, entirely oblivious of his surroundings, it seemed.
Audzespuduris was staring straight ahead, but nevertheless he saw Bumbatis, the critic. It was quite an art to
see everything without moving your eyes. When Bumbatis became engrossed in his programme, Audzespuduris
turned his head slightly and watched the door through which Mrs. Apmana generally made her entry.
And there was Mrs. Apmana in person. She was wearing a close-fitting black velvet gown and her arms were
uncovered. Audzespuduris jumped up and bowed. But her eyes were searching for him in his customary seat in
the stalls. Audzespuduris felt embarrassed. But in an instant she saw him, smiled sweetly and nodded her head
twice. Reassured, Audzespuduris sat down again.
Feeling pleased, Mrs. Apmana sat down too. On this occasion, it is true, she lacked her usual self-assurance
and poise. From below she was greeted by the artist Pukitis, by Rusis, the department accountant, and someone
else whose name she could not recall. Several pairs of binoculars were aimed in her direction from the boxes in
the first circle. All this justified her feeling of pleasure. Her face, however, worried her a little. She dropped her
head, undid her evening bag, ostensibly to take a handkerchief out, and glanced stealthily at herself in the tiny
mirror. Everything seemed to be in order. Her face was the same as usual. Perhaps there was a bit too much
powder on the right side of her nose. She pressed her handkerchief to the spot, sat up straighter, and allowed the
reflection of the lights to play in her diamond earrings.
A party of noisy young men took their seats in the box just across. One of them, clutching his cap in his hand,
bent over the barrier and greeted Mrs. Apmana somewhat too boldly. She recognized him. It was Mikelsons.
Scarcely acknowledging his greeting, she turned to face the stage. The lights were dimmed almost at once. The
curtain rose.
The first act was coming to an end by the time she had regained her composure and started watching the play.
Spekdairis, left all alone on the stage, dashed about, looked into the wings and called somebody. He then took up
his position in the center of the stage and recited at length to the effect that he had to go and battle with seven
boars. But he had nothing in his hands except a juniper club and Sniegulite’s silver spoon. His speech was too
high-flown and it wearied the audience. But when, towards the end of his speech, a storm broke out, thunder
roared mysteriously somewhere far away, and wild boars began to grunt in the darkness, the audience grew more
attentive and applauded quite willingly.
Audzespuduris eyed the audience with satisfaction and let his gaze rest a while on Bumbatis. But the critic was
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still absorbed in the study of his programme and his face was inscrutable.
In the interval the poet left his seat and made his way to Mrs. Apmana. Mrs. Apmana felt very flattered. She
shook his hand warmly.
“Wonderful! Wonderful! I am so grateful to you!” The poet made an unconcerned face.
“Oh, it’s nothing out of the ordinary. I know it very well myself. Just fragments … a dramatic impromptu, no
more. Nowadays you are not given a chance to polish your work up properly. But the very best always goes by the
audiences unnoticed. Our actors have lost the ability to understand poetic speech. And our audiences are too
undisciplined. Just look at those students. Do you happen to know that fair-haired one?”
Mrs. Apmana turned and faced the stage again.
“Yes, slightly. It’s a Mr. Mikelsons. Do you see … do you see the officer in the third row, the one who got up
just now? He bowed to me but I have forgotten his name.”
“That one? If I am not mistaken it’s Colonel Osins …”
The lights began to fade. Audzespuduris excused himself and hurried back to his seat.
The audience liked the battle with the wild boars. At first it looked as if they were sure to overcome Spekdairis,
but eventually he conquered them all and took a boat to continue his search for Sniegulite, who had either run
away somewhere or had been kidnapped. In the third act he fought dog-headed monsters, wood goblins and other
evil spirits. Here again it seemed that the hero would be overcome, but in the end Spekdairis managed to beat
them all. In the fourth act he battled with wild boars and the northern lights. It was difficult to see anything at all
or understand what was going on because the stage was in darkness and lightning flashed and winds howled
continuously behind the scenes. There was the rustling of programmes and sounds of soft conversation in the
audience.
During the intervals the author sat pale and perspiring. Bumbatis, the critic, studied the ceiling, hands in
pockets. His pince-nez glistened menacingly.
For the fifth act, it is true, the stage was lighted, Spekdairis had found Sniegulite and a wedding feast was
under way in the king’s castle. There was too much drinking and the guests behaved rather boisterously. One of
them even dropped his goblet and, in an effort to pick it up, fell down, too. The undisciplined audience burst out
laughing. They laughed even more uproariously when Sniegulite, storming at the leader of the dog-headed
monsters, made a slip of the tongue and instead of “you monster” shouted “you songster.” This act was not really
so very bad in itself, but the audience was so undisciplined that it ruined the effect of the closing scene.
When Spekdairis and Sniegulite walked up and stood in front of the king to receive his blessing, the audience
started working its way towards the exits. The ushers tried to prevent the people from leaving the hall, but the
crowd jamming the narrow aisle, fighting their way to the cloak-room, was growing and growing. And in the
ensuing bustle the audience only caught a word here and there of the king’s symbolic monologue on the future of
the people. But when the choir of orphans, accompanied by the orchestra, burst into song behind the scenes, there
was no one willing to listen to any more of it.
The doors were flung open. The audience rushed for their overcoats. Here and there someone began to applaud
but stopped, embarrassed. Audzespuduris sat with his head drawn into his shoulders as if dreading that someone
might pour some water over him.
Mrs. Apmana was indignant. She was in an excellent mood all through the play and could not allow a man so
charming and courteous as Audzespuduris to suffer. She sprang up and began to clap her hands loudly, then turned
to face Mikelsons—whose eyes had never left her face—and nodded to him.
Mikelsons understood. He started applauding with such resounding claps that even the people who had been
storming the cloak-room paused and listened. Turning this way and that, shaking his head vigorously, he
encouraged his friends and people in nearby seats to join him. And Mrs. Apmana, still clapping her hands, bobbed
her head and invited everyone to follow her example.
At first only one box followed suit. Then the clapping broke out in the stalls, soared up to the half-empty circle
and enveloped the fleeing balcony. The theater shook with applause.
The first to call out the author’s name was Mrs. Apmana again. Mikelsons and his party added their calls to
hers. Audzespuduris vanished from his box, only to reappear a few seconds later on the stage. The applause
gained in volume. Even the truants glanced back over their shoulders and clapped their hands as they went out.
The ones who had already got their overcoats from the cloak-room pushed their way back into the hall to see what
was going on and joined in the clapping.
Audzespuduris bowed three times, then ran backstage and came back leading Spekdairis and Sniegulite. This
intensified the audience’s admiration and applause. Mrs. Apmana worked untiringly. She tore off a rose pinned to
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her breast, and threw it towards the stage. But the throw was too short. Someone’s obliging hands picked the
flower up from the floor and flung it further, to Audzespuduris’ feet. The poet bent down, picked up the rose and
pressed it to his lips.
He was victorious.
*
Bumbatis, the critic, hurried to his office, his walking-stick tapping wrathfully on the pavement.
Such inanity, such barbarity, such illiteracy in the sphere of art was more than he could bear. His indignation
was not at all influenced by the fact. that Audzespuduris did not belong to those he called his friends, or that a
couple of years ago that green young man had subjected his pamphlet on the leading role of intellectuals in social
development to puerile criticism. He, Bumbatis, was above puerility. But to allow such … such rubbish to be
applauded and the author called out, too, was more than the conscience of a critic could concede. What was our
theater coming to? What was it—an abode of art or just a burlesque show? An immortal temple of the muses or
simply a wayside inn for every sort of dilettante to drop in?
Bumbatis stayed in his office till two in the morning. His pen, squeaking dryly, covered page after page. He put
his work—an article covering four full columns for tomorrow’s paper—on the chief editor’s desk. Such
phenomena had to be reacted to sharply and without hesitation. What did they think they were turning our temple
of muses into?
Bumbatis’ sleep was troubled that night. Dog-headed monsters, wild boars and the northern lights assaulted
him in his nightmare. His covers had slipped down, he woke up freezing and yet drenched in sweat. He drank half
a carafe of water, lay down again but could not fall asleep any more. The vision of Audzespuduris tenderly
pressing the rose to his lips stood before his eyes persistently.
On his way to the office next morning he could not resist his curiosity and bought a copy of the newspaper
from a street vendor. He looked through it.
His article was not there.
Bumbatis stopped in the street, right opposite the pharmacy, utterly astonished. What does it mean? What on
earth has happened to his article? But there was something else in the paper, something more hideous still. It was
a press report of last night’s show—a mere ten lines—of its great success, of tribute paid to the author, and more
in the same strain. It went on to say that comprehensive information regarding the play was expected in the next
number from the paper’s regular theatrical critic.
In other words from him, and after that piece of fluff too.
Bumbatis jumped aboard a passing tram car. He’d see—he’d find out—he’d ask what was the meaning of all
this.
The editor, obviously embarrassed, was sitting behind his desk. Bumbatis’ manuscript. was on the table before
him. Bumbatis, even forgetting to say “Good morning,” poked his finger at the newspaper report.
“Will you kindly explain … what does this mean?”
The editor scratched behind his ear with his pen.
“Now you see, dear Bumbatis, that’s not the way at all, you know. I was at the theater last night too and saw it.
Of course the play is not what you would call outstanding—well, let us say, there are too many lyrics, an overabundance of stage effects, the monologues are too long. All of it had to be mentioned, I’m sure, but not the way
you’ve done it. You have simply annihilated everything. We can’t do it that way, you know.”
“Why not, I’d like to know?”
“What a question! You are condemning the author and insulting the audience. But, at the same time, you are
forgetting that the author is one of the correspondents of our paper. Only yesterday we printed his poetry,
dedicated to Mrs. E. A. Remember? ‘Your eyes are shining like the stars of Orion, and in your starlit dreams your
day goes by …’ Beautiful poetry, whatever you say! We’ve already published an announcement that
Audzespuduris’ latest novel will be printed by us in the second half-year.
“And you say: ‘Dilettantes, wayside inns, dramatic homunculi …’ I’ve underlined all these parts here. And the
way you’ve abused the audience! Is that permissible? I was there myself and I saw many important ladies and
gentlemen there. There were even several members of the government present. Would any of them care to read
our paper after an article like that? Our paper is not some sort of Socialist leaflet, you know!”
Bumbatis’ eyes flashed.
“No, no, I am no Socialist. No, no …” and suddenly he clutched the edge of the desk with both hands:
“Are you or are you not going to print it?” The editor recoiled slightly and thrust out his chest.
“What sort of a tone is this?”
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Bumbatis himself could hardly have foreseen what happened next. Suddenly there was a paper knife clenched
in his hand. He swung it and struck. The knife’s sharp point caught the editor’s sleeve and ripped it.
“Bumbatis, you are drunk!”
The editor pulled the knife away from Bumbatis and put it down in its usual place on the desk. He smoothed
his disarranged hair and stood up. His voice was dauntless in its steadiness.
“Bumbatis, if you are drunk, go home and sleep it off. Perhaps you’d like me to tell the watchman to deal with
you? However, if you don’t like it here you are welcome to leave. We shall find someone else to take your job.”
Bumbatis laughed a queer, unnatural laugh.
“So that’s how low we’ve sunk! So a critic can no longer express his frank opinion! All sorts of homunculi in
dramaturgy will stick their noses up in the air, extravagant ladies and a group of bribed scoundrels will stage
ovations for their favorite graphomaniac—and a critic has to remain mute. Our temple is being transformed into a
wayside inn for every type of adventurer—”
The editor had meanwhile examined his torn sleeve and established that the damage was negligible. His wife
would mend it with a black thread.
“Restrain yourself, Bumbatis, please. You must realize that this won’t do. We cannot insult a well-known
writer in this manner and offend the public. And then again we must not forget that Audzespuduris is a favorite of
Mrs. Apmana, and Mr. Apmana is one of our publishers. Do you understand the meaning of this or do you not?
One of the pub-lish-ers!”
But Bumbatis could no longer restrain himself and laughed more hysterically still. Snatching his crumpled
manuscript from the desk he rushed out.
Back in his own room he tore his manuscript up into tiny pieces and threw them into the waste paper basket.
Pulling out his desk drawer he snatched up all the manuscripts in it—whether his own or not—tore them to shreds
and stuffed them into the basket. Next, he grabbed the inkwell and poured the ink down over the paper. Then he
took a box of matches and set the lot on fire …
When the editor opened his door, the room was already full of smoke. Tongues of flame were coming from the
basket. Bumbatis stood in the middle of the room laughing a queer laugh.
The fire was quickly put out, fortunately. But they took Bumbatis to Sarkankalns, a hospital for mental cases in
Riga, and it took four hospital attendants to cope with him.
*
And all this had happened because Mrs. Lankevica, the wife of a watch-maker, dropped an egg which fell and
broke on the pavement on Wednesday, in the second week of May, at about eleven in the morning.
But that was only the beginning!
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Twenty-eight years—for some this is half a lifetime, for some it is even more, while for others it is less. Each
case is a case in its own. But on one account there can be no disagreement: by the time a person reaches twentyeight, he has found his place in life. His character has been formed; he has a family of his own. And that is only as
it should be.
One’s place in life. That is nearly the same as one’s place at work. Jevalds had established it, and his character
was formed. All he needed now was a family. But that was not as simple as it might seem, for not once in his life
had he really been in love! His friends would shrug and say: “You’re too choosy,” while Vairis, with whom he had
been at school and who was now his co-worker, said:
“You’ll never get married this way. Isn’t it enough for a girl to be pretty, sweet and charming? Oh, no, not if
you’re a bookworm and ‘art lover’ like you.”
“Blabbermouth,” Jevalds thought, though he was pleased that Vairis sensed he was looking for something
more, for someone special.
Jevalds really loved the arts. In his spare time, naturally. It was nice to put a good book back on the shelf,
knowing he could take it down if he felt like reading it again. His mother, a clever woman, had nothing against his
going to every premiere, she pretended not to notice each time he added another book on art to his collection,
though she knew these were the most expensive books there were. She never reprimanded him when he pretended
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he had forgotten, or when he actually did forget to give her his share of the housekeeping money at the end of the
week. This was not too great a loss. It was more than compensated for by the profit gained from the orchard and
the cow. Sometimes she would go through the pockets of his jacket while he looked on and would slip a three- or
five-ruble note into his thin wallet.
“As long as a young man’s a bachelor,” she would say sedately, adjusting his jacket or brushing off a speck of
dust, “his mother will always help him. And there’s nothing to be ashamed of. When you get married things will
be different.”
Get married? Naturally, it was not his fear of future responsibility that held him back: It was simply he that had
not yet met his one true love. Jevalds never wondered why this was so. He had a home and a job. His house was a
good house, and his job was a good job. He was content. Not everyone is satisfied with his job. But he, Jevalds,
an ordinary mechanic, a foreman’s assistant, was content. He had no need to reach for the stars, or whatever it
was. Didn’t he have enough as it was? What sense was there to go back to books and studying? Mechanics were
also needed, especially good mechanics. After all, someone had to do the simpler jobs.
And then again, whoever said such jobs were low-paid didn’t know what he was talking about. Everyone at the
factory said he worked well. He was always called on if there was a difficult repair job to be done, or if “an
honest, modest worker” was to be singled out at a meeting. And he, Jevalds, was a very satisfactory example of a
conscientious worker.
That was at the factory. At home, in his free time—if you live on the outskirts of town and don’t mind helping
your neighbors with various mechanical jobs—his capable hands were always busy. He would never refuse a job.
He would lay his book aside, it would not run away—one of the most valuable qualities of inanimate objects—
and would fix whatever it was that needed fixing. He would be offered money, and Jevalds would awkwardly hide
his hands behind his back, clear his throat and force a smile.
“Oh, never mind. It was really nothing. No, thank you,” he would say and slip away.
Naturally, if they insisted, if they practically shoved the money into his pocket, well then, he wasn’t going to
throw it away. After all, it gave them pleasure, too.
“You know, you could make a lot of extra cash that way,” his mother ventured.
She knew her son’s attitude towards money, but had not yet made up her mind whether this was something to
be proud of or concerned about. At any rate, when Jevalds shrugged his broad shoulders and mumbled about it
really not being a job at all, just a trifle for which he could not accept anything, his mother could not feel angry.
She never tried to influence him. Why should she? They had always got along very well.
Sometimes Jevalds would buy an extra ticket to the opera or to a play for his friend Vairis. His mother did not
care to go, and he did not want to go alone. True, Vairis was not one to spend money on theater tickets, but he
always accepted Jevald’s invitation, and it was fun to have him. Once he brought his girl along. She was a checker
at the factory. Jevalds was polite but withdrawn: she was nothing but a saucy chatterbox. The next day he spoke to
Vairis.
“Don’t bring her along next time. If you want to come with me, do, but come alone.”
“Sure,” Vairis agreed, for there was no sense in arguing about it. If that’s how Jevalds wanted it, fine. But he
had better realize that if he was going to be a hermit he’d never get married, no matter how much he wanted to.
Jevalds was his best friend, and Vairis was not going to argue about trifles. Actually, though, it was quite
unnatural. No matter which way you looked at it, it just wasn’t normal.
One evening they went to the ballet. They both had on new suits. The tips of their white handkerchiefs
protruded from their breast pockets. Girls in pink and white tutus spun about the stage. Jevalds, his hands folded
solemnly on his knees, followed the dancers intently. Suddenly, his friend nudged him.
“Look at that one, the small dark-haired girl over there, second from the left.”
Jevalds gazed at her obediently. The small dark-haired girl. Second from the left. So what? He had no chance
to reply, for the people sitting behind him were impossible. Vairis had only whispered a few words, but they were
now hissing at him like angry geese.
“So what?” Jevalds said to himself again and shook his head. Her hair was pretty, it was like a dark cloud. But
what if she had on a wig? He nearly burst out laughing at the thought, but caught himself in time, for she did have
a very kind, sweet face.
A sweet face. A very sweet face. During intermission Jevalds finally asked Vairis:
“Did you really like that ballerina?”
Vairis looked at him in surprise. Which one did he mean? By the time the first act was over, he had found at
least five girls still more attractive than the first.
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“Oh, you mean the little one? Her figure’s not bad. I hate the skinny ones and the chunky ones.”
Jevalds did not think there was any sense in continuing the conversation. Strangely, he felt bored as he watched
the stars. He kept waiting for the corps de ballet. They walked home in silence.
She was small and dark-haired, and charming. How strange it all was. No matter whether he was on a bus, at
home, at work, or out walking, and usually at a most inappropriate time, Jevalds’s mind would conjure up the
image of the small, slim girl.
He went to the ballet four times in the space of a few weeks and saw her three times. Now he watched her
every movement like a hunter, oblivious of the stars of the ballet. He did not even go out for a smoke during
intermission, but kept fingering the programme. There were so many names on it. Which one was she? Jevalds
frowned angrily. Time slipped by, but the dark-haired girl remained an enigma.
After tossing in his bed half the night, and it should be noted that Jevalds was usually a sound sleeper, he
composed in his mind a melancholy novel about the misfortunes that had befallen a familiar personage in search
of his own true love. He even filled in all the details. His hero possessed qualities the author could never dream of
having, while the unknown girl was transformed, for the sake of convention, into a curly-haired blonde, as plump
and as round as a raisin bun. Having planned the plot, down to where he was to clear his throat, Jevalds decided it
was time to relate his tale to Vairis, for no one else he knew had such experience in these matters.
It was impossible to go on living without confiding in someone. Jevalds told his story in a detached voice,
trying to retain an independent and somewhat ironic expression. But after the first few sentences Vairis burst out
laughing and pounded his friend’s back.
“It’s about time! Well, there’s some hope for you yet.”
“Don’t be silly,” Jevalds was about to say. “I don’t know what you’re talking about.” Instead, he pouted and
said nothing. He could not lie, as his mother and his school-teachers knew only too well.
“To hell with you!” he muttered when Vairis had finally stopped laughing. “So what if you guessed. You say
I’m in love, do you?” Why, Vairis had said no such thing.
“I’ve no intention of falling in love, but I do like the girl. She’s taken my fancy, understand?”
“All right,” Vairis looked smug. “You might as well admit you’re in love with her. It’s obvious, and there’s no
use looking surprised. Everyone knows about the quiet pond where the biggest fish are. Now, what d’ye want me
to do?”
“I want you to help,” Jevalds replied seriously, disregarding his friend’s bantering tone. “I don’t even know her
name. And I don’t know where she lives. I don’t know anything about her.”
“I’m no information bureau.”
“He’s making fun of me,” Jevalds thought and added aloud: “Vairis, I want you to understand.”
“All right. What do you want?” Vairis asked, trying to sound stern.
“I want to meet her.”
“How can you, if you don’t know her name or her address? Now, now, don’t collapse! Let’s try to figure it
out.”
Jevalds stared at him.
“You know what?” Vairis said. “Put on your walking shoes, or whatever you’re supposed to put on, and head
straight for the theater. Wait by the stage door till the end of the performance and you’ll catch her coming out.
That’s all there is to it. Then start a conversation. Something is sure to come of it.”
“Right there at the door?”
“Would you rather talk to her beneath her window? That’s how everybody gets acquainted. But if it sounds too
simple and coarse for you, you can think of something more refined yourself. I knew you fell for her that first
night at the ballet.”
“I can’t just stand there like an idiot,” Jevalds interrupted.
“No one’s forcing you! Turn right around and go home if you want to. But there’s no sense in opening your
mouth to ask for advice if you can’t accept any of it, you might get a sore throat that way,”
Jevalds might have justly observed that there had only been a single piece of advice offered. He might have
asked Vairis to think of something better. But Jevalds was crestfallen.
“How can I stand around waiting for a stranger? No, one doesn’t do things like that,” he said to himself. “And
then, she might come out with a girl-friend. Or even with a man. No.”
*
Two weeks later he asked himself again:
“How can I stand there waiting for a complete stranger?” And he replied:
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“I don’t care. I will.”
That evening, in his excitement, Jevalds forgot his shyness. He paid no attention to the unkindly glances of
passers-by as he stood there frankly waiting for someone by the stage door. Jevalds was filled with joy. He had
recognized her. Yes, it was she, a real girl of flesh and blood, no longer a flickering apparition far below on the
stage.
Ah, but Jevalds, this is only the beginning. You’ll have to speak to her.
The girl was not conscious of her silent admirer. She walked along quickly with Jevalds following timidly
behind at a proper distance. Where was she going? To the trolley-bus stop.
He must speak to her—now! There was no one near by, it would not be too embarrassing if she did not reply or
looked at him scornfully. But what was he to say? How was he to begin? Oh, misery! Her heels clicked on the
wooden boards of the bridge across the canal. Jevalds lumbered along behind as if he were dragging a heavy
weight. The lindens were in bloom. What a strange, beautiful smell. However, the blossoming lindens were of no
help to him.
There was the stop. Now was the time, if ever.
Still, Jevalds said nothing. The girl did not notice him. She was looking off to a side, humming softly. What if
the bus was slow in coming and she got impatient and took a step or two in his direction? Jevalds would stand his
ground like a man, he would nod and say:
“Sometimes it’s late, you know. Are you in a hurry? That’s too bad. Well, that’s the transit system for you.”
Whenever you were in a hurry, the accursed buses were always late, but here was her bus, roaring along like a
fire-engine. The girl entered. Several people got on behind. While Jevalds stood there, wondering what to do, the
doors closed.
She was gone.
The same scene was repeated all of the following week. Perhaps Jevalds might have finally given up his walks
to the bus stop if the girl had not looked at him inquiringly one evening. He felt the blood rush to his face.
“Just look at me,” he thought wretchedly. “This is the end, the absolute end.” His lips moved, but not a single
sound escaped them.
“What’s the matter?” the girl asked with feigned interest. How silly of him to be surprised. By now all the girls
in the corps de ballet knew that Juta had an admirer.
“I … “ Jevalds managed, his face was very serious. “Pardon me,” he said.
“Is there something wrong?”
“She’ll walk up to me, then she’ll laugh and turn away,” Jevalds thought to himself, “while I just stand here
like an ass.”
“Please, don’t be angry,” he said aloud. “What rubbish!” he thought. “How can she ever understand me?”
The girl shook her head.
“Some admirer,” she was thinking. “Is that how admirers behave? So timidly, So helplessly. I think I’ll just
turn around and walk away and let him stand here and think about what one says to a girl.”
But she hesitated. No one had ever followed her before. This young man had noticed her, one among so many,
when there was really nothing so very special about her. She was not the most talented dancer of the troupe and
still had a fair way to go to her first major role.
She looked at the stranger, at Jevalds. He was handsome and manly. She even decided she was glad he did not
say the usual words. Juta smiled and nodded towards the approaching trolley-bus.
“Are you waiting for this one, too?”
*
And that is how it all began. And how everything just about ended, because this was the end of the season and
Jevalds would not see her until autumn. That was what she said. They were standing by a large gray, gloomylooking house. Juta had the key to the downstairs door in her hand. To be absolutely frank, she would not have
objected if he had tried to discover more about her, if he had asked: “What are you going to do this summer?
Won’t you come into Riga at all? Not even once? Not even to meet a friend?” Instead, he asked:
“Then there won’t be any more performances until autumn?”
“No, not until the season starts.”
Juta sighed softly and offered him her hand. Jevalds shook it obediently. It was time to say good-bye. There
was no reason for him to stay on there like this. It was getting late.
“Thank you for taking me home,” Juta said slowly, her eyes on him intently. Finally, she said: “My name is
Juta.” Then she turned and unlocked the door.
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The summer passed like any other summer. Perhaps it dragged on a bit longer than usual, but then again,
perhaps it didn’t. Sometimes in the evenings Jevalds and Vairis would go swimming, and sometimes on Sundays
Jevalds would look for Vairis on the beach. Vairis now had a new girl. He was a practical fellow. In the summer he
would always have a girl-friend who lived near the beach. His love would last till the end of the swimming
season. According to Vairis, that was one of the fine qualities of love: it never lingered on after its time was up.
It was easy for Vairis to talk. Girls always flocked around him. They found him irresistible, and he knew it.
Jevalds took his vacation when his mother was harvesting the early potatoes, for that was a man’s job. When
the first asters bloomed in the garden the theatrical season began.
“Will she have waited for me?” Jevalds wondered. “A dimwit like me who can’t even make himself
understood?” His heart pounded as he stood under the linden tree by the stage door, waiting for Juta to appear. He
stood there sadly, ready to accept defeat.
“He won’t come,” Juta said to herself. “He can’t possibly come. I should have been more friendly. All I told
him was my name and I ran away. That’s not what the other girls would have done. I’d better wait and leave after
everyone’s gone. Maybe he’ll be late.”
“Good evening.”
“Good evening.”
“Did you see the performance? I don’t think you should have come so soon after the summer recess.
Everything was rather bleak this evening.”
“I don’t think it was. I didn’t notice.”
“Do you go this way, too?” Juta asked. “As far as the bus stop, or farther?” She tried to match her steps to his.
Very little was said. They were silent most of the way. First it was the deserted street and then the crowded
trolley-bus that inhibited their conversation.
“It’ll all end in nothing, just like it did before,” Jevalds was thinking glumly. “And Juta looks unhappy. She’s
standing right here next to me, but she won’t even look at me. I guess it’s all over.”
“It can’t go on like this,” Juta sighed to herself. “After all, I can’t be the first one to speak.”
“Good night,” she said outside her door, her eyes still downcast. She offered him her hand. “That’s strange,
they haven’t locked the door yet.”
“Juta. …”
“May I … come to see you … sometime?” No man ever sounded more stupid!
“You? … Yes.”
There is a great chasm between words and deeds. Every one discovers this for himself, while some discover it
several times over in the course of their lives. That is why Jevalds did not take advantage of Juta’s invitation.
Somehow, it did not seem quite proper. Every evening they would say good night at the downstairs door. Jevald’s
capable hands were getting rusty, he found that he could not read a single book through to the end. No, it was not
proper for him to go up to a girl’s room. The performances ended late, then there was the ride in the trolley-bus
and the walk from the bus stop to her house. No, it was not proper. He would sigh, he would smile awkwardly, he
would shake Juta’s hand and leave.
If she were different, if she were not so small and fragile
“I probably wouldn’t even feel her weight if I picked her up.” He stretched his hands out hesitantly, his capable
hands, and then dropped them to his sides quickly.
“What would she think of me!”
“I’m off tomorrow evening,” Juta said shyly. “I’ll be home alone all evening.” She looked at his furrowed
brow. “Perhaps I should not have said that,” she wondered., but it was too late to take back her words.
*
“Won’t you sit down,” Juta said, indicating a chair. She sat down on the couch, pulling her legs up under her.
Thus she tried to make him feel at home, for it was not easy to say it out loud.
Jevalds sat down gingerly and looked around. His curiosity was quite understandable. He was a little surprised.
The furnishings were … well, to be quite frank, rather shabby. He had imagined that the homes of people in the
art world would probably contain a large vase that stood right on the floor, a square of bright silk tossed over a
lamp, all sorts of books and photographs of famous people. He would have liked to see a blown-up photograph of
little Juta, but there was only Juta herself, surrounded by a collection of rather shabby furniture placed along the
walls without much imagination. He supposed this was all right, too, but he really would have preferred to see a
fluffy tutu, like a piece of eiderdown, thrown carelessly over an armchair, just as in the books he had read. He
banished these thoughts from his mind.
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“I left a little box in the hall. If you don’t mind.”
Juta looked at him quickly and left the room. Yes, there it was on the table, beside the gloves and hats. She
opened it in the kitchen. It was a box of pastries. She borrowed a cup of sugar from her landlady, since she didn’t
want to run out to the store for some.
“I’m not a very good housekeeper,” Juta apologized as she set the table. “All we’ll have is tea. I wasn’t
expecting you.”
Jevalds assured her that tea was his favorite drink; he stirred his tea cheerfully and passed Juta … well, there
really wasn’t much to hand her, but at least there was the sugar-bowl. The room was filled with the usual sounds
that are to be heard when dishes are being moved, chairs are being drawn up to the table, and someone scrapes a
shoe on the floor. The usual words and phrases were exchanged to fill the silence. The usual polite smiles, which
as yet meant nothing.
“Do you live here alone?” Jevalds asked when they had finished their tea.
“Yes.”
“What about your parents?”
“They live in a village.”
“Do they work on a collective farm?”\fn{ At the time this story was written Latvia was one of the constituent republics of the
Soviet Union:H}
“No. My mother’s dead. There’s only my father. He lives with his brother’s family. My uncle’s a stationmaster.”
“Oh.” Jevalds felt sorry for Juta. Somehow, even before, he had sensed that the girl had not known the security
of a home life. In this room, with its furniture dark from age, one might quite conceivably freeze to death.
“Why don’t you ask your father to come and live with you?” This was not Jevalds giving advice, this was the
wisdom of life on the outskirts where he came from. What good was there in such independence, in such
unreliable freedom?
“I like to live alone.” Juta’s voice had an edge to it. When she noticed the bewilderment in Jevalds’s eyes, she
added:
“My father’s blind. How will he ever get up and down these steep stairs? And then, we’d have to share this one
room. I send him money regularly, and I go to visit him every summer.”
She had a kind heart, but it could not have been otherwise. This small, dark-haired girl with the childish eyes
could never have had a cold heart. Still, it was wrong for her to be living alone. It was not proper. Jevalds wanted
to say that there was a small house he knew of, a very nice house on the outskirts, in Pleskodal. But that was
something to be discussed in the future.
“It’s strange that your name is Jevalds,” Juta said, changing the conversation but still looking straight at him.
“I’ve never heard it before. I know of Evalds, but I’ve never heard of Jevalds.”
“What about Motherland?” Juta did not know what he meant, so Jevalds explained that it was a book by
Jansevskis, which in parts was certainly a muddle, but that one of the heroes’ names was Jevalds.
“So you’re named after a hero in a book?”
“No, you don’t understand. My mother’s from Kurland.\fn{ A region of western Latvia bordering the Baltic Sea and
Lithuania} Jevalds is a very common name there. Take your name, it’s just like the girl’s in the film Tiger Akbar.”
But her name had not been taken from the film. How could it have been when she was quite grown up and the
film was a recent one?
They smiled at each other.
“Oh, dear!” Juta suddenly exclaimed. “The jam!”
She had been trying to recall what it was that was missing. It was the wild raspberry jam made from berries she
had picked in the forest. However, this was not the last time they would be having tea together, was it?
She gathered up the cups and saucers and carried them out to the kitchen. Jevalds rose and walked over to the
window. It looked out on a deserted yard which was now full of puddles. There was a small strip of garden at the
far end, but it was bare. The ground was cold, everything looked sad and deserted. This is what she had to look
out at each and every day. He heard her enter the room. She came over to stand beside him and then touched his
arm.
“That’s all the view I have,” she said, smiling sadly at him.
How small she was and how greatly in need of protection and kindness! Jevalds could not restrain himself. A
moment before he would never have dreamed this possible, but now he put his arm around her. Everything had
happened so quickly. She closed her eyes, Jevalds saw her long trembling lashes cast a shadow on her cheeks. He
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kissed her. Juta opened her eyes. She moved her head away quickly. Too quickly.
“My dear,” she whispered and said no more. They stood thus for a long while, looking out through the wide
window, seeing nothing.
Jevalds started home in a strange state of excitement. Still oblivious of his surroundings, he paid his fare and
crumpled his bus ticket.
“The checker might come round to check the tickets, young man,” the conductor warned him. But Jevalds
heard nothing. His head was spinning.
“Juta! Juta!” He had tormented himself in vain, fearing he knew not what. She was a wonderful, kind-hearted
girl. And Jevalds could have gone up to her room a week ago, even two weeks ago. But it was best the way it had
happened today. She did not live in a palace at all, quite the contrary. She would come home from the theater in
her shabby little coat, hang it up in the hall and enter her cold, bleak room. There wasn’t a single bit of girlish
fluff about it, nothing but the bare necessities. And a small, insignificant little mirror.
Jevalds’s thoughts kept returning to the mirror. He knew that Juta rehearsed at the theater, yet he longed for her
to have a huge mirror of the purest glass reaching from the floor to the ceiling in that gloomy room, to catch her
every movement, every cloud that passed her face. A smile touched his lips. No, Juta did not have such a mirror,
but that did not mean one could not suddenly appear. How strange it was: a girl who floated across the stage
among gorgeous settings like a bit of down, dressed like a fairy and illuminated by colored floodlights—imagine!
—this girl had less money than Jevalds, a mechanic, or than his mother got from the profits of her kitchen garden!
He, Jevalds, a mechanic, would buy a grand mirror for Juta, for his own Juta.
His own home seemed twice as warm, twice as cozy as usual. His mother did not ask him where he had been.
She brought in his supper and set it before him. Jevalds ate quickly. It was his habit to read after Supper, but today
he went into the parlor; on autumn days like this his mother heated it to keel the good furniture dry. Leaning
against the doorjamb, Jevalds studied each piece of furniture, the curtains, everything the room contained. It was
terribly old-fashioned. And no wonder, for most of it had been a part of his mother’s dowry. However, it was
nothing to be ashamed of, for many of their neighbors had the same. New furniture could always be bought, this
was no problem. Some pieces would definitely have to go. There would be a fuss, but no matter. They’d cover the
arm-chairs with some new modern fabric instead of the old plush, and there’d be room for a big mirror opposite
the window. He knew Juta would love the large orchard. It was beautiful. But his mother would have to give up
some of her vegetable beds for a lawn. That meant another fuss. I’m doing it for you, Juta, understand? We’ll have
lots of flowers. Dahlias and gladioli instead of carrots and beets. And stocks\fn{ A species of flowering plant, available in
many colors, some of them producing a heavy scent } under the windows. In the evenings Juta would open the window and
a blue cloud of fragrance would enter the room as her long lashes brushed against her pale cheeks. Pale? No, by
then she’d have rosy cheeks.
Jevalds started. His mother had come up to him and was now staring at him.—
“What’s the matter? You look strange.”
“I’m thinking,” Jevalds said, shifting his weight from one foot to the other. He was still talking to Juta in his
mind, she was here, beside him, he could hear her laughter, her breathing.
“I’m thinking, Mother.”
Jevalds did not tell her what he was thinking about. He would have to lead up to it gradually. For once he had
spoken, there would be no backing out.
He had no time for the ballet now. This did not bother him, since he knew most of the repertoire by heart.
There was no sense in going to the theater, craning his neck to see Juta, when he could take her home after the
performance. But only as far as the doorstep. He did not want the neighbors talking about her. He would shake her
hand on parting and sometimes kiss her good night if there were no one in the street, for Jevalds despised the very
idea of whispering in hallways. He would return home feeling as serene as he did on Fridays, when the work
week was over. He not only gave up the ballet, new books now became a rarity. Jevalds was preparing for the
decisive conversation. He could not desert the cause half-way.
Winter was upon them unexpectedly, but Jevalds did not really notice it until Juta put on her black coat instead
of her brown one. This, too, with its cheap gray fur collar had seen much wear.
“Who knows whether she has any money put aside?” Jevalds wondered that evening. “She won’t be able to
wear a coat like that next winter. It doesn’t really make any difference. What can she put aside from her salary,
having to help her father? You can rely on me, my little darling.”
That first winter evening, despite his decision, he did go up to Juta’s room, feeling terribly embarrassed
because it was quite late. However, it was dark beyond the glass doors leading to the landlady’s quarters. Jevalds
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felt relieved. He helped Juta off with her coat and scarf. Her neck was very white beneath the fur collar. Jevalds
gazed at her in silence. Then, filled with emotion, he embraced her. Juta sighed and leaned her head against his
chest. Then she moved away and quickly entered her room.
“Your landlady’s asleep,” Jevalds said, blurting out the first thing that came into his head. Juta smiled.
“Do you think so? Don’t worry, tomorrow she’ll ask me all sorts of questions to find out who my visitor was.
Her ears are as keen as a weasel’s.” She was silent for a few moments and then said,
“I’m sorry I can’t offer you any supper. Pay day is still a few days off, but I’ve spent all I had.”
“Have you? That wasn’t very sensible, was it?” Though he laughed, a frown creased his forehead. It was just
as he had thought: Juta did not know how to manage things. She needed someone she could lean on. Someone she
could rely on.
“I always manage,” Juta insisted, for Jevalds seemed to be lost in thought. “And if I ever find myself short, I
can always borrow from my landlady. But I always do manage. If not for Father, there’d never be any problem.”
She was about to go into the kitchen to make some tea. Jevalds said he didn’t want any. It was time for him to
be leaving.
Juta turned sadly away.
“There you are, rushing off again. And I’ll be here all alone. At night the furniture creaks and gossips. All I see
through the window is that half-dead tree and a strip of snow.” She frowned and continued slowly, still with her
back to him, “You could remain here, you know. You do love me, I know you do.”
He started. Juta, left to her own resources, had been living alone too long. How could she have said such a
thing so simply and calmly? She should have stammered and blushed. Jevalds became frightened at his own
thoughts. He tried to smile, .to speak loudly and drown out the voice within him, an alien, evil voice.
“I can’t, Juta. You don’t understand. This is not something to be taken lightly.”
She was still standing with her back to him.
“Oh. That’s right. You can’t. And it’s not something to be taken lightly, is it? That’s right. When you feel that
you need a person more than anyone else in the world, when you can’t breathe without him, when you part and
you think it’s forever, then you can’t. That’s when you can’t.” She was speaking with difficulty. “I understand
everything, but you think I don’t. Yes, one can’t remain alone with a person who—”
She did not finish the sentence.
“Come, I’ll see you out.”
“I want you to understand me correctly, Juta.”
She looked away. Her eyes were full of tears.
“Juta, I promise you that soon, very soon You understand, don’t you, Juta?
*
The conversation with his mother was brief.
“Mother, would you mind if I invited a guest over?”
His mother put down the evening paper and looked at him over the rims of her glasses. A guest? Jevalds had
never called the boys or the men from his factory, all frequent visitors, guests.
“What about Sunday, Mother? Will that be all right?”
Jevalds, who had never been talkative, now found that each word was torture.
“What sort of a guest are you inviting?” his mother asked, trying to help Him.
“A girl.”
There was silence.
“A girl,” his mother thought. “He’s twenty-eight, this is the first time he’s ever mentioned the subject, and he
looks as embarrassed as a little boy. Strange that I didn’t notice anything. A girl. Well, it had to happen
sometime.” Jevalds, fearful of the long silence, continued:
“She’s a ballet dancer at the opera house.”
“You’ve set your marks high,” his mother observed, taking off her glasses. There was approval in her voice.
But Jevalds, honest Jevalds, immediately added:
“Oh, Juta’s not one of the stars. She still has a long way to go, though she will be, that’s for sure. She’s very
talented. And her face and figure are those of a prima donna. You know, Mother, her father’s blind and she’s very
concerned about him. She sends him money regularly. She has a heart of gold.”
And so the day was set for Sunday. It was settled. Jevalds was twenty-eight years old and it had to happen
sometime.
Juta would not agree for anything. She was like a frightened child.
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“No! I can’t impose upon your mother. What’ll she think! If you want to, you can come here. And anyway, I’m
too shy to go to your house.”
“Silly! Our whole future is at stake. This is the only way everything can be settled. Mother has to see you some
time.”
*
He was to meet Juta at the bus stop. From the very beginning everything went wrong. Juta passed the stop and
got off at the next one, though he had explained it all so clearly. He stood there frowning, waiting for the next bus,
while Juta walked back along the side of the road in her good shoes. At the sight of her, Jevalds cried out.
Suddenly he felt like carrying her home, though he quickly suppressed this emotion. In broad daylight! With
curious faces at every window, in plain view of all their future neighbors? Poor Jevalds, you must be out of your
mind. Feeling rather foolish, he led Juta along, barely touching her arm.
His mother was all prepared for the meeting, though Juta, on entering the yard, did not even notice her. Instead,
she bent down to pat the family’s shaggy dog.
“Look at him, Jevalds! See how wet we both are.” Here she suddenly caught sight of his mother walking
towards them and stood up quickly.
A pair of stern gray eyes were looking at her. Appraising her, the girl whom Jevalds had brought home for the
first time in his life. His mother was impressive. She was well-built—and did not yet have a single gray hair in her
head. Her dark-brown silk dress was of a pre-war vintage. She wore an attractive starched apron over it. They
greeted each other politely. Juta offered the woman a small box. His mother thanked her.
“Well, Jevalds, don’t just stand there. Bring your guest inside.”
She disappeared into the kitchen from which the warm, pungent smell of cabbage issued forth—and could ever
a winter begin without the traditional goose and cabbage! It was a homey, impressive aroma. Juta, dressed in a
skirt and a flimsy blouse, stood in the hall. She was too shy to look at Jevalds. His mother, though hidden by the
kitchen door, had robbed her of her confidence. She felt better when Jevalds led her into the parlor. His mother
had seen to it that everything was as it should be: the sofa and armchairs were spotless, the room seemed to smile
with the warmth that emanated from the brick oven. Juta pressed her hands against the white tiles.
“How thin her fingers are. They must be frozen. Is it really so cold?” Jevalds wondered.
Juta glanced out of .the window. Jevalds hurried to tell her how beautiful the orchard was in summer, but that
now, of course, you couldn’t visualize it at all. Juta hardly heard what he was saying. It is difficult to overcome
one’s awkwardness in a strange house all at once.
His mother entered the room carrying a small broiler. She noticed their embarrassment and tried to laugh, but
did not say the usual words about young people who had eyes for nothing in the world but each other. Once back
in the kitchen she sank down in a chair.
“So it is serious. It would have been better if they’d been laughing, or fooling around. I wouldn’t even have
minded if he’d had his arm around her. But there he was, standing a mile away from her, seeing nothing and
hearing no one except her.”
Her gaze fell upon the little box. She untied the string and opened it. Her face became very stern. Pastries. A
box of store-bought pastries.
She had spent the last two days practically killing herself to make everything just right. And this was the gift
she received: pastries bought in a shop. She forced herself to put them on a plate and, unlike her usual thrifty self,
crumpled the wrapping-paper with the bits of frosting sticking to it and tossed it angrily into the fire.
The fine dinner was getting cold on the table. For reasons unknown, no one seemed hungry.
The goose wing on Juta’s plate had hardly been touched. Even Jevalds had not tasted his food, though he
always wolfed down anything that was placed before him. The conversation dragged, the silences were worse.
Throughout it all his mother kept studying Juta.
“Is she pretty? Yes. You might even say she’s beautiful. Jevalds has eyes, but nothing besides his eyes and his
heart. He’s lost his senses completely. Well, at least she’s very young and can still be molded. She’s dressed very
poorly. Nowadays young girls dress much better. And everything on her is skimpy, though it’s winter. Perhaps
she’s thrifty. Or maybe she has no money for clothes?” His mother smiled, and her smile was not as strained as
before.
“Won’t anyone have any more? Then I might as well bring in the dessert.”
Juta offered to help clear the table. His mother refused. It was not proper to accept help the first time it was
offered, not according to the good manners of Pleskodal, but Juta did not dare repeat her offer. And then the
mother’s stony glare pierced her through and through.
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Next came stewed fruit and whipped cream. The fruit was from her orchard, the cream from her own cow’s
milk. His mother had no intention of hiding her self-satisfaction,. Yes, this was what a Sunday should be like. She
filled their plates generously with a large silver spoon—the date engraved on it was the date of Jevalds’s
christening. You’d never get such a dish in any restaurant. The shop pastries, covered with a cheap glaze, were out
of place and useless among such delicacies. Nobody touched them, not even Juta herself. His mother, for one,
pretended that there was nothing but an empty space there on the magnificent, heavy white tablecloth.
Dinner was a failure. Afterwards they all went out to look at the property. The strong smell of cattle struck
them as they entered the cowshed. Juta stretched her hand timidly towards the cow, but it snorted and shied away.
“She doesn’t like strangers,” his mother explained. Though the words were just and were said without ulterior
motive, Juta flushed.
The pig stood up in its corner, grunting happily at the sound of its mistress’s voice, and rubbed its short, thick
neck against a post.
“Just look at her!” the woman said gently, scratching the pig. “Whenever I come in, she always asks me to
scratch her neck. It’s only a beast, but it likes a kind smile, too.” She looked at Juta’s small hand.
“You won’t come over, will you?” she thought. “A pig is too crude for you, isn’t it? I can see that for myself.”
“We had three sows,” she continued, “but we only kept one over for the winter. Do you know, she eats more
than we do, but there’s plenty of fodder, so she might as well live on. We have enough meat. We’ll wait till New
Year’s to slaughter it.”
The pig closed its tiny eyes and lolled on the clean straw. Juta tried to smile and remarked on what an orderly
household this was. His mother unbent a little. She threw an armful of fresh straw into the cow’s stall. She had on
a warm jacket and did not feel the cold, but Juta, who had not put on her coat, was trying not to shiver. She
couldn’t lean against anything, because she had on her good clothes. A blast of cold wind came in through the
open door.
“Fresh air is good for them,” his mother said.
Jevalds was standing behind them, saying nothing. All this talk about household affairs was women’s talk. He
entered the house in silence. It seemed that the cold had somehow seeped into the house through the double doors
and the tightly latched windows. They sat there talking, without Jevalds saying a word about Juta or of how they
had met.
Juta left early.
“If you hurry, you can still make the four-thirty bus,” his mother remarked.
So Juta had got up and put on her coat, though she and Jevalds had agreed beforehand that she would take the
five-thirty bus. She came back into the parlor to say good-bye to his mother. Twilight had crept into the corners of
the room. There, in the very center of the table, more glaring than ever, were the untouched pastries.
They went outside. The cold pierced Juta’s thin soles and froze her feet. The watchdog wagged its tail. Juta
loved animals, but now she walked by, her eyes downcast.
“Everything went wrong,” she sighed.
“Yes. You were so glum. My mother likes friendly people. You didn’t even smile once.”
“Don’t, Jevalds.”
Jevalds recalled with what misgivings she had finally agreed to accept his invitation and now said nothing.
They reached the bus stop. They could see the bus approaching through the rising mist, turning the bend in the
road.
“I can take you home, Juta”
No. Juta shook her head. Suddenly, she began to laugh. Here, at last, was her laughter. It had been so eagerly
awaited, but only a very sensitive ear could have discerned that something was wrong with the silvery, tinkling
sound. Jevalds, however, did not have a good ear. Juta said there was really no sense in his getting crushed in the
crowded bus. Besides, it was really cold, and he had to get up early by the next morning. She could certainly get
home safely by herself.
The bus pulled up, the doors opened and people began entering it. Juta was the last in line. She even let two
boys get on ahead of her. Still, she waited. If Jevalds repeated his offer to see her home, she would not refuse now.
Once in town, they could go to a café for coffee. That’s what Juta’s friends usually did. Juta waited. Finally, she
got on the bus, waved limply and said:
“Don’t worry. I’ll be quite safe.”
*
“How much does she earn?” It was his mother asking, straight to the point, as always.
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“Not much,” Jevalds replied evasively. “Not very much.”
“Just as I thought.” His mother finished, washing the dishes and wiped her hands. After Juta had gone she had
taken off her starched apron and changed her dress, becoming her old self again. “You can see she doesn’t make
much.”
“So what?” Jevalds’s voice sounded harsh. His mother did not reply. Instead, she settled back in her
comfortable armchair.
“Tell me,” she continued after a while, “do you like her like a man will take a fancy to a girl, or if it’s just a
fling, there’s nothing to talk about. She seems to be a nice, pretty girl. But if—”
“Don’t you like her?” Jevalds did not want to speak frankly, he wanted to sound out his mother first.
“I’d never wish you to have such a woman for a wife,” his mother replied. “She doesn’t even have a proper
skirt. A young girl should be better dressed than that. And she should have her wits about her. Look at how I had
to serve on you both, bringing in one dish, taking away another, while she just sat there. And those pastries.
Nobody asked her to bring anything. If she wanted to be polite, she could at least have …”
She laughed.
“Well, each to his own taste.”
“That’s what I say. I’ll soon be twenty-nine. And I think I know enough about people. I like her very much.
You said, look at her skirt, but she has a sick father to care for, and she sends him money. There’s no one to help
her. She likes you and she likes our house, but everyone feels shy the first time they come visiting.” Jevalds could
also be diplomatic.
“Well, then, don’t expect me to get all excited about her the first time, either.” His mother was ready to
concede a point. Then she spoke and he could hear the anxiety in her voice again:
“Did you say anything about getting married?”
“No, not yet. I wanted to tell you first.”
His mother turned in her chair and poked her finger at the earth in the pot with the aloe plant. It was dry. It
needed watering.
“And about her not making much money,” Jevalds returned to the sore spot. He realized that everything would
have to be clear to his mother, if for no other reason than because she had always been his best and wisest
counselor in life. “It really doesn’t matter that much. Everyone begins at the bottom. And a husband should be
able to provide for his wife.”
His mother watched the thin stream of water pouring from the teacup. The water rolled about the dry surface of
the earth in the flower pot like beads of mercury, finding cracks through which it disappeared. Yes, it was all very
serious.
“You said she doesn’t make much.”
“She’s not a star yet.”
“How much do stars make? And how long does it take to become a star? And does every one of them get to be
a star?”
And so the questions followed one another, and all of them made sense.
“I don’t know.” It seemed that there would be no end to Jevalds’s suffering. “I’ve never thought about that.
Every one? No, I guess not.”
His mother finally took pity on him.
“All right,” she said with a sigh. “But you seem to be in a terrible rush. Where’s the fire? I can’t forbid you to
marry her, because if I do, you’ll marry her just to spite me. But think about it. All I ask is that you think about it.
You don’t get married for a day. Look at it from every angle. Weigh everything carefully.”
Once again Jevalds had to admit that what his mother was saying made sense. His stubbornness evaporated.
“It won’t be easy, Juta, but I’ll try to carry most of the load,” he thought. “All I want is for you to be
affectionate. That’s not asking too much, because you are affectionate, and kind, and good, my darling.”
He went back into the parlor. The oven was still hot. Juta had warmed her small, thin fingers on the tiles.
*
At that same moment Juta, back in her own room again, was hanging her skirt and blouse up in the closet. It
was cold. It was dismally cold. She put on her flannel bathrobe with the faded flowers and stood there shivering,
her arms hugging her shoulders. She was cold and depressed.
The door opened and her landlady walked in. She said she was terribly sorry but there were some things in the
closet that she needed.
“Why did you come home from your visit so early?” the woman asked in surprise as she squatted in front of
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the open wardrobe door.
“I just felt like it,” Juta replied, smiling wanly. She was feeling miserable. “It’s so awful outside today,
everyone wants to get home as soon as possible.”
“It’s not too warm in here.” Her landlady seemed to be apologizing. “You can’t roast an ox with these old
boards for firewood, and the money I have to pay for them. That’s what I always say.”
She rummaged around in the wardrobe for what seemed like ages and finally left with a length of material
under her arm. Juta did not see her go. She had turned to the window and was leaning on the sill. It got dark early
in winter. The wind brought wet snow. Large snowflakes hit against the dark glass, melted and trickled down the
pane.
“Oh, Jevalds,” she said. “How did it all begin? He followed me. He was so patient and timid, and even funny. I
teased him on purpose, even though I knew how hard it was for him to muster up the courage to speak to me. I
was even angry at him: what a fool he was, waiting for me to speak first. And I was anxious, too: what if he
wasn’t there the next time I left the theater? And then, finally, he spoke to me. It was such a sticky evening. I was
hot in my jacket, but I was too shy to take it off.”
She felt a shiver pass through her body. What was the use of this stupid oven if it didn’t even heat the room?
Juta sighed and pulled her robe closer about her. She would make herself some hot tea.
Oh, how far it was from here to Pleskodal.
*
The closer the time approached for her to meet Jevalds again, the more uneasy she became. Why did these
waves of fear suddenly rise up from an unknown depth? They had parted stiffly that evening. But Jevalds would
call for her again, that was obvious, he would wait for her on the corner under the linden tree as always.
As Juta danced that evening she kept looking out into the audience, searching for his face, though she knew he
could not be there. They had both decided it was impractical for him to attend every performance. But perhaps
today should have been an exception. Even if he had bought a ticket for the top row of the balcony she would
have searched him out.
In the balcony? Nonsense. A cat’s eyes would never have found him there. Then how could a little dancer of
the corps de ballet see him, if her place was at the very end of the line, practically in the wings? Juta missed a step
and immediately caught the withering glance of the girl next to her.
“Goodness! Who does she think she is?”
Juta was surprised at the sudden wave of anger that swept over her. She could hardly wait for the end of the
act. Even the finale with its abandonment, always her favorite part of the ballet, could not dispel her irritation.
Fortunately, the performance would soon be over. She was beyond caring that she had danced so poorly.
Jevalds! Jevalds! Juta was in such a hurry to meet him that she broke her comb as she yanked at her hair.
“I always knew I loved him,” she confided silently to the slim, dark-haired girl in the mirror.
“Will he be waiting for you?” one of her girl-friends asked.
Juta merely nodded, unable to conceal her excitement.
*
Jevalds was standing under the linden, beneath the black, naked branches, with the light of a street lamp
shining on him; it caught on the branches and shimmered, illuminating the heavy drops of a recent rain. The drops
sparkled, fell, splattered and disappeared on the cold, dirty pavement. Nothing could be more miserable than rain
interspersed with wet snow.
People began leaving by the stage door. Juta was not among them. He would recognize her the moment she
appeared.
She was late this evening. Jevalds started. A large drop glittered brightly at the very tip of a branch and fell.
At last. Jevalds usually waited for Juta to come up to him, as it would look funny if he rushed over to meet her,
but today anxiety drove him on. He grabbed her hands and held them, warming them gently in his. People passed
by.
“Come, I’m very cold,” Juta said.
“You know what I want to do? Take off my coat, wrap you up in it and carry you home,” he whispered shyly.
“If you only knew how hard it is for me to restrain myself.”
“Well then, don’t,” Juta said. Her laughter was harsh and full of despair as she looked into his eyes. Her cheeks
were as pale as ever.
“I can’t, dear. Man is a human being because he knows how to control his emotions.”
Yes, that was so, but the smile faded from her lips.
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“Come, let’s go,” she repeated. But Jevalds did not move.
“Juta, I must tell you something.”
Silence.
“I’ve told my mother, now I want to tell you. We’ll get married.”
“But what if I refuse?” Juta wanted to say. “What if I object?”
“We’ll get married in the spring.”
It would be a shame to disappoint him, even in jest. Juta was confused. Her mind was searching for words that
were very special, but it was always the same with words, like looking for roses in a meadow with daisies,
bluebells and clover everywhere, a meadow full of flowers and not a single rose. She was silent, her answer was a
smile instead of words.
It began to drizzle again. Juta closed the door and turned the key softly in the lock. Jevalds had not come up.
He was on his way home now. He had not come up this time, either, and once again Juta was alone.
That was how it should be. Everything he said was just and sensible. Juta knew it, but that did not make things
easier.
“You’re right, Jevalds, you shouldn’t come up to a girl’s room so late at night when she lives all alone,
especially since she’s become your betrothed this evening. Man is a human being because he knows how to
control his emotions—that’s what you said, wasn’t it?”
Juta hung up her coat and swallowed the lump in her throat. She had a feeling that she was hiding from herself.
“I must be crazy. I said nothing when you proposed to me, and here I am now, ready to cry my eyes out, on the
very day I got engaged.”
She stood there in the cold hall. This was the first time since the day she had moved in that she was sorry her
landlady was asleep. How she would have wanted to speak to someone, to tell them about Jevalds, about her
happiness. But the dark panes in the doors looked silently upon the corridor. Juta walked over to one of them and
whispered:
“Jevalds and I are getting married.”
After the words had actually been spoken, her heart became so light that she could repeat them to the cold
oven and to the window, through which all she could see was a tiny bit of rain-drenched yard.
“I’ll write to Father,” she decided. “It’ll make him very happy.” She was just about to take down the ink-pot
from her little shelf when her hand stopped in mid-air.
“But he won’t be able to read it. A stranger’s eyes will see it and strange tongues will wag and gossip about my
happiness. No, Jevalds and I will go to see him ourselves, and we’ll be the ones to say: ‘Papa, Jevalds has such a
big house, come and live with us, and you’ll never have another care in the world.’ But they say neither happiness
nor sorrow comes alone:
“What if I’m given an important role?”
Jevalds was a man of character. If he had undertaken to do something, presuming that it was feasible, he would
see it through. A drop of water wears away a stone, a mighty oak grows from an acorn, patience and perseverance
conquer all.
*
Jevalds paved the way for Juta’s second visit to their home, and no stage director could have planned a scene
more thoroughly. Jevalds bought the present himself. It would be the main factor in melting his mother’s stern
heart. The gift was a crystal vase, not too expensive, for that would have made her suspicious, but quite
presentable. It could be placed on the large polished table, his mother’s best piece of furniture. Jevalds did not
show his hand to Juta. A little cunning was no crime.
“I know my mother’s taste better than you, so I hope you won’t make a fuss and say there’s a difference
between you buying the gift or my buying it.”
He also bought a bottle of wine, the most expensive there was, with a very exotic-looking label. His zeal was
transmitted to Juta. She wanted to look her best, more attractive than ever before. On the way she bought a
bouquet of early lilac. This time she did not miss her stop.
Jevalds led her into the house solemnly. His mother’s resistance seemed to have been broken. She looked
friendly as she welcomed them and could not but approve of the gift, something that could be shown off to the
neighbors and relatives. In order to liven things up, Jevalds had invited Vairis, his best friend, the life of every
party. Vairis had a joke for every occasion, and he kept Jevalds’s mother laughing. Vairis broached an important
subject when he asked Juta whether she knew what an excellent fellow she had charmed.
“Workers like him are not easy to come by. Everyone at the factory thinks he’s tops, from the director on
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down.”
Jevalds felt a bit uneasy sitting there, hearing himself being praised, but he let his friend go on, for what he was
saying was true after all.
In a word, the dinner was a great success. As they drained the bottle of wine a feeling of cheer and goodwill
came over them. Jevalds’s mother placed the vase with the fragrant lilac in the center of the table. Yes, this was a
gift she could be proud of.
Then Vairis said it was time for him to leave. Even his departure had been planned, and the serious atmosphere
that now descended upon the room had probably been foreseen as well.
“We might as well settle everything, since you’re both so serious about it,” his mother said, placing her hands
upon; the table and looking across at the young couple.
All the arrangements were made. True, Jevalds and his mother did all the arranging. They did not bother Juta
with unnecessary details. So she sat there, gathering crumbs from the tablecloth near her and rolling them into a
little ball of dough. She was glad they did not expect her to participate, for she would never have been able to
speak her mind, to express her thoughts simply and clearly. And then, what could she have said except:
“I love Jevalds, I’m happy when I’m with him, and all my thoughts revolve around him. I feel so wonderful
inside when I’m with him, I want to spend the rest of my life with him.”
But could she ever have shared these thought’s with Jevalds’s mother, such a formidable woman? What would
she think of Juta? It was not proper to love someone with such abandon. No, these were not things one spoke
about.
*
Jevalds hardly had any free time nowadays. He worked overtime at the factory, he took odd jobs after work
and accepted the money his neighbors pressed on him, no matter whether the sum was large or small. He even
decided that he would not help the Upners if they called on him again, since the last two times they had forgotten
that one is usually paid for a job. Now he hardly ever saw Juta home after the theater. After all, a person couldn’t
be in two places at once and there was no sense in wasting a whole evening for nothing. Then again, there was the
extra carfare there and back.
Juta did not protest. Juta never protested. Jevalds was intelligent, he knew how things should be done. And
now she didn’t have to rush out after a performance. She would stay on in her dressing-room, talking about her
future with her girlfriends. All of them were very happy for her.
There was often talk of the future in the quiet house in Pleskodal as well.
“There’s a very big difference between living alone on your salary and supporting the two of you,” Jevalds’s
mother said. “Then there’s Juta’s father. He’ll certainly come to live with his daughter. You couldn’t expect it to
be otherwise. And all you’ll be gaining is one salary, no more.” No, his mother was not inferring anything, it was
up to Jevalds to decide.
“One salary.” These words were always on his mother’s lips, even when she was silent.
“She’ll be getting a raise soon,” Jevalds finally protested. He felt offended for Juta’s sake, because, in his
mother’s eyes, she was nothing.
“When?” And once again Jevalds did not know what to say.
“I could have supported you alone,” his mother continued slowly. “But not the two of you. And I don’t want
to.”
When he expressed surprise at the word “support” she was only too glad to explain the price to be paid for the
easy, carefree life he had been living until then.
Jevalds’s shoulders slumped. And Juta’s pay, her “salary” as his mother referred to it, was certainly small,
insignificant, practically non-existent.
Meanwhile, his mother brought up ever new points.
“It’s all very well being a dancer, but what sort of a profession is it, if not for the grand title? Any worker, even
an office worker, gets a bonus. Or take a clerk in a store. There are lots of jobs where the pay is small, but you get
your food and uniforms free, and that’s nothing to sneeze at. And here …” she left the sentence dangling.
It would be unwise to draw any conclusions. After all, her son was twenty-eight years old and he had his
father’s character. Though he was usually quiet, once he became angry there was no holding him back. Besides,
Juta was his first love. She was a girl whom you could never accuse of evil. It would be unwise to try to talk him
out of it. He would have to decide for himself.
Indeed, Jevalds was doing a lot of thinking. So far, all he had decided was that he would have to work hard, as
hard as he could. He needed money for himself, for Juta, for her father. Needless to say, there was no time for
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books now, or for the theater, or museums, since the time spent there could be put to profit elsewhere. When
Jevalds fell into bed at night he was dog-tired. His mother’s keen eyes followed him everywhere he went.
Juta knew no cares. The coming wedding? As far as she was concerned it meant that from then on she would
never be separated from Jevalds. Sometimes he would become angry at her for being so carefree.
“She’s been wearing the same little dress for years. All her girl-friends have warm, fur-lined boots, but she …
but then, she alone could have fallen in love with me for no reason on earth, without knowing a thing about me,”
Jevalds would immediately protest to the inner voice.
“And she’d love me just the same if I were a poor student sharing a dorm with four other fellows. She would
have helped me out as she helps her father. She’s the only girl who laughs like that. Her face is so sweet. She’s so
good-natured and kind. It’s just that she’s different than Mother and I. Perhaps that’s why I love her.”
These magic words usually ended all of Jevalds’s doubts; a magic formula which still had only to be repeated
to dispel his anxiety.
“Juta belongs to me, I love her, and I’ll make her happy.”
*
Spring was late in coming, since it could not arrive sooner than its appointed time. Jevalds did not take
overtime work, for his evenings were now spent preparing the garden for spring sowing. He was making flower
beds in the orchard. One evening in the middle of the week Juta came to have a look. She sat down on the rickety
bench, but she was so light it supported her. Jevalds, digging quickly and speaking in a loud voice, said he would
fix the bench soon.
Preparations were going ahead full speed. His mother had bought two tiny suckling-pigs very cheaply. At any
rate, she would not have to feed them long, for who had ever heard of a wedding feast without a suckling-pig?
Jevalds had already begun changing things around in the parlor. It broke his mother’s heart to watch him, but she
consented. Now the room would look quite different. Jevalds had found just the kind of curtains he wanted in a
handicrafts shop. His mother had bought pure linen sheets and was now busy embroidering his monogram, though
both Jevalds’s and Juta’s names began with a J.
Juta seemed to be regarding the preparations from the sidelines. Nothing had changed in her room, nor was she
busy embroidering linen. There was no one whom she could confide in. She had gone to see her father alone, for
Jevalds never had any time these days. Her father had been overjoyed. He hardly asked about his future son-inlaw, but was most interested in the house in Pleskodal. He was sick and tired of living in his brother’s house. His
sister-in-law was not well, and it was difficult for her to take care of a blind man. He, too, had taken to his bed,
though it was really nothing, just a spring cold, maybe a bit worse than usual, but it must be his age. And if he
seemed happy today it was from the joy of her good news, he would be worse again tomorrow. However, if he
had his own child’s hand to support him, life would be much more bearable. Her father looked at her quizzically,
his sightless eyes turned towards her, and Juta nodded, as if he could see.
“This is where we’ll plant the stocks,” Jevalds said. Juta shook off her thoughts of her father and smiled.
“Stocks.” Suddenly she sighed and thought:
“Ah, Jevalds, I wish you’d just forget all that and come over and kiss me. Who cares about all these stocks, and
sheets, and suckling-pigs for the wedding feast? Won’t you come over here?” she called.
Jevalds would rather have not. It was still light and he wanted to finish the row. But he came over all the same,
rubbing his soiled hands on his old work pants,
“We’ll have to decide about the wedding this evening,” he mumbled, feeling a bit awkward. “You’ll need a
wedding dress and all sorts of things. I have the money put away. You—”
Juta blushed.
“I’ll buy everything I need myself,” she said, trying to sound calm, She knew that his intentions were of the
best, but his words pricked her. That was strange. It was the first time she had ever reacted like this.
“What can you buy with your money? I want you to have a beautiful dress, a real white gown.”
“A long gown and a veil, isn’t that right? Then off we go to church,” Juta said and smiled bitterly.
“To church?” Jevalds seemed to be weighing her words. “That would certainly please Mother. She likes the old
customs, you know, But you’d never agree, and I don’t really care. It’s just a formality, nothing more.”
Juta sighed with relief.
“Jevalds.”
Once again she could not find the necessary words, she never seemed able to find the right ones.
“The dress won’t be white and it won’t be very expensive. There’s no sense having a dress made that I can
only wear once. I think a woolen dress would be best. That’s the best I can afford.”
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“Juta!”
Jevalds was indignant. She just didn’t understand. It would make him so happy to see her dressed up like a
doll, or whatever it was.
“I want you to be happy, I’m doing all this for your sake. I’ve turned the whole house upside-down for you.
And we’ll have no more of your running around in your old coat, and …”—here he caught himself in time, afraid
lest he might have offended her—“you don’t even know how hard I can work. I’ve been saving all this time, I
haven’t been spending money on anything. Everyone will envy us. We’ll be so happy in our house. We’ll be
happy all our lives. My darling. And your dress, do it for me, Juta dear. It’ll be like a white cloud, made of the
most expensive cloth. I’ll go to the end of the world to get it. For my wife, for my Juta.”
What a shame that his hands were dirty and he couldn’t embrace her, his small, sweet Juta!
“Oh, all right,” she replied slowly, without a trace of the happiness or excitement in her voice that
distinguished Jevalds’s.
“We’ll discuss it later.”
“You mean your dress?” Jevalds said and laughed. No, he could not control himself. He swept Juta off her feet.
“We’ll discuss it? Why, we’ve already decided!”
Juta was unable to resist. As she smiled the spark of protest was washed away by joy. Jevalds, paying no
attention to his mother who had appeared at the barn door, carried a resisting Juta into the house. They still had
the whole evening ahead.
A whole evening of happiness. The dog began barking by the gate. A man was standing there. He said he had
to talk to Jevalds. Oh, yes, it was the painter. He was not charging much for the job. They’d have to decide about
the parlor. It couldn’t be put off any longer.
“Well, I’d better be going,” Juta said, seeing that Jevalds’s mind was far away.
Jevalds hesitated. “Damn him! Why’d he have to come today of all days? But then if I let him go …
“You know, Juta, these painters are all drunkards. What else could you expect of private enterprise? It’s not
like the men at the factory.”
Jevalds did not see Juta to the bus stop. He couldn’t ask the man to wait for him, and it was still light outside.
“That’s all right, don’t worry,” Juta said, bidding him a hasty good-bye and walking off quickly. It was silly of
her to feel frightened in the deserted street. She tried to laugh at herself and at her pounding heart as she walked
on alone, disappearing into the twilight.
*
Things at home continued as usual. The light went on in his mother’s window early each morning as she got up
to milk the cow. Then she awakened Jevalds. After a hearty breakfast he would set off to work.
At the factory his capable hands worked diligently and dependably, so that no one would ever be able to accuse
him of doing a bad job. Not a single black speck would darken the gleaming halo surrounding the good name of
this modest and conscientious worker. At home a good meal and his mother’s unobtrusive concern awaited
Jevalds in the warm kitchen. It was spring now and they only heated the house every other day. Yes, it was a good
house. Do you know what a good house is? Do you know how secure and reliable it is?
This happiness would be Juta’s after her marriage. As soon as she was married this secure life would fall right
into her lap, the kind of life that a girl with a salary such as she had could only dream of. All that remained was to
set the date.
It was here that Juta made a very silly mistake, a mistake that was really unforgivable.
Jevalds’s relatives gathered one evening. His mother’s sister and his godmother and her husband, responsible,
reliable people all.
“Well, it’s about time we had everything settled,” his mother said.
“Yes, yes,” his godmother, a plump, youngish-looking blonde, agreed. “They’re head-over-heels in love, even
a blind man can see that, and there’s no sense putting it off. Besides, there’s more spare time in the spring. True,
the food supplies are usually lower in the spring—”
“Don’t worry about that,” his mother intervened. “My house has never yet been empty.”
“What about Whitsunday then?” his aunt suggested.
Her suggestion was discussed. The majority had no objection, though his godmother’s husband did mumble
something. However, in matters such as these it is always the women who decide.
“But when will that be? Whitsunday, I mean?” Juta asked.
Startled eyes regarded her from all sides. Jevalds’s godmother cleared her throat significantly. His mother
named the date.
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“Oh, but I won’t be able to,” Juta said quickly. “We’re rehearsing a new ballet. I won’t have any free time at all
until the premiere. Couldn’t we put it off a little?”
Yes, it could be put off. But was it polite to announce this bit of news here and now, in front of relatives? She
should have warned them beforehand. No one had made her sit by in silence all this time. His mother blew her
nose. Who could blame her if her voice sounded icy as she asked:
“When will you find it convenient then?”
Juta replied naïvely that she really couldn’t say, because rehearsals might drag on, as they sometimes did.
Yes, apparently they sometimes did. It was an effort for his mother to control herself and not reply harshly. She
had called the family together for a serious talk, but she might not have bothered.
*
“It’s a good, secure life,” Juta repeated to herself. A moment later she said again:
“It’s a good, secure life.”
She was sitting in her room by the window. It was getting dark, but she did not light the lamp. You don’t need
light to think by. And she had a lot to think about.
Happy Jevalds. Good, dependable, happy Jevalds. All he needed was to love a young girl named Juta. He was
happy it was spring. He didn’t even have any serious objections to putting off the wedding. Jevalds was sure of
his girl, to say nothing of himself. It would certainly have been grand to be married on Whitsunday, but if Juta had
to rehearse that day, he could understand and sympathize. There was nothing better in the world than a good job
well done. It didn’t matter whether you were putting in a new lock or making flower beds, any job should be done
well. And a small role in a ballet, the flitting of a feathery-white tutu across the stage, that was also working.
Although, when you actually got down to it, it didn’t seem like a job. But Jevalds was magnanimous, at least as
far as Juta was concerned. She, too, was trying to do her best; Jevalds understood this and his smile, as he gazed
at her, was both compassionate and forgiving.
“You never come to the theater any more,” Juta said.
“I don’t have time to. And didn’t you say that a ballet is just a repetition of certain pas and variations, or
something to that effect?” Jevalds was proud of his knowledge.
“Did I say that?” Juta could not recall having said such a thing, but the main thing in love and in friendship
was not to argue, to trust each other implicitly.
“It was very difficult at first, but then I began feeling wonderfully happy.”
Jevalds listened to her politely, without either contradicting or agreeing. Perhaps Juta had missed her
opportunity and had not spoken up when she should have about her work and her profession, the difficulties
inherent in it and the beauty of accomplishment. But would he have understood? It would have been a story about
long years of study and working out at the bar, or a story of her small successes. Perhaps he would not have heard
what she was saying, but would simply have listened to the sound of her soft, beloved voice.
“It’s a good, secure life. Goodness!” Juta was terribly annoyed.
“What’s the matter with me? What’s the matter with both of us? Is that what love is like? Is that how you’re
supposed to love one another?”
*
It was the end of a warm day, getting on to evening. The window was open wide. Juta was lying on her couch.
She would be leaving for the theater soon. Once again Jevalds would be waiting for her afterwards, for the first
time in many days.
The doorbell rang. Juta did not even raise her head. No one ever came to visit her.
But the caller had come to see her. Her landlady opened the door to Juta’s room for Jevalds’s mother. The
landlady’s large frame lingered by the door until finally, reluctantly she closed it.
Juta jumped up, taking in at a glance the miserable room as it should not have been. This also included the
clothes she was wearing. Why was the woman here? They had agreed that his mother should never see—umm,
the meagerness, so to speak—of her life. Then how had she got here?—
Juta could not conceal her embarrassment. She felt around with her toe for her slippers, which had, been
kicked under the couch, and asked his mother to sit down, apologizing for the disorder. She snatched her
bathrobe, the one with the faded flowers, from the back of a chair.
His mother was in no hurry to speak. First, she made sure the door was tightly shut. She would have to give
Juta time to calm down, or else there would be no sense embarking on a serious conversation. Slowly, her gaze
took in her future daughter-in-law’s belongings. Yes, it was just as she had thought. The girl was as naked as a pea
fallen from its pod. It was all too clear. Finally, she said:
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“Don’t be surprised at my coming here like this.”
But Juta was surprised. She stood practically at attention in front of the seated woman, just like a schoolgirl.
“There is something we must talk about, as one woman to another.”
Then it would not be too bad, Juta thought, backing away and finding a chair, while her eyes never wavered
from the woman’s face.
“You hardly ever come to visit us, and it’s no use discussing this with Jevalds. I just can’t seem to understand
your plans for the wedding. The pigs are getting bigger every day, the paint has dried on the walls, and still you
keep putting things off. What’s the matter? After all, this is a very serious undertaking. I can’t understand.”
“Oh,” Juta said, gaining control of the situation. “Yes, we’ve been putting it off, but there’s no other way out.
I’d like to have some free time after our wedding., but now rehearsals are just wearing me out.”
His mother said nothing. She was looking around. It is true when they say that the best way to get to know a
person is by observing his everyday life. Lost in that large, unfriendly room, Juta seemed very fragile and in need
of protection. No wonder Jevalds had fallen in love with the girl.
“Remember, you agreed then,” Juta continued.
Well! Then his mother had been angry at Juta. However, this was now forgotten. Perhaps she should console
the girl, express some kindness towards her? No, his mother was in no hurry.
“Yes, of course. You have rehearsals.” She bent down to pick up a scrap of paper that was lying on the floor
and looked around for a waste-basket. But there was none, so she crumpled the paper.
“I don’t know. Perhaps we old people don’t understand things any more. As they say, each one tries to live
according to his own senses. As long as there’s some sense to begin with. Well, I don’t object. Do whatever you
think best.”
It would seem that his mother had come just to say “do whatever you think best.” But Juta felt there was more
to her visit than that. Once again there was silence. Then his mother asked quickly:
“Well, and what about after the wedding?”
“I’ve told you, we always have more free time after the premiere,” Juta replied patiently. “But now there’s so
much work. Maybe,” and here she smiled shyly, “I’ll be given a bigger role after that.”
“And what if you’re not?”
Juta smiled again. “Then I’ll get one the next time.”
His mother peered at a faded photograph on the wall. Juta Jumped to her feet.
“I’ll put the kettle on,” she said hurriedly.
His mother refused politely, for the sake of good manners, and then agreed. Juta rushed into the kitchen and
asked her landlady to lend her some cookies, for all she had was some stale sponge-cake which she would never
dare set on the table. The tea kettle was on the stove. Juta set the table. Both women exchanged small talk, trying
to fan the feeble flame of conversation. His mother sat there motionlessly, adjusting a fold in her soft blue sweater
now and then. She was a guest here.
Finally, tea was ready. It was then that the woman asked the question which had brought her here.
“And do you intend to stay on in your ballet after the wedding?”
So that’s what it was all about!
“Certainly,” Juta replied firmly. “I don’t want to be a burden.”
His mother took a sip to see if the tea was sweet enough. Just as slowly she weighed her future daughter-inlaws words.
“Then you do intend to remain there.”
Juta nodded and offered the woman the plate of cookies. Fortunately, they were an expensive kind, and nothing
on them said that they had been borrowed. After all, she was the mistress here in her own room.
“And you’ll support yourself?”
“Certainly.” Juta tried to look as formidable as the woman and even sat up straighter in her chair.
“Supposing you do. What about the household then? I’m getting on in years, you know, child.”
“I’ll help. I’ll do everything I can!” Juta pressed the woman’s hand impulsively, leaning across the table to do
so. The woman did not pull her hand away, but her gray eyes were just as unbending.
“I’m glad you want to do everything you can, but that’s just it: how much will you be able to do, how much
strength will you have left? You’ll be exhausted. You’re small and frail. You want to have your own salary, but
you’ll be spending half of it on carfare. Pleskodal is not Riga, you know. And then, how much do you get to begin
with? You can’t live decently on what you get.”
“Why can’t I?” Juta tried to put down the protest in her voice. She must be calm, stubbornness would get her
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nowhere. “After all, I manage.”
His mother did not reply. She looked around the room. It was not a look of scorn or mockery, her eyes were
filled with icy, arrogant indifference. Juta did not have to follow her gaze. She knew that the woman was now
looking at the spot in the old couch where the spring was loose and was waiting for pay day to be fixed; but pay
day would come and go and there were always more urgent holes to be patched, and so the spring would patiently
await its turn. No matter, a young person slept soundly, never noticing whether a loose spring was sticking into his
side.
Now the woman was looking at the wardrobe. Most of the furnishings belonged to Juta’s landlady, even the
pictures on the walls and the patched curtains on the windows. All that was Juta’s here was a little shelf on the
wall a few things in a corner of the landlady’s wardrobe, and a few more things on top of the bureau.
“So what?” Juta asked herself. She had always been displeased with her room, but now she would defend it to
the end.
“So you manage? Well, you have until now,” his mother finally replied. “You live alone and you manage by
yourself. But I have a right to be concerned about how things will be when you live with Jevalds. I also worked
before I got married, though my dowry was a good deal better; but this has nothing to do with our conversation.
You say you don’t want to be a burden. And I’ll say that Jevalds’s salary won’t nearly take care of everything.
After he gets through buying a few books he’s just about gone through his pay. It gets spent on nothing.
“As long as he’s young and single I don’t mind. I want him to have a good time while he can. But if he’s
decided to settle down and start a family, that’s something else again. There’s no sense talking to him, so I decided
to come over and have a talk with you. Two heads are better than one, so we’ll just discuss things here. You know
the saying: ‘You can’t carry something you can’t lift.’
“That’s why I want you to think about it very seriously. Your salary is half the amount of his. I don’t mean that
the two of you might not be able to scrape along somehow. But what about children? And when I get old? And
then there’s your father. And don’t forget the taxes on the house.”
“But …” Juta tried to force the words through her constricted throat, “but that’s impossible. Why, we’re two
healthy young people! And we’re both independent. And I’m sure that the factory and the theater will help.”
“Well, my dear,” the woman said as if the thought had just occurred to her, “you know the old saying: ‘When
poverty knocks at the door, love flies out the window.’ Jevalds isn’t used to skimping. He’s always had everything
he wanted. Who knows how he’ll feel when you have to count each penny.”
Juta gripped her cup as she listened in silence.
“I always thought that when my son got married I’d be able to sit back and rest,” his mother said regretfully.
“And look at how things have turned out! You’ll soon be begging for your food, and there I’ll be, an old woman,
bent over my vegetable rows … looking after the cow … and goodness knows what else.”
“But, Mother,” Juta’s voice softened.
“Oh, you young people,” his mother chided, “I wish you the best, but you’re stubborn as can be, always
looking for a bluebird when the real treasures are right at home, if you’re not too lazy to bend down and pick them
up. You’re coming into a family where everything is there waiting for you. My husband and I had to work long
and hard to save our money. I can’t tell you how many weeds I pulled from our plot, but it’s livable now. You
won’t have to rack your brains to find food for dinner, you won’t have to worry about a good sound roof over
your heads.
“My dear girl, do you think I wish you ill? Or Jevalds, either? Don’t jump up. I’ll be very frank with you. It
was a blow when I discovered what you owned, but I’m not even thinking of that now. A good, sensible character
is also important. That’s why I want you to come to our house and live with us. Tomorrow, if you want to. I’ll
welcome you and take you around. Old age is creeping up on me, I never knew what it meant before. And the
house needs a new helper badly. Do you know how much money I make from the orchard? How much a pair of
sows brings in at the market?
“If you live sensibly, you’ll have a car of your own in two years’ time. That’s all the rage with young people
these days, I know. You won’t have a care in the world. What we need is four hands pulling together. Then you
can grow all kinds of expensive vegetables. You’ll just have to put in a few more rows. It’s too much for me now,
I don’t have the strength I used to. In the spring you have to go to the city for seeds every day to find just the ones
you want. And we can keep two cows. We’ll always have customers for the milk, even more than we can handle.
If only I had my old strength back. But instead you want me to carry the whole burden of the household alone,
while a healthy young girl like you runs off to the city each day. And for what, I ask you? For nothing.”
It was a long speech. His mother was tired by the time she had said everything that was on her mind. Juta had
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tried to get a word in several times, but the woman would not be interrupted. Now, when she was through, she
would let the girl have her say. The woman leaned back in her chair and poured herself a cup of tepid tea.
“But, Mother! That’s not right, either! I can’t leave my job just because I’m getting married. I studied so many
years, and it was so difficult, I can’t just up and leave!”
Juta might have gone on talking, she might have remained silent. The only thing the woman wanted to hear
was her consent. Meanwhile, she smiled at Juta kindly. She understood.
Juta stopped talking. The woman began again:
“I’m not forcing you, I’m not insisting. You have a head on your shoulders. The house needs a good worker.
The few hours here and there that you’ll be able to spare will be of no use. To have put so much of my life into the
orchard and then abandon it? Why, that’s enough to break my heart. But if I have to hire men to work, well, you
know what they’re like these days. I’d have to stand over them every minute. They’d eat twice as much as they’d
earn and fill their pockets to boot. A person has to be crazy to have anything to do with such scoundrels.
“As for me, I won’t be sitting around twiddling my thumbs. I’ll pitch in and help with the work and with a
word of advice when necessary. Jevalds can take care of the garden. That will get his nose out of his books. And
then, if you work hard along with him yourself, there’s no sin in having a man in to help you for a day or two. I’d
never object to that. I’m no slave-driver. But I know life better than you do, that’s for sure. You can have your
father come and live with us. There’s enough for everyone, and I’ll look after the children.”
“But what about my work?” said Juta patiently. She was prepared for a long siege. “What about my work?
Jevalds isn’t giving up his job. What would you say if he did? I don’t mind how difficult it’ll be at first. It’s
always is difficult at first. You can’t even imagine the hard times I’ve known.”
“That’s just what I’ve been saying,” his mother agreed. “Don’t you think I can see, poor child, what a terrible
life you’ve had? They should be ashamed of themselves for paying so little for such difficult work. Just think:
there’ll be children and responsibility—where will you find the time for it all?”
Juta sat there, her chin on her hands.
“What’s wrong? It’s no use, she doesn’t understand. She’ll never understand. Never.” Finally, she said aloud:
“What about Jevalds? Does he think I should give up my career?” And she added slowly, shyly, in a voice in
which pride and pleading battled for the upper hand:
“He was so pleased … to see me on the stage … that’s how it all began.”
“You’re both children,” his mother said, shaking her head reproachfully. “I didn’t ask him, and if I had he
would have said the same. He’s my son. He has a head on his shoulders. This is all for your own good, don’t you
understand?”
Juta rose and walked over to the window. Spring had even touched the little gray yard with beauty. Two boys
were playing ball. She watched the ball fly high into the air and then nearly over the fence. For a moment she
forgot about the woman. But his mother coughed and once again her words stood out in Juta’s mind:
“Your father can come and live with us” … “children” … “Jevalds.”
“My dear Jevalds,” Juta said to herself. “He’s like his mother.”
There was the orchard, and the pigs, and the cow. Perhaps even two cows. And his mother’s legs pained her,
that was not to be forgotten, either. All old people had pains in their legs. It was all very sensible. Those were the
demands of the house in Pleskodal, the vegetable garden, and the cowshed. And her salary was so small. She was
only a dancer in the corps de ballet.
“I’d better be going,” his mother said. She was not an idle woman with time on her hands to be sitting around
doing nothing. Juta turned quickly. She was very calm, waiting for whatever else might come crashing down upon
her. But no, it seemed there was nothing else. His mother thanked her for the nice tea.
“And my landlady’s cookies, too,” Juta added mentally.
“Don’t be in a hurry to decide, my dear. Think about it. I want you to know that I have your best interests at
heart. And Jevalds loves you.”
These words were well chosen. They would leave a lasting impression. But Juta stood firm. Though she was
small, she had a strong character.
“We’ll be expecting you on Sunday,” his mother said on parting.
“So I have time until Sunday. That’s how much time she’s given me. How many days does that make?” Juta
counted them. “Three days.”
Three days and three nights in which to give her final reply. This was her second proposal, and it had been
made by Pleskodal, a small settlement on the outskirts of the city. Juta went back to her room. She took a small
mirror from the chest, sat down and peered at her own reflection.
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“Jevalds, Jevalds, my dearest darling. I live each day for you. I’ll never notice how the day flies by and with it
my work, and then I’ll be hurrying to meet you,”
Juta tried to convince herself, but the girl in the mirror only shook her head. Juta was angry at herself or, rather,
at the girl in the mirror, whose large eyes were miserable.
“No, nothing very terrible has happened. Nothing irreparable, as long as Jevalds is with me. So what if his
mother came here? I shouldn’t attach such importance to her visit. Old people never really understand. But every
person should be responsible for his own life. After all, these aren’t the old days, when you had to have your
parents’ blessing to get married. We can always find a way out. I know Jevalds won’t even hear of me giving up
my career.”
The girl in the mirror didn’t seem to understand Juta, for she kept shaking her head slowly. A small lock of
dark hair got loose. She brushed it aside. The motion appeared so weary in the mirror.
“I’ll see him this evening, anyway,” Juta said and smiled, and her pale lips trembled pitifully. Strangely, she
was very calm that evening, and it wasn’t a forced calm which she sometimes imposed upon herself when she had
been thinking about Jevalds too long.
*
Juta chatted with her girlfriends amidst the usual backstage commotion and last-minute preparations. There
were so many people whom she knew so well, who were friendly. Should she leave them? Should she leave all
this? It was silly to imagine that she ever could. At any rate, the premiere would not result in an important role for
her. Her talent, and she was talented, for if she had no faith in herself there was no sense staying on, was not the
kind that would make her a star overnight. Only endless toil would lead to the top. Ceaseless toil, with her heart
and soul in her dancing. She had a feeling of confidence in herself and knew that she could reach the top through
honest toil.
Juta did not doubt that Jevalds would be waiting for her that evening. There had been times when he had not
been able to come, despite their appointment. But he would certainly be there today. Was it superstition? No, she
just knew. When the performance over, she left the theater with au easy heart.
“We’ll talk it over. One who loves will always understand his loved one.”
Jevalds was waiting at the corner under the linden as always. He pressed her hand quickly and gently.
“Will you take me home?”
“Certainly. What a question.”
She would have to begin sometime. When there were people pressed all around them in the crowded bus it
would be too late.
“Jevalds, are you glad we’re getting married?”
“There’s another strange question. Certainly.” Juta peered into the rising mist and then continued,
“How are things at home?”
Ah, here Jevalds had quite a bit to say. The tulips were in bloom. On Sunday Juta would pick a large bouquet
of the most beautiful flowers. Suddenly he laughed.
“Do you know why I was nearly late? One of our wedding-pigs jumped over the fence and ran away. He’s a
real sprinter! Mother said that if we keep putting the wedding off, one pig will be enough to feed an army.” He
pressed her arm and whispered,
“Actually, I had no time at all this evening, but I came anyway, I couldn’t stay home without seeing you. I felt
I’d go crazy. You can’t imagine how I missed you. My little Juta. When’s the date of that premiere of yours?”
What pleasant impatience. The corners of Juta’s mouth tilted upward in a smile and she asked, apropos of
nothing:
“You said the pigs were getting big. Your mother certainly knows how to take care of them, doesn’t she?”
What a question! Jevalds wasn’t boasting when he told Juta what an excellent housekeeper his mother was. He
had never tasted cooking like hers. Juta would have a good teacher, and for free.
“That’s just grand,” Juta said with the barest hint of sarcasm, “but she’s getting on in years.”
There didn’t seem to be any connection between these two sentences, and Jevalds was not one to notice shades
of meaning in words.
“Oh no, Mother’s still going strong. Our whole family’s like that. If my father hadn’t come down with pleurisy,
he’d still be hale and hearty, and maybe even stronger than me. Big strong men like that are usually carried off in
a flash, without warning. The only thing is Mother’s ruining her health. It’s staying at the market for hours on end
that’s doing it, it’s so cold there. But she says that if you hand everything over to a middleman, it’s like giving it
away at half-price. There’s no sense having half the profits slipping through your fingers.”
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They were walking along an avenue lined with flowers that looked black in the darkness. He spoke of tulips.
There were tulips here, too.
“And then there’s the market,” Juta thought. “Yes, I’ll be going to the market to sell pork.”
They reached the bus stop. Soon they were in the bus on the way to her house, but still she had not broached
the subject uppermost in her mind. Perhaps it was for the best. She could say it all slowly at home.
“How was the performance?” Jevalds asked casually above the noise of the bus.
“Fine,” she replied in the same tone.
She was staring out of the window and did not feel Jevalds’s eyes on her face. Juta, little Juta. So tired, so
beloved and so fragile. They stood at the door downstairs. Still, the most important words had not been spoken.
“You’ll come up, won’t you?”
Jevalds shifted from one foot to the other.
“Well, if it’s not urgent, if it’s not really very important …” Jevalds squinted mischievously: what could little
Juta have to say that would be of much importance?
“Then I’d better be getting along. The Teihmanis are adding another floor to their house and they’ve asked me
too.”
“Urgent?” Juta was rummaging about in her bag. Where was that key! “Urgent?” she repeated, but this time to
herself. It would only take a few words, or a single look for him to come up with her. “The Teihmanis? Aren’t you
tired? I could never work like that.” It was the honest truth, she never could have.
“And I fixed the cow’s crib today, too,” Jevalds boasted. “So what if I’m a little tired? The Teihmanis are not
stingy people, they won’t haggle over a ruble. And we’ll need a lot for the wedding. So what if you do get a bit
tired? It only means extra money in your pocket. And I want you to wear a very impractical white towel and look
just like a little doll.”
Juta glanced up at him. Yes, he did seem exhausted.
“Just like a little doll.”
And then there would be a car. His mother had said so. Everything for the sake of making money. Look at the
creases on his forehead! And I’ll be forever chasing back and forth between the garden and the pigsty and the
cowshed, and all for the sake of money.
The key was in her hand. Jevalds tipped his hat. He was polite. And well-bred. He would not go out without a
hat. Juta would never have to be ashamed of her husband. Well, they would discuss it another time, when Jevalds
was not so tired.
“But you don’t work like that every day, do you?” Jevalds’s eyes shone with pride.
“Yes, I do. I’ll be working like this every day until the wedding. You need money to live well. And after all, a
man who’s about to get married can’t go running to his mother every time he needs money.”
He was right. Juta nodded and lifted her face for a good-night kiss. Then she stood motionless. Who was that
speaking? She looked around. There was no one there.
*
“Because what he loves most in the world, even more than he loves you, is his comfortable, narrow way of
life. One that will always be alien to you. I know how miserable you are now, Juta. But the pain will pass,” said
the girl in the mirror.
“I love him,” Juta said.
“You do. But they want to clip your wings, and Jevalds is on their side. Don’t bend to their will.”
*
The girl in the mirror was silent. Juta stared at her with unseeing eyes.
She would write Jevalds a letter. It would be easier that way. If she mailed it tomorrow, he’d get it the
following day.
“I wanted to write to Father,” she recalled, “but I didn’t, for someone else would have to read it to him. Jevalds
isn’t blind, I can write to him. But isn’t he?” Her shoe tapped nervously on the floor. “Isn’t he blind? He’s always
been so good to me, I’ve known only kindness, and that’s how I want it to remain in my heart. He’s so exhausted.
Oh Jevalds! Poor Father,” she suddenly said. “You’ll have to remain in that little station house. Forgive me,
Papa!”
She recalled the evening when Jevalds had proposed to her. When she had got home that night she had felt
offended at being surrounded by dark, silent doors when her heart was overflowing with joy. It was then that she
had confessed her love to these inanimate objects, small, happy Juta.
Now, once again, she pressed her cheek against the cold brick oven, unheated in many a day, and whispered:
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“We’re not getting married. Jevalds and I aren’t getting married.”
And she listened intently to see if there would be an answer.
296.22 Excerpt from In the Shadow of Rooster Hill: “The First Day: Redemption”\fn{by Osvalds Zebris (1975- )}
Riga, Latvia (M) 7
1
A stooping, thickset old man strode with wide steps from the side of the Dvinsk railway track.
His somewhat large head bent downwards, panting heavily and irregularly, he crossed the splendid square of
the new station, then the street—the hard snow, packed down by the many passers-by, crunched under the soles of
his brown boots.
The man stopped, raised his tired and sunken eyes toward the windows of the Bellevue Hotel glittering in the
afternoon twilight and, drooping his head down, continued his hurried walk along Maria Street. A few spiteful
locks of brown hair pushed out from under the edges of his hat, they rocked to the rhythm of his nervous step, his
thick moustache frozen under his nose.
People in groups thronged the area where Elizabeth Street and Suvarov Street met, some laughing in a carefree
manner, while others were tranquilly leaving Vērmanis Park; one could hear more men’s voices, and there were
ladies in furs and coat collars pulled up against the cold. The mood before Christmas could be felt in Riga this
year as well, even though the gloomy thoughts still dwelled in many—a bitterness that was brought by the last
days of 1906, like wine that has turned into vinegar, with peoples’ hopes having turned into a deep feeling of disillusionment. Today’s issue of the daily newspaper The Voice read:
“So much hatred, misery and bleak, ominous clouds all around, that no one can ever believe in good news.
And we have no ray of hope shining upon us from the future.”
Crossing Alexander Boulevard, the old man stopped near a low-lying fence that encircled the impressive walls
of the Orthodox cathedral and watched the bustle of the small Christmas market on Esplanades Square. His
clothing was too thin, and as evening approached the cold became ever more severe, he was shivering and quickly
scanning the crowds of people in the broad market square.
After going through the gates that were slightly open, he looked to the right to the bell tower and, without
making the sign of the cross, slid along the cathedral wall like a shadow. He wasn’t seen from the side of the
brightly lit-up annual market—the man’s dark figure had almost vanished in one of the cathedral’s wall naves.
Several carts had already stopped again, the gentlemen offer their gloved hands to the ladies, and lifted children of various ages from the sleigh. The children rushed off in the direction of the dolled-up Christmas tree and
tables laden with candy. The little ones laughed cheerfully, and swarmed around the sweet-smelling waffles and
huts decorated with shiny ribbons where the black eyes of teddy bears and dolls twinkled in the glow of the electric bulbs.
The old man’s stagnant gaze was also lit up for a moment, it closely followed those who had come to the shop
that was farthest away, where they met at the well of happiness to fish out prizes of with a few others. His observant eyes discerned well a shabby, once-red wooden horse and a man of short stature in charge of the carousel
who began to walk slowly in a circle while waiting for the last two passengers.
Afterwards he walked faster, a small girl burst out laughing, a small glove beckoned, the horses gathered
speed, and the old man’s felt boots broke into a light trot.
*
The observer counted the minutes, clenched and flexed his fingers frozen numb in the gray mittens, felt an
envelope with money in his inside pocket and then noticed another child.
The boy was six or seven years of age, his small hand pulling a man dressed in a long black coat to the carousel. The man’s enlightened, pale face showed a restrained dislike of being in a square filled with the loud din of
people. The light fog of breath rose up around his thin lips, and the lips of the old man repeated the movement of
the elegant gentleman’s lips:
“But just for a short moment, Pauls.”
A dark blue twilight continued to drag itself above Riga and the characteristic noise of the city in the silent
clouds of December stood out so sharply, like the brightly lit Esplanade glowing in the cavity of the blind eye of
the night.
“Children. During Christmas—there are only but a few happy little ones,” he whispered to himself, shrinking
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into the deep nave.
A deep, dry cough shook him as he bent over slightly and once again checked his inside pocket—everything
was in its place. Having calmed himself, the old man once again focused on the square glimmering in the light,
his squinted eyes finding the carousel and the elegant gentleman, who at that moment was observing with interest
a young woman who was dressed poorly but warmly with an utterly fidgety boy holding her hand. The woman
pretended she did not notice the man, the small one broke away from her thin hand and bravely ran toward the
laughter, bells, shouting, and flickering of waves of hands.
The man standing in the twilight realized with pleasure that tonight he was very alert, his tired eyes almost
gained the ability to zoom in, to reduce the scene to the finest details. He stroked his mouth, which had burst out
in a smile, then up, past his long nose, the eyes, the brow, and raised his sheepskin cap higher and leaned against
the stone wall of the church. The sudden relief, the long-awaited redemption—the guilt would stay right in the
hard snow, it would be pressed into it until spring came and then disappear completely in the afternoon sun.
Finally everything was cleared up, the protracted torment of uncertainty had receded, and he was once again sure
of himself and now was ready to meet his tormenter.
Suddenly, his eyes that were warmed by a smile, froze. The dark eyelashes quivering ever so slightly, he held
his breath, grew paler, the broad shoulders of this country boy drooped.
“Mommy, is that you?”
Observing the girl that has just come onto the square, the old man whispered and broke away from the wall.
Emerging from the side gates, he approached the carousel as if moving against his own wishes.
“Hey, watch where you’re going!” someone shouted at him.
The old man could not care less and so carried on through the bustle, past the sides of large pretzels, steaming
glasses and a rotund young woman with a high-pitched laugh who pointed a finger, red and swollen from the cold,
at him. Someone lightly shrugged his shoulders, while another smiled in his gray beard, ah yes, a person is and
remains an odd-ball, a fool that has come from a beast, but for another even that kind of jostling puts deep
wrinkles on his narrow forehead—the shame, revelers right in the heart of Riga, at such a holy time.
But while the city drew the cool air into its lungs, threw a playful glance up to the glimmering stars, and
remembered cigarette butts or the caressing of the back of the coat of a newly acquired sweetheart, the old man
approached the carousel with wide steps. He went around, waded into the small snowdrift toward the shadow of
smiling horses and stretched out his strong arms. The carousel was turning slowly, and he carefully lifted the
children off one by one. Starting with little Pauls, then the nimble troublemaker, and finally her.
The old man’s strong arms were shaking—the mother’s warm eyes glanced at him in astonishment, but not a
sound emanated from her lips. It was only the middle boy that made a high-pitched scream, however no one heard
the screaming on the other side of the carousel. The woman was giving snappy answers to the smartly dressed
man in the black overcoat, for whom this evening’s walk suddenly appeared to be full of mystery, quite incomprehensible, and suddenly immensely promising.
“Pauls, we’ll go over to Daddy’s now, now I’ll …”
*
The old man ran out of breath, holding both boys with one hand, and the girl with the other. He hurriedly
pulled the boys across Totleben Boulevard, turned to the right, and, at that moment when shouting, uncharacteristic of the evening groaning, rang from the square, this peculiar group of four was already turning off onto Nikolaya Street, then once more turned to the left and went a good way along Crown Prince Boulevard in the opposite
direction—all the way to Bastion Hill, which was sinking into the evening twilight.
Little Pauls was whimpering, the other boy energetically trying to pull his arm away, while the girl kept
turning her head back:
“Hey! Over here! Help!” she shouted ardently, however the thin voice died in the heartbeat of the city, in the
voices, among the shouts of the cart drivers, in the muffled laughter.
Before the holidays, the people hurried to pay off long-postponed bills and settle transactions, and meet for a
brief chat so they could devote themselves to the bustle of Christmas with a certain peace of mind. The odd stranger smiled nervously, dragged the little ones to the front, and once again to the left, onto Alexander Boulevard,
and then they were already coming to the shiny, well-lit façade of the Imperial Hotel.
The doorman in a dark blue uniform stood next to the high double door, the gilded buttons of the uniform
reflecting the light bulbs’ yellow light, which the luxurious building generously poured out through the broad
windows of the lobby.
To the little girl—whose name was Laimdota—it seemed that the door guard would take the bad old man by
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his collar at once, call for the police, and she would be rescued, but instead the doorman hurried to the sleighs that
had just arrived in order to take packages wrapped in brown paper and offer a white glove to a lady deeply sunk
into her foxtail coat.
The old man rushed inside through the wide double door and to the reception desk; to the right one could hear
the pop of billiard balls, as the smell of cigars and hot food wafted in—there was a restaurant that was situated on
the basement floor, one of Riga’s most luxurious entertainment spots. In the evenings it was the round gold 10
ruble coins that sparkled along with the 25 ruble notes.
The first Latvians that had just gained the means favored this place, those who wanted to eagerly spend, and
show off to the Germans and Russians to spite them.
*
“Good evening, I have number 402. It’s reserved,” the old man mumbled under his nose.
The small boy, Pauls, began crying loudly, and, as the receptionist, wrinkling his brow at the strange company
while scrutinizing them, dragged his finger along in the guest book, the boldest—Imants—also started sniffling.
“Can’t you see that something’s wrong?” Laimdota didn’t understand how the receptionist hadn’t noticed it.
“My wife stayed at home, right at the last minute before the trip … she had cramps in her stomach that made
her cry out in pain,” the dark-haired man murmured, laughing foolishly, but it was apparent that the receptionist
did not care about the ailments of the wives of the new arrivals.
“Yes, you have a reservation. A suite,” he said, studying the thin overcoat of the guest with suspicion, “at 12
rubles a day.” The receptionist took a short break, looking at the peculiar evening guests questioningly with raised
eyebrows.
“At the moment we have many guests. The room rate is high at the hotels during the holidays.”
“Of course, absolutely. I can pay in advance.” The old man pulled out a thick envelope and gave him a pile of
banknotes that had been crumpled in many hands and left a gold 5 ruble coin to the side.
“And dinner, for all of us. Some sweets for the children as well. We are here in Riga for the celebration, but my
wife came down with something right before the holidays …”
“Of course, sir, I will take care of it.”
The slicked-back hair of the receptionist glistened in the light of the brilliant lamp in the lobby. He, with a
broad smile, bowed, and a key fastened to a heavy chain appeared on the table.
“Fourth floor, on the right. Does Sir have luggage or other belongings?”
“No, we”—the old man hesitated—“they will bring it tomorrow, there was some sort of mix-up.” Pauls once
again began crying loudly, and Laimdota pulled her small arm vigorously, but the old man’s grip was tight.
“Well, come now, little Pauls. Soon, just a moment more, and we’ll be there, Mommy will also be here in the
morning.”
*
He turned to the right and entered the much darker staircase. Esplanade Square could be seen from the high
windows of room no. 402 like the back of one’s hand. The children’s kidnapper at first dashed to the heavy curtains, and for a moment he eyed the square. He slowly closed the curtains of all three windows in the middle
room, then the two windows in the adjacent room as well.
The moment they were freed from his firm grip, the three small children huddled next to one another at the end
of the narrow hallway. Little Pauls whimpered, and Laimdota felt that she couldn’t bear it either, but Imants
watched the old man’s activity near the windows in earnest. In the semi-darkness it was visible that he turned to
the children, and put a chubby finger to his thick mustache saying,
“Shh, let’s be quiet.”
Pressed up against the closed entrance doors, the children, as if stunned, peered at this strange man who
approached them.
*
“Hello,” he whispered hoarsely. “I will be your Santa Claus. There will be gifts and a Christmas tree. We will
have everything. You just have to calm down.”
He sat down on the dark carpet in the middle of the huge room, the light of Esplanade Square pushing itself
past the curtains drawn shut in the room. The bustle on the street could be heard, along with shouting and somebody going through the hallway with soft steps walking by singing,
“Will you love me in December as you do in May?”
“There’s a surprise,” the old man said, raising both of his hands up as if he was praying and spread them out.
He smiled.
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“There’s a surprise that awaits you. And,” he pursed his lips together like he was blowing into a bag and almost
burst into song, “the kind that you remember your whole life, that you remember and talk about.”
A solemn peace had overcome the stranger, which had not yet reached the distraught children. However, he
would have been ready to laugh out of joy from that peace that had he not experienced for many years.
Finally respite! No more climbing that mountain, no more trials ever again.
Upon getting up and dropping his coat with the ragged lining, the old man turned on both massive chandeliers,
as well as the green table lamps in both rooms, then in the hallway near the children, and in the luxurious
bathroom. With each new light bulb it became apparent how he was changing—he wasn’t an old man, but a man
full of strength and conviction who was around forty or even younger. Only the faded coat and battered brown
boots made him resemble an old man.
He sat down on the edge of the chair near the black desk, glanced through a pile of writing paper, took a dip
pen, dipped it in ink, and carelessly scribbled down a few words in the middle of a sheet.
“Tomorrow’s Christmas Day … we will have it, we will have everything,” he murmured, sinking into deep
contemplation.
His memories came from the smell of the paper or perhaps the little girl’s warm eyes, the confused look of the
mother, the unhappy face of the little boy.
“Happy children, three.”
He looked at them almost as if he was looking through them. Suddenly remembering something, he began to
pace, all the while speaking quickly. Tomorrow was to be the day for gifts a Christmas tree. Yes, of course,
Mommy was to be there as well, the old man answered little Pauls hastily. The boy once again cried loudly when
the word “mommy” was mentioned. All of this was only for a surprise, like the miraculous moment of the
holidays. They would remember this evening with a good laugh.
He pointed to the wide sofa near the wall for the children. He told them to come closer and sit and laughed
nervously. It hurt one’s ears. He was not a master of pure laughter: he didn’t know how to laugh heartily or with
confidence.
The children squeezed together came into the room timidly, and sat on the very edge of the soft sofa and
watched how the man with the dark complexion plodded with broad steps through the luxurious room—wall to
wall, stopping for a moment near a window, then to the hallway, and back. He spoke energetically and quickly,
talking about the school out towards Ērgļi, which had caught fire just the day before yesterday. All the writings
had burned, but everything had been memorized, so it should be rewritten.
His rough hand with the thick, yellowed nails once again caressed the pile of paper.
The man talked about how, a year prior, during this period he was spending a lot of time in church, each day,
attending a number of times a day, and that had saved him, that had taken him here, “back to his family,” he said.
It reminded him of his father, who had died in spring—“So that would be your grandpa.”—and his mama, who
waited for all of them at home.
“We have our own mommy,” the oldest boy said, who clenched his hands into small fists and would have
gotten in the old man’s way had he been a bit bigger.
“Arvīds, you protect your owl.”
The man stopped, looked at the children with a tilted head, then looked once more without talking. He sat on
the desk with a sudden confusion, murmured, turned his back to the children, and stooped over the sheets of
paper.
The room became quiet, as if there was no one there, just a metal writing utensil scratching a rough piece of
paper, the calming clink against the edge of the inkwell, a sigh, and the whispering of paper began anew. The
children watched with a frightened look at the gray hump of his back and threw a glance towards the door, but the
smallest one—little Pauls—tearstained, fell right asleep in the warm room.
“No, we won’t leave him,” both of the older ones thought, exchanging looks, and then laid down next to the
little one, Arvīds Gaiļkalns
Finally, they fell asleep. The girl had curled up in a little ball with the youngest, but the third, the stubborn one,
slept apart from them.
2
I sensed that the time for celebration was near and would soon be brought to completion, and the guilt would
finally melt away.
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Melt away? It would melt away, be cast off. I would break out of the cocoon and once again become a single
whole—a person. Rūdolfs.
This primeval name smoldered on the paper, my root: “would melt away.” Like a candle. I drew faint lines
around the name, joined three dots. The city had calmed, the window was shut tight, and the room was warm and
quiet.
Yes, it seemed at last it was possible. I would set forth on my long-awaited path.
I was jolted by a light fever due to fear, because to go back so far—it was the rare person who successfully
survived that. I was already swimming downstream, I was there, and the middle of June was very close to the
beginning of a totally new century—the 20th century.
Looking from a bird’s-eye view, one could make out a triangle on our side—the apple tree that had caught fire
in the spring on one end, the mighty owls’ oak on the second, but on the third there was a sad, old alder tree leaning to the side with a cross carved into its bark. It was a cross made by Brods the schoolteacher.
If the trees were joined with a line, our house was located on one of the edges of the triangle—the house of the
Reiznieks with a low overhanging roof, a somewhat tilted entrance to the cellar, a dilapidated barn; on the second
border, which climbed the hill—the rebuilt Gaiļkalns farm with new buildings, a tall silo and expanded lime kiln.
At the foot of the hill was the Ogre River, which wound around the edge of the triangle, flowing particularly
quickly there, and became broader and deeper as it freed itself from the grass of the shore.
*
We used to understand each another with half a word, sometimes without any words at all.
If I saw him coming up along the very side of the road, with one leg in the corn, I knew that the day would not
be very merry, that he’d be downcast and quiet. However, if he ran down the middle of the road, jumped over the
root of the crabapple tree, and yelled out, then it would be a joyous day.
How did we spend our time, what did we do from the early morning until the late dusk of summer evenings?
I can’t remember. What could have been so precious, so promising in our conversations and daily life, boys of
an age where they could be shepherds?
But I do know that I had always wanted a brother like Arvīds, my neighbor from the Gaiļkalnses’ house on the
other side of the river.
Arvīds was only three years older, however, as time passed, the difference grew bigger and at the same time I,
like someone possessed, quickly gravitated towards him. Until I realized I was in the current, right in the middle
of the river. Split in two, full of some sort of guilt, which one could liberate oneself from only miraculously by
chance, and my lot that was cast, praise the Lord, had come up a winner this time.
“Arvīds Gaiļkalns.”
*
After writing these two simple names, I looked more closely at them. I felt how powerful, how deep they were.
Unctuous and eddying like the Ogre near the support pillars of the old bridge. Perhaps that is what made Arvīds so
strong?
As soon as he entered the yard, joy would appear in every home and chatter would break out. Men who were
considerably older than us came and showed us every new thing, talked about the tilled field, or the tree that was
chopped down, as if the delivery of every new thing was dependent on Arvīds’s opinion. The women would busy
themselves with setting the table and the girls would gaze at him as if … it appeared to me that the passion of
rivalry had been released in them unnoticed. In their forced laughter, they buzzed around him like bees.
I already wanted to write “like bees around a flower,” but I couldn’t put “flower” on the piece of paper because
Arvīds was not at all a flower that adorned the room and faded.
He did not fade. There were deep and broad roots in him—a singular root, strong and sinewy like an oak. He
was able to provide hope and assurance. I don’t know if there was anything that could scare Arvīds Gaiļkalns.
Fear.
Yes, you’d have to go some years back—I was perhaps five, Arvīds was eight, but Jausma, my sister, was
fourteen then. Now I am able to easily calculate the years. That’s also something I picked up from him.
At the time the gray oak seemed four times the size it is today. The world, an entire herd of sheep could find
shelter in the shade of this huge turtle. The wood shavings, which acted as an army, took up their positions among
the mighty twisted roots, while the enemies’ horses pulled themselves up from the ravine.
What did he, the ancestor of all oaks, think about those boys, who nibbled at his petrified flesh, tearing off
little pieces of bark, blushing, climbing up to the crown of branches?
They were afraid of climbing higher, for that was the beginning of the kingdom of wasps and bees. Each year
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they dash under the hives to the cavities—there were at least five of them—while a family of owls had settled in
the higher levels for their eternal reign. No, they were not afraid in the least—when we brought home baby owls
that we had chosen from the oak cavity my father, with no shadow of doubt in his sunken eyes, had smashed two
of the three tiny heads with the back of an axe.
Arvīds, a cheeky kid that was brown as a hazelnut, with brown-yellow hair, yanked his baby owl out from
under the axe.
“What are you doing, dummy, they’re the ones eating the chickens. Give it here.”
“No, I won’t give you mine. You might as well chop my hand off.” And he, blinking his gray eyes, calmly put
his hand on the small log between the two dead balls of feathers and claws, where there were just a few drops of
blood.
Father looked for a moment at Arvīds like he was looking at a talking grasshopper, spit, threw the axe between
the stacks of firewood and walked away.
Jausma and I stood there with our mouths open wide in utter surprise: underneath father’s intent look we
normally would hang our heads, but he had walked off instead. Arvīds remained with a live baby owl in his hands,
having protected his rights.
*
Later, when Jausma dug a grave for the dead baby owls behind the barn, I reasoned that it would have been
better for us to have been born to a father like Arvīds’s dad, Old Matiss.
Jausma didn’t like how I was talking. She growled I shouldn’t babble on about things that I can’t comprehend
yet, but I thought that the quick end for the birds had upset her a bit.
“You didn’t have to drag those nasty things home,” she said, as she put the birch branches in the form of a
cross on the freshly dug mound, said her farewells and glanced back one last time.
Afterwards we trudged home. Mama was already waiting for us near the porch, waving energetically, and, as
always, I dashed to her, springing up and down as I ran.
Jausma stayed far behind. She wasn’t in the habit of running to Mama. She also already only said, “Made.” I
had never heard her say “Mama.”
*
“She can’t be a mama to Jausma at all. She’s too young,” said Arvīds all-knowingly.
We were in his house, in the well-lit central room, a round and tall vase in the middle of the table, lush peonies
drooping around its edges. He glanced at my pointer finger, which followed the alphabet.
Arvīds diligently readied me for the beginning of school. He wrestled with my heavy head, which could not
collect the letters together so they would come to light as ready-made words.
“Oh, la-nd-sss, ugh,” I murmured.
“Well, and together that would be …”
Arvīds fidgeted in the creaking chair, and my head was ringing from putting the words together. The fly under
the ventilation pane buzzed in the room. All the little letters hovered above it and knocked against the window
pane.
“La-nd-scape. You’ll have to try again and again, until you can overcome it. You can’t give up.”
“Why can’t Mama be a mama for Jausma?”
“The difference in age is too small. Children aren’t born to anyone at 13 years of age. Look.” He pulled out a
piece of paper and drew straight lines.
“This is us: this is the year 1881,” he wrote down and made a thick dot under the number. “Your mama just
celebrated her birthday—she’s 28, right? Then her birth year is 1853.”
He again made a dot and wrote down “Made.”
“Ok, this year your sister will turn 15, so her birth year is 1866.”
A dot, with the name “Jausma” appeared underneath.
“Now the most important thing—if you take 1853 from 1866, you get 13. That means that your mama was
only 13 years old when Jausma was born. She was younger than Jausma is now, and you just can’t have children
at that age. Old Ede told me that, and well, she’s totally right. So, do you understand?”
“Probably, yes.”
I looked at the dots and lines, the numbers. I couldn’t grasp much of what Arvīds had said, but an uneasy doubt
remained.
And still at the time it seemed to me that there wasn’t a smarter person in the world than Arvīds. But there
were others that had such thoughts—one night I couldn’t fall asleep and I heard how Father was whispering to
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Mama:
“The Gaiļkalns boy is supposedly doing things that are making the schoolmaster’s jaw drop. Apparently they
sent one of the papers he wrote to the priest. Who knows what he wrote there, but supposedly he’s mighty famous.
I don’t know what could be on that paper.”
“Who said that?” I heard something peculiar in Mama’s voice, almost as if she was very sad concerning Arvīds’s achievements.
“It was Edene. I met her near the church, all puffed up, as big as dough in a bowl, and just rattling away. She
probably spruced up the truth about the paper a bit. I am just thinking how it’s going to go for our son, whether
he’ll even be able to be in school. I can’t be of any help with his papers and books.”
“He’ll be able to. Arvīds will help him,” Mama said curtly.
*
“Look, what a wiseguy,” Jausma hissed when I told her about the numbers and dots on Arvīds’s paper. “Let
him keep his nose out of our business. You should ask if that so-called aunt Ede of his isn’t too old to have children. Let him count that very carefully.” My sister shouted the words so loudly that you could hear what she said
through the wind at the Gaiļkalns house.
*
“Son,” Mama said in the evening, taking me into her lap, and I understood that Jausma had told her everything.
“Those are things that little ones shouldn’t be told, because they have not yet been provided with the understanding of grown-ups. I am raising both of you—you and Jausma—I never keep tabs of those figures in my head.
You tell your friend he can speculate what could be and what can’t. Throw those years out of your head too. It
would be better to learn from Arvīds, learn to read, because only that will make you free.”
“What do I have to become free from?”
“Dear, dear little Rūdolfs. The brother of my father, your grandfather, is far away in Kurzeme and is a very
famous wheelwright—his master’s quarters are as wide as a barn, the family and hired help is as big as the three
of them on this side. And he’s pushing all the children, all the relatives to go to school because the people from
our generation don’t have too many paths they can go on in the world.
“One leads straight from us, because the bread of a farmhand can be quite bearable for a rather long time.
However, sooner or later you pay for it with your entire life.
“The second path goes up a hill—it is overgrown and rocky, and in places so narrow that the people traveling
along it have to go sideways, to squeeze through. However, this little path promises the highest prize for people—
freedom. He said that, and those words have weight.”
“The path is already going up, from our house to the Gaiļkalnses. Just that it’s not so narrow, I cover it every
day.”
“Yes, that’s right. Just that the one I am telling you about is much, much steeper and harder. And school is just
the very beginning of this path.”
Mama was once again smiling.
She was the most beautiful in the world, always. She looked at me so warmly, little dots in her greenish eyes,
the late afternoon sun shining between the branches of the linden trees.
Mama fluttered her long eyelashes, raised her arms, stretched herself. Ten golden fingers were covered with
sunlight, which went down through the hands of my most beautiful mama, crept into the slender curve of her neck
above her shoulder and merged in the locks of her dark hair, with the smell, peace, and safety of summer rocking
in me tenderly.
Then Mama sang to me—first of all she buzzed like a forest bee, then the first words came out silently from
her red lips, then she laughed, freeing all of her strength. The words glimmered and ran like the Ogre River. The
wind took her song over the river, over the hill, over the powerful house of the Gaiļkalns family, over the pine
forest and further still. I was the only one in the world who twisted and turned from Mama’s song.
*
The moon above the city whitened the snow-dusted roofs and fields and glimmered in the open space of the
frozen river, where the wind blew the snow away in some places all the way down to the dark glassy ice.
One man smiled over his totally whitened face while a greenish light fell from the electric table lamp. He
moaned something like a song, like he was sighing, and his hand drew light lines between the three dots. Then he
colored over the words “will melt,” which he had carefully written in the middle of the triangle. In that place he
wrote: “Rūdolfs. Whole.”
The line of ink reminded one of a river that runs over the sheet of paper, flows beyond the edge of the dark
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table, disappears without a sound, and is absorbed in the thick carpet of the hotel room. …
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